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An exciting new rolling block pistol for
plinkers and collectors.
This is the new MENDOZA'
MODEL K-62 22 caliber single shot
target pistol. It's a real beauty with
features that make it safe, handy, and
extremely accurate. First of all, there's a
rolling block action with double extractors
for positive extraction. The hammer has
a half-cock feature for safety. Gun can
be cocked and opened easily with one hand.
Even the trigger pull is adjustable . ..
and from the outside. Unique ammo caddy
carries three extra shells on each side of gun
.~.. ready for instant use. Fires 22 short,
long and long rifle. These features plu~,

the Mendoza's frontier styling . .. all at an
unusually economical price, make this
.22 a pistol you'll really enjoy owning . ..
and using. Naturally, it's fully guaranteed.

4", 5" OR 6"

See it at your dealers or write

FLINTROP ARMS CORPORATION
4034 W. National Ave., Milwaukee 15, Wis.
(Sole distributors for U.s.A.)

~~~~~~~t{;:j~~~,..
~ DEALER INQUIRIES ~ ...

~ :J:N""V":J:TE::D c:<'
~ TERRITORIES STILL OPEN. ~
~ WRITE FOR DETAILS. ~}

Y7I nnnnnnnnn nnnnn I'< *Made by "M~'~doza of .~exico,
~W'J~~W'J V\I'I~W"~ famous Mendoza Machine Gun,

..'

••*f the world
used by the Mexican Army.



dlEJ !BEing ~Ead, \}jd cSjuafuth
-Hebrews 11:4

AN EDITORIAL

The pain of watching our martyred President lowered into
the ground wilf never completely disappear. It aches today
as it did then, brought to a throbbing intensity by the real
ization that in one infamous moment a twisted, misguided
human, fiffed with hate, had taken the life of the leader of
off of the people of the United States and sent him to
eternity decades before his time.

Stunned, we turned from the news reports and asked,
"Why?" And as incredulous as it may seem there were some
who answered by saying, "... because that nut was able
to get a gun, that's why."

And so the drum-beating begins. The after-the-fact people
lift their heads from the sand. Conscience-stricken law en
forcement officers and uninformed politicians try their cases
in the newspapers. There is a great wave of public indigna
tion and what is it aimed against? It is aimed against the
gun instead of the gunman; against the inanimate, unthink
ing implement rather than at the assassin behind it ... and
the motivation behind him.
The compulsion to kif{ John F. Kennedy did not come from
a gun-it came from hate. The gun was merely the instru
ment; it was hate, deep-seated and fierce, that made the
instrument do what it did. We could have legislated against
guns, rocks, arrows, and even mailed fists, but that would
not mean that John F. Kennedy would be alive to lead us
because the assassin would have found another instrument
with which to vent his spleen.

As the body of our late President lay in state in the Capitol
rotunda, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Earl Warren,
spoke of our nation's terrible perplexity:

"What moved some misguided wretch to do this horrible
deed may never be known to us, but we do know that such
acts are vitaf/y stimulated by forces of hatred and malev
olence, such as today, which are eating their way into the
blood stream of American fife."

In these words lie the answer to those who are looking for
something to strike out against, to legislate against, to re
move forever. LEGISLATE AGAINST HATE, NOT GUNS.

Justice Warren said further: "If we reaf/y love this country,
if we truly love justice and mercy, if we fervently want to
make fhis nation better for those who are to foffow us, we
can at least abjure the hatred that consumes people, the
false accusations that divide us and the bitterness that be
gets violence."

These are undeniable and unequivocal words. If the people
who have acted with such great fervor against guns could
be mobilized in a gigantic, patriotic effort against hate, we
would move infinitely closer toward the safeguards that our
citizens are seeking, indeed need, against any recurrence
of the nightmare of November 22, 1963.

We feel we speak for off weff-meaning, patriotic, God
fearing shooters everywhere when we cry out against the
anti-gun witch hunt that has foffowed John F. Kennedy's
assassination. The dastardly deed has mortified us, shaken
us, enraged us; but we ask non-gun-owning Americans
everywhere to see the simple logic of the fact that taking
away guns from their feffow Americans would not remove
the real cause of our late President's death.

In the April, 7960 issue of GUNS Magazine, a member of
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee wrote the fof/owing:

"By caffing attention to a weff regulated milita for the
security of the nation, and the right of each citizen to keep
and bear arms, our founding fathers recognized the es
sentiaf/y civilian nature of our economy. Although it is
extremely unlikely that the fears of governmental tyranny,
which gave rise to the second amendment, wilf ever be a
major danger to our nation, the amendment stilf remains
an important declaration of our basic military-civilian r~

lationships, in which every citizen must be ready to par
ticipate in the defense of his country. For that reason I
believe the second amendment wilf always be important."

The man who wrote that was the then Junior Senator from
Massachusetts, the late John F. Kennedy.

Assistant to the Publishel

GIVE TO THE J. D. TIPPIT FUND

Within two hours after the assassination of President Kennedy, Patrolman J. D. Tippit of the Oaf/as Police
Department stopped to question a suspect. Suddenly three shots were Fired and Patrolman Tippit lay dead.
The outpouring of sympathy, comfort and help given to his widow and three children is one bright light
in this dark, troubled worfd. Time ,may melt away the real emotion expressed by the people. We hope
not. That is why we ask you-the readers of GUNS-to contribute what you can to the Tippit fund.
GUNS Magazine has made a sizeable contribution, as much to honor Patrolman Tippit's heroic deed
as to affirm our belief in the American way of life. We ask you to do the same. Make checks payable to:
Oaf/as Policemen's & Firemen's Welfare Fund (For the Tippit Family). Send checks to: Oaf/as Police Depart
ment, 2000 Main Street, Oaf/as, Texas.
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ROLLING
BLOCKS

In 1867 during the Imperial Exposition
in Paris, it was awarded the Silver Medal
as the finest military or sporting arm

in the world. By 1870 six foreign
governments, including Egypt, adopted

it as their standard arm. Won fame in
the American West. The sun can never

set on the Remington Rolling Block,
for it is still in every-day use throughout

the earth's four corners.

\.

$14.95
$19.95

CARBINES $19.95
Select $24.95

These guns are in .43 Egyptian caliber.
The rifles are NRA fair condition with
a limited quantity of NRA good rifles
available.

7-POINT PROGRAM OF ACTION
TO STEM THE ANTI-GUN HYSTERIA

The SHOOTERS CLUB OFAMERICAis
shocked at the tragedy of the assassination of
President Kennedy. In the wake of this infamous
deed, the clamor for tighter restrictions on citi
zens possessing firearms grows louder and more
unreasonable. The SHOOTERS CLUB goes on
record to say that we are for any law that can
effectively prohibit firearms to get in the posses
sion of criminals, psychopaths, and any other
irresponsible individuals. However, many unin
formed but well-intentioned people are attempt
ing to deny everyone the rightto possess firearms.

The SHOOTERS CLUB has acted swiftly to combat these illogical and unwork
able proposals. One week after the death of our President, the Editor-in-Chief
of GUNS Magazine, E. B .. Mann, participated in a taped interview on a panel
discussion for a large Chicago television station. We have mailed thousands of
letters to our members alerting them of the difficult times we have before us.
One of our members, Mr. Camilli Pulcini, recently submitted a 7-point program
of action to be used to stem anti-gun hysteria. We strongly back it and urge you
to put it to use immediately. Write to your government representatives, your
police department, to your own local newspaper. Let us all work together to stop
the growing hysteria against guns:

1. Any legislation in the area of firearms control should be postponed for at
least 30 days. At this time our country is in a state of hysteria and we cannot
hope to get clear thinking.'

2. Firearms legislation should be aimed at the unlawful use rather than mere
. possession of firearms. The laws concerning the carrying of loaded concealable
firearms in public places should be made more stringent.

3. The basic right to keep a shotgun, rifle, or handgun in one's home or place
of business should in no case ever be restricted. The uniform Crime Reports
published by the FBI show that less than 7% of the crimes are committed with
firearms-less than 1% with rifles.

4. Regarding mail order firearms there should be one variation in the method
now used. Every purchaser should be required to send in some means of per
sonal identification and proof of age.

5. If registration lists were established for ownership of guns, this would be a
convenient way of disarming the private citizen at the whims of any subversive
power that might infiltrate into the ranks of the police agencies across the
nation.

6. There are those who say the second amendment to the Constitution is now
obsolete because we now have police, national guard and a standing army to
protect the rights of the individual citizen. But a look at any newspaper will show
many stories of individuals who were shot, stabbed, or beaten while waiting for
the "proper authorities to arrive." No police force or army can protect its citizens
at all times.

7. As responsible individuals and gun enthusiasts we must write letters to
Congressmen, Senators and other lawmakers-intelligent letters with sound
arguments-and make our side of the story known to the rest of the country.~a service armament co.

W 689·G Bergen Blvd.. Ridgefield. N. J

NEW MARTIAL REFERENCE EDITION CATALOG
Every sportsman, hunter, shooter or
collector will find something to
whet his appetite. This is the
world's most complete modern and
antique ARMS & ARMAMENT CATA
lOG. Free with every edition - a
genuine U.S. Army .45 pistol dis
assembly tool worth the price of
the catalog alone! $1.00 Il\ilI.iiIIIII.
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Restrictions have long been too severe on
small lot shipments of smokeless powder,
primers, and ammo. This hangover from
black powder "daze" is getting worse. One
insane idea was to prohibit shipments of
less than 5,000 pounds. 1£ that's safe, how
the deuce is it dangerous to ship a few
pounds?

Millions of tons of smokeless powder has
been safely transported to the far corners of
the earth under hot, rough, unfavorable con
ditions. It has jolted along in a blistering
sun in horse drawn wagons, trains, trucks,
ships and planes, yet arrives factory fresh.
If the anti-reloading people were right, our
gun stores would all be smoking ruins.

Hercules and Du Pont powders have en
joyed a spotless reputation for safety, quality
and dependability for over half a century.
I've handled and stored them since child
hood under far from ideal conditions. They
are safe for rank beginners to use. My dad,
as a postmaster, strongly fclt restrictions
should be lifted on shipping small lots of
smokeless powder, primers, and ammo by
parcel post. His efforts to legalize it failed.
Let's all work against additional unjust re
strictions.

I've long prcached the advantages of CCI
Magnum primers for fast, perfect ignition
and a minim!Jm velocity spread. E. R. Im
thurn made exacting tests in .38 Special
loads in a S & W Model 10 with a 2"
barrel. He used 9.0 grains 2400 behind
Speer's 160 grain bullets. This powder is
hard to ignite with ordinary primers and
is considered too slow burning for snub-nose
guns. Average velocity with CCI 500 (stand
ard) primers was 671 fps, with an extreme
variation of 105 fps. That's too sloppy for
good loads. CCI 550 Magnum primers gave
686 fps, with maximum variation only 60
fps. That's well within acceptable limits for
match grade ammo! All tests were with 10
rounds each. Primer "A" averaged 662 fps,
with 142 fps extreme variation. Primer "E"
675 fps, with 108 fps extreme variation.

In a 6" S & W K-38 the CCI 500 primers
averaged 756 fps, with 99 fps extreme varia
tion. CCI 550 Magnums averaged 836 fps,
with 68 fps extreme variation. A while hack
we tested 10.0 grains 2400 with 550 primers.
M.V. was 960 fps, and E. V. 40 fps. I believe
this is the best load with this bullet.

Unique is the best powder for snub-nose
guns. In a 2" barrel a 146 grain Speer pill

America's Most
C01nplete Line 0/

Reloading Equipment!

Nytral
Dies

As hard as
Tungsten carbide,

but 40% LESS
EXPENSIVE.

All popular
RIFLE and

PISTOL calibers
available! Deluxe
hex nut has Allan

clamping screw.
A C-H exclusive!

Complete sizing
die .•. 16.95

NEW RELOADING TIPS ON SIZING SEATING SWAGING

CH Die Company
1808 Potrero, EI Monte, California,

P.O. Box 404, EI Monte California.

Pleale lend me the hooklet 'Reloading
Procedure! hy CHn. I ellc!ole 25c to corer
pOftage and handling. My name and
addreJJ is:

NAME ..

STREET

CITY

6

By KENT BELLAH

Is Reloading Safe?

HANDLOADING IS as safe as stamp
collecting. It's lots more interesting and
creative. A good doctor tells me it con
tributes to better physical and mental health
and happiness. Unfortunately, we have an
anti-reloading element, generally identified
with the anti-gun element. They unjustly
preach the "danger" of shipping, storing,
and handling smokeless powder. They must
be ignorant, or have blurred vision with
dollar marks in their eyes.

To help calm the fears of wives and
mothers, let's look at the "danger." SAAMI,
a non-profit institution, published a booklet,
"Storage and Transportation of Ammunition
is SAFE." In extensive tests SAAMI proved
there is practically no danger in shooting
into full cases of ammunition with a hi
power rifle, dropping it 30 fcet on a concrete
floor, or burning it in a fire. They are right
in saying it's safe. So are all components
under all normal, or even greatly abnormal
conditions of storage, handling, or trans
portation. Ammunition contains all com
ponents in their most potent form.

Smokeless powder, especially double-base
(nitroglycerine content) type is the current
kicking boy. It's unjustly accused of being
dangerous to ship, store, shake, handle, or
use. Dangerous raw nitroglycerine' is "tamed"
gentle as a puppy in powder. Put a pinch
of powder on an anvil and wham it with a
ha=er to prove it isn't impact sensitive.
When ignited it merely burns, similar to
the old celluloid photo film or toilet articles.
It doesn't explode unless confined, as in a gun
chamber. Chips of photo film have been used
as a suhstitute for gunpowder in cartridges.
It actually works. Powder is flammable, but
not explosivc like the vapors of lighter fluid,
gasoline, or a variety of familiar household
products. While a reasonably "cool dry
place" is ideal storage, powder won't ignite
at 250 degrees F., a temperature that would
kill every person in the nation.

C-H Die Co. made interestin::; movies of
a chap burning a dab of rifle powder and
some lighter fluid to show his wife the
relative safety of powder. You can do it, if
your wife has an abnormal fear of powder.
Cellulose, the material in cellophane, is a
major powder component. Wave a lighted
match very close to a pinch of powder to
prove the fumes are not explosive.

o o
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MODEL 1805
DATED 1807

1127-5WORD·CANE. RIDING·CROP
Beautifully made, hand plaited, genuine leather
ridin~ crop, with 18 inch dagger hidden inside.
PractIcal collector's item: attractive for den or
patio. $5.00 PP.

Send for free Catalog

WHITCO
P. O. DRAWER 1712

BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

DISTINCTION

TRADE MARK

OF

1144 BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white
lining. Belt and holster In black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send walst size, caUber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 PP.

In addition to our 1860 Colt Army Revolvers, Centennial Arms is now introducing a
Harpers Ferry Flintlock Pistol. The Harpers Ferry was made for the Army at Harpers
Ferry Armory, which was the first U. S. pistol to be manufactured at a National
Armory. It is a tribute to its attractive lines that the U. S. Army Military Police
adopted crossed Harpers Ferry Flintlock Pistols as their insignia. TODAY-all Flint
lock collectors and shooters may own their own Harpers Ferry reproduced exactly
like the original, with the exception that we have made this pistol with a Rifled
Bore for safer shooting. This striking pistol is made in the original .54 caliber, with
handsome varnished 'wood and brass mountings. The lockplate is casehardened and
is marked with a spread eagle, U. S., and HARPERS FERRY 1807.

With this ad ONLY we are offering a 54 caliber Lyman Bullet Mould FREE with
every Flintlock Pistol ordered.

(J.wlL J1uL J.iml.M:., !
HARPERS FERRY FLINTLOCK PISTOL

GUNS

Handcrafted
for YOU; fits
Inside trousers
band; conceal
ed but avalla
ble; protects
against grease,
rust. Wt. 2% oz.
top grain soft
cowhide, rivet
ed nickel cUp.

••••• $2.95 PP.

BRASS STUDDED
WRIST BAND

Bolt jeweling under oil $650
New Low bolt handles for scope use $7.50.' • Both for $12.50.

Western Styles-5 Models for Your Choice
Many different woods. Bolts al.tered and jewelled. Custom rifle work. Send $1.00 for
complete catalog (refunded With order). DEALERS INQUIRE. '

WESTERN STOCKS & GUNS, INC., 220B·G E. 11th St., Bremerton, Wash.

CENTENNIAL ARMS CORPORATION liThe Finest in
3318 W. Devon Avenue • Chicago, Illinois Black Powder Guns"

THE HIDE-A.WAY HOLSTER

SINGLE
PISTOL
$79.95

PAIR-$149.95

New Ideas In Top Quality Holsters

LIKE THE ORIGINAL
THEY ARE SERIAL
NUMBEREO
IN PAIRS

Handmade, heavy
duty wrist band;
brass rivets add
character and
strength. Strong
wrists need proteet-
tion. Finest leather used for
durability. Ask for Atlas
Black, Midas Yellow, Sam

son Red, or Hercules Natural. $1.98 PP. for
black; $2.98 PP. in color. No COD. Money
back guarantee.

with 5.5 grains and 500 primers gave 701
fps, and 106 fps E.V. The 550 Magnums gave
731 fps, and only 35 Ips E.V., about twice
as good as factory match grade ammo! CCI
Magnums are truly a milestone of progress.
I've proved it with many thousands in test
ing, on targets, and in the game field.

I've switched to CCI Magnums in all hand
gun loads of 4227, AL-8, 2400, Unique, 5066,
WoW 230P and 295HP. All loads in this
column with these powders over the years
are better with CCI Magnums. The slight
pressure and velocity increase can be ignored.
I haven't listed excessive charges, but normal
high pressure loads won't give excessive
pressure if you switch to CCI Magnums. A
chap using excessive charges of H-240 got
some indications of higher pressure because
the better, prolonged ignition burned all of
the powder.

CCI Magnums give equally good results
with all coated powders we have tested in
ritles from very large cases to .222. Our tests
with the Hornet and Bee with 4227 and
2400 are not complete enough to specify
Magnums at this time. We'll report on the
small hulls later. No charge adjustment is
necessary in rifle loads I've listed over the
years, or any loads we've tried from the
Speer Manual. Hotter loads may require
about 1.0 grain less powder. I especially
recommend CCI Magnums for slow powders
such as 4350 and 4831, as well as 4895, 3031,
4064, and similar types.

CO's achievement in primers contributed
to the superb accuracy of their "Hyspeed"
.22 Long Rifle ammo. Knowing much about
munitions chemistry, they also had the know
how for precision production, assembly and
inspection. Their Hi-V accuracy is a major
accomplishment. Production ammo, now at
dealers, is superior to experimental types we
tested. Early samples had unplated bullets.
Velocity was 1299 fps. It was good, but a
bit hot in some guns.

Production ammo has better copper plated
bullets. It registers 1253 fps from a rifle, at
19,700 psi, plus better accuracy. It func
tioned perfectly in a variety of rifles, pistols
and revolvers we tested, with all types of
actions, in the best guns and some of the
lowest priced ones. Sensitivity equals that of
one of the older brands.

Rather than convert our center-fire drop
tester to rim-fire, we used a K-22 with a
mainspring thinned to give 33% per cent
misfires with one popular make of ammo,
and fired 200 rounds each of three makes.
The comparison results equal a drop tester,
and it's a lot more fun to plink ammo. All
rounds that misfired with the thin spring
fired on the second try. A good many .22
"snappers" (guns that need repair) are in
circulation. CCI Hyspeed doesn't cure this
trouble, but it holds the accuracy of the
gun to a very high degree. The 10 shot
groups with fine rifles run around 1" at
100 yards, depending on gun and shooting
conditions. This superb accuracy will cause
CCI ammo to be called for by name by
many shooters.

SAECO's new Match-Precision tool is a
dandy. It's only $34.75 complete with new
"Stubby" dies. Stubby dies at $8.75 are
excellent. Rifle types neck size only. Differ
ent cartridges of the same caliber can be
loaded in one set. Stubby pistol dies full

(Continued on page 10)
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If the Shoe Fits . .. ?
All of us are familiar with the phrases

"anti-gun fanatic" or "bigot," and most of
the attacks I have read on these people in
magazines such as yours label them as com
munists, old ladies, or vote-seekers with their
own selfish motives at heart. I don't doubt
that, in some instances, this is true.

Webster classifies a bigot as "one ob
stinately or intolerantly devoted to his own
opinion." Therefore, gentlemen, I am mak
ing the accusation that your magazine and
most of the people whose letters you have
printed are hypocrites. These people of the
shooting fraternity are as positive they are
right as are the "do-gooders," and deserve the
name of "bigot" themselves!

How many of you have shot at glass
bottles and left the mess lying there; have
taken pot-shots at road signs; have hunted
on private property without permission; have
"mixed whiskey with gunpowder" when hunt·
ing; have been rude to the landowner or
careless with his property; have given little
or no thought to the proximity and direc
tion of people and houses with regards to
bullet flight and/or muzzle report; have
fired at the general bulk of an animal instead
of a vital spot; or have wounded or question
ably near·missed an animal and not bpthered
to track it down or investigate further?
There is no doubt about it; these things
happen much too often.

There is too much "dirty linen" in the
hunting fraternity in the form of laziness,

Likes Rosa
I want to thank GUNS for answering my

question on Colt's London factory with the
excellent and informative article by Joseph
Rosa, in the ovember issue. Articles of this
character make Gu stops!

R. Horace Grigg
Philadelphia, Pa.

types, I need photographs of the rarer types
of muskets, conversions, carbines, rifles, and
haridguns. The photos will not be used in
the book (all illustrations will be line draw
ings) , and they will be returned unharmed.

If any of your readers have photos that I
might need, I would appreciate it if they
would first write to me, giving full particu
lars on the photos they have.

Robert M. Reilly
376 Magnolia Wood Dr.
Baton Rouge, La. 70808

Come on you collectors. Bob needs all the
help we can give him on this tremendous
project.-Editor

ROSSFIRE

Thad E. Houston, Jr.
Fairborn, Ohio

The material is on the way to you, and
good luck in your recruiting. Remember, the
more people you enroll, the stronger voice
we'll all have in our fight against gun laws.
-Editor

Ban Five-Irons?
Recall your article "This Very Day a Rock

Might Kill You?" Well, a recent article in
the local paper relates the story of a 41-year
old man who narrowly escaped death when
his broken five-iron slashed his jugular vein.

Maybe it's time we start a campaign to ban
five-irons?

I enjoy reading GUNS. Your articles en
compass all fields-military, civilian, tech
nical, competition, etc.

R. W. Hildebrand, Lt. Col. USAR Rtd.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Attention Collectors
I would like to appeal to the readers of

GUNS, if I may. I am working on a book
which will identify the hundreds of lock
plates, mechanisms, etc., of U.S. Martial
arms of the 1816-1865 period.

While I have most of the more common

Can You Help?
For years now I have been trying to get

details of the personal weapons of the vari
ous police and secret police organizations
behind the Iron Curtain.

I am working on a series of espionage
novels--the Sam Durell or J ames Bond sort
of thing-and need this information to give
background authenticity.

I would certainly appreciate any help you
or your readers could give me in this matter.

B. W. Haven
7 Tideswell Rd.

London S.W. 15, England

Build The Ranks
Attached you will find my application for

membership in the Shooters Club of America.
I would like to express my gratitude to you

for your fine efforts in publishing GUNS Mag
azine, and moreover, for giving the gun col
lector, shooter, hunter, and American citizen,
who believes it is his constitutional right to
own and maintain firearms, information on
anti-gun activities, interesting stories, and
help in selecting the best firearm for his use.

I have been inquiring among my friends
and fellow workers as to their attitude
toward membership in your club, and I have
found most of them favorably inclined. Please
send me additional application blanks and
recruiting material.

Easily slips on to any shotgun
or rifle. "Progressive Action"
absorbs shock. Will give years
of service. Only $2.00.

NEW IMPROVED
Mershon Sure Grip Shell Packs

Unique pat. pend. "0" ring segment design
holds variety of calibers securely. releases
them easily. Protects shells from loss, danl
age. Specially formulated of durable, light
weight flexible molded rubber to work t>er
fectly all \veather from _65 0 to + 240 F.
Fits any belt up to 1 %" wide. Red, brown,
black. Only $3.00.

"White Line" Recoil Pads
Unique design offers gradual resistance to
recoil instead of "mushy" cushioning or
abrupt "bottoming." There is a model for
every purpose. whether rifle or shotgun.
For Quality long life and unexcelled shoot
ing comfort, insist on HWhite Line" Recoil
Pads. Deluxe (shown) $3.75.

.Deluxe Slip-On
'RECOIL PAD

SURE GRIP
HANDGUN CASES

3, 4 & 5 gun models
Compact, light,
these beautiful
sturdy cases have
rack for 3, 4 or 5
guns, space for ac
cessories and spot
ting scope. Avail.
with or without
back door. Exterior
is finished in choice
of 8 attractive col
ors and materials. Fully lined
to match. 3 gun model without back door
$27.50. Adjustable handgun tray extra.

NEW "SURE·GRIP"
WALNUT TARGET

GRIPS
Designed especially for the
target shooter, these fine

~~~~:ete~n;e~ln&ttt~~ti
grooves. Gives you better

End view Side view control, higher scores. Ex
pertly checkered with hand rubbed all fin
ish. Avail. in reg. or large sizes for popular
Colts, S & Wand S & W Magnum models.
Only $15.50 pro

"10 Point" Grips
Fits all modern Colts and S & W
Revol vers and pistols. Easily
installed. Improves shooting accu
racy. Prevents gun from slipping,
Can be cut or shaped to flt your
hand. Only $5.75.
Bee SlOttr Merahon Dealer or write lor FREE literature ,

r;ERSHON

rlWllrE®
I UN£
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thoughtlessness, vandalism, ignorance, and
hypocracy! It behooves us, the hunters, to
clean out our "hampers" before we can look
a lawmaker in the eye, point with pride to
the Constitution, and boast that we have the
right to keep and bear arms! In order to
preserve this right, the people are going to
have to show their appreciation for this right
and treat it as a privilege shared by few
other countries, instead of an all protective
shield for those content to sit on their buffs
and look the other way.

I am not saying that all hunters are slobs.
I am a hunter myself, a devoted reloader,
a pursuer of ye old woodchuck, and a fervent
believer in a well-armed populace as the
best deterrant to police state, invasion, and
the criminal part of society. But, in order to .
protect ourselves against suppressive anti-gun
laws, we must truly look inwards before in
dulging too much in outward criticism.

W. G. Mitchell
Ontario, Canada

Rebel Praise
Much has been said and written about the

sport of fast draw in the past few years.
Many times these articles and comments have
not been too conducive to promoting the
sport. The members of the Rebel Six Guns
of Dallas County, one of Texas' largest fast
draw clubs, would like to express their
thanks to Jack Lawrence and GUNS Maga
zine for "Fast Draw Grows Up" in the
September 1963 issue. We think that this is
the finest article that we have seen on the
sport of fast draw, and have recommended it
to all members of the Texas State Fast Draw
Association. It is our wish that everyone
could read it.

Rae Lewis, Secretary
Rebel Six Guns

Dallas, Texas

Bouquet For Serven
My principle interest is the Pony Express

and its history. Therefore, I would like to
congratulate you for publishing "Guns of the
Pony Express," in your July and August,
1963 issues. I look at it, not for its reader
interest, but as a doctor would examine a
case history. So it is with pleasure that I
write, saying that the research that author
Serven did entitles the story to go down in
the Pony Express Hall of Fame.

As we all know, there is so much loose
writing about guns, that it is a real pleasure
to read a beautifully researched article. It
certainly expresses Mr. Serven's knowledge
and recognized authority.

Waddell F. Smith, Director
Pony Express History and Art Gallery

San Rafael, California

An Interested Party
As a Life Member of the National Rifle

Association, a member of the United States
Revolver Association, President and Chief
Instructor of the South Suburban Rifle &
Pistol Club, and a Certified Rifle, Pistol and
Police Firearms Instructor by the NRA, as
well as a collector of arms, I am deeply
interested in multipIe phases of safe and
proper use of firearms for sport, target, and
protection. It is quite intriguing to note
that the efforts you have exerted in the many
issues of GUNS have created an excellent

response against the poorly drawn legislative
bills seeking to curtail the possession and
proper use of firearms, particularly the short
arms which are readily concealed. Whoever
seeks to disarm the general public and pre
vent one from protecting his home and fire
side, does not comprehend that he or she
is playing directly into the hands of the
criminal element.

Best wishes for the continued success of
your publication.

E. Stanley Brin
Homewood, Illinois

The August Cover
I was very pleased to note the August

cover picturing a 1st Dragoon Colt from my
collection. The epaulet, however, is not, as
stated; "from the uniform of an unknown
Confederate officer." It is one of a pair worn .
by Edenezer Whitelsey, Ypsilanti, Mich.,
First Lt. & Adj. 1st Infy., Michigan, killed
in action at the battle of Bull Run, Va., Aug.
30,1862.

The Colt is cased with Walker flask, mar
tially marked as appropriate for 1st Dragoon
and with all accessories. Thought your read
ers would like to know.

Gordon Kibby
Museum Historic Curiosa

Grand Rapids, Michigan
Your August cover is the best you've done

to date. If copies without the lettering are
available, I would be greatly interested.

A. W. Terry
Seattle, Washington

Sorry, but there is no way by which we
can furnish copies of our covers without
lettering. But we are delighted that so many
people want them.-Editor.

Vigilant Reader
I would like to call your attention to an

article titled "Where Johnny Gets His Gun."
The article first appeared in Parade maga
zine, and was later condensed in the July
Reader's Digest.

Although the article mentions, at the end,
groups such as the National Rifle Association
and Junior Rifle Clubs, this is negligible
compared with the rest of the article. By the
time an anti-gun fanatic gets finished reading
such an article, he has blown it all out of
proportion. This means more fodder to be
fired at people like ourselves who enjoy fire
arms and treat them with all due respect to
safety and proper gun handling.

I think you have a fine magazine. Keep
up the good work combating bad gun laws.

Attwood Kerr Howes, Jr.
Clark's Green, Pa.

Sportsman's Utopia
Just read the May issue of your magazine.

The clipping, "What Makes The Crack Go
Boom," was taken from the March issue of
"Sporting Shooter" (Australia). There was
no mention of the authors name.

Keep up your fight against Anti-gun laws.
In Australia, the shooter is restricted to the

, eye-brows, especially in the handgun field,
and we tend to look to U.S.A. as a sports
man's Utopia. Don't let us down! We are
finding out it's a lot harder to change law
than it is to prevent its acceptance in the
first place •.•

J. B. Lewis
Whyalla, So. Australia

Strong statement but we mean it.
You won't find another bullet •••
anywhere • • • that compares with
this one for match accuracyl Here
are four reasons why the Norma .38
Sp. Match Wadcutter can make the
V-ring your second home:

UNIQUE SHAPE-Specially de
signed for perfect balance and sta·
bility. "Hollow-Toil" construction 01.
lows expansion that custom-fits all
bores ••• even oversize onesl·

FULLY SWAGED-Die formed un
der tremendous pressures to previ.
ously unknown target bullet uni.
formity. No internal ridges, voids or
air pockets mean no keyholing, yaw·
ing or wobbling.

SPECIALLY LUBRICATED - exclu
sive Norma smokeless formula abso.
lutely eliminates barrel wear and
leading ••• helps maintain gun accu·
racy even after thousands of rounds.

PROPER WEIGHT-US grains.
Proved by years of actual match
shooting· as the weight for super
wadcutting accuracy.

Set your sights an super-accurate
match sbooting. Ask for the Norma
.3S SP. Match Wadculler at your
favorite gun dealer.

Want more handloading info?
Send 25¢ for the NEW

"Gunburg's Guide."
Box GM-2

nb~III.-1
R~ee;slon
~..WBw~ /

SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
Div. of General Sporting Goods Corp.

In Canada: Globe Firearms Ltd., Ollawa
George L. McNicol Ltd., Vancol)ver
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Shooters Club
Bolo Tie
Exciting new bolo
tie with clasp of of
ficial club emblem.
Red, white, blue and
gold enamel colors.

$4.00

ORDER
NOW!

Shooters Club
brassards 75c ea.

Shooters Club
decalsmm50c ea.

Shooters Club
Lapel Emblem
Official club insignia in
lustrous gold finish with
red, white and blue
enamel colors. $2.00

Shooters Club of America

Shooters Club Tie Clasp
Handsome gold finish tie clasp with
emblem attached adds a distinctive
touch. Wear it proudly for all to
know you are a shooter. $3.S0

POWDER
MEASURE

STAND
• U!-OADERSt
WILL FIT POPULAR

POWDER MEASURES
STATE TYPE OF MEASURE

WITH ORDER
Wisconsin Residents Add 3% Sale. Tax

JAY'S GU"I'N LEATHER SHOP
618 SO MAIN ST

SAUKVILLE, WISCONSIN
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITW

81 SO N. Central Park Avenue Skokie, Illinois

SHOOTERS CLUB
OF AMERICA

{Jfi1.c:iaI eM fP.w~

(Continued from page 7)

length resize and perform like conventional
3-die sets. Both are made in all popular
calibers. The press takes any % x 14 dies.

The patented In-Line priming is excellent.
Priming is one job the factory does better
than most reloaders. SAECO's tool does it
perfectly, with large or small, round or flat
punches. Blueprints of the press, dies and
priming got my A·OK in 1959. The tools
meet my highest expectations for target,
varmint and accuracy work, with precision
alignment and workmanship.

The original SAECO Thermostat Con
trolled Electric Furnace is the pride and
joy of many casters, including this one.
Their later "Utility" furnace lacks the heat
control in a lower cost large capacity dip
pot. It's fine to alloy metals, but not the
best for casting. SAECO's new "Thermo
Utility" furnace combines the best features
of both models in a 20 pound capacity dip
pot, with thermostat heat control for uni·
form bullets. It's well worth $36.50, or they
will convert your Utility furnace for $12.50
plus postage. Dipping is faster for 4-cavity
and larger moulds, so popular with target
shooters, and many chaps get better results.
The dipper or ladle keeps the mix stirred
at all times. We can cast at the rate of 1200
bullets per hour with 4-hole moulds and a
H & G pouring ladle. Lyman or H & G snout
dippers are used with smaller moulds. You'll
like the Thermo-Utility furnace for all al
loying and casting.

SAECO's Lubri-Sizer is the finest for In·
Line sizing to help start bullets in bore
alignment. Mirror finished dies give the
bullet bearing surface a chrome plated look
to reduce friction and leading. We can
identify bullets from a Lubri-Sizer at 5 feet
beside those from our other sizers! SAECO
improved the fine old Cramer; the nearest
competition it had was the old Go-Wad,
long discontinued.

SAECO's Tru-Speed powder measure, intro
duced in 1946, won fame as the most ac
curate for pistol charges. It was the only one
that threw charges more accurately than
most people weigh them. Their newer Micro
Setting model is faster to adjust, and excel
lent for all-around use. The Tru-Speed
drums, still available, fit it. I specify these
fOi' critical light charges. It's convepient to
keep Tru-Speed drums adjusted for your
most used loads, and switch to the Micro
Setting drum for all others.

You may like a technique I cooked up in
1950 to lube and degrease cases. The idea
may not havc been original. Make suitable
size sacks of terry cloth. Lube one inside
with good die lube. Dump cascs in the sack,
and roll or handle them until they pick up
adequate lube, then pour them in a box for
sizing. Store the sack in a glass jar or other
dust proof container. Degrease cases in a
similar sack, using gasoline, naphtha or
lighter fluid for solvent. Another sack is
used to degrease loads with greasy nosed
lead bullets. Sacks are washed in solvent

,when necessary, or discarded. Use much
more caution with explosive solvents than
with gunpowder! A distant fire may ignite
vapors. Use outdoors or in a well ventilated
room without open fire. Be very careful with
explosive solvents!

Keep chambers and ammo oil-free. Oil
(Continued on page 50)

Ample leverage for case forming, full
length resizing, bullet making and swag
ing. Includes "Jr" Press, Primer Catcher,
Removable Head-Type Shell Hoi der,
Head and Universal Primer Arm, plus
your choice of one set of Reloading
Dies in the following calibers.
22 Var (22-250) / 222 Rem / 222 Rem
Mag / 243 Win / 6mm Rem / 257
Roberts / 264 Win / 6.5x55 / 270
Win / 7mm Rem Mag / 284 Win' /
30 Carb / 30-30 WCF / 30-06 WCF
/ 300 Wby Mag / 300 Win Mag / 308
Win / 8x57 (8mm) / 221 Rem / 256
Win / 9mm Luger / 38 Spec / 357
Mag / 44 Mag /45 ACP. $3990Ask for the RCBS "Re-
loader Special" and speci·
fy caliber. Reg. $45

JR PRESS less Reloading $3150
Dies. Specify Caliber

JR PRESS less Universal Primer $2610
Arm. Shell Holder Head, ~ies.

SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN CANADA

HeBS "JR" PRESS

Buy from your gun dealer and be sure!

write for FREE CATALOGl
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Longitudinal Section

3

The Remington Model 1875 revolver played
its part in the history of the frontier.

------

4
I

2

3

I

25. Grip Screw
26. Grips
27. Grip pin
28. Lanyard swivel ring

assembly
29. Cylinder
Parts Not Shown:
30. Loading gate
31. Loading gate

retaining screw
32. Loading gate

plunger
33. Loading gate

plunger spring
34. Plunger spring

screw

NOTE-
MODEL 1890 ARMY REVOLVER WITH
5.5' BARREL IS SHOWN.

2

I

10

MADE FROM 1875 until 1889, the Remington model 1875 Army Revolver, also
known as the No.3 Army Model, followed very closely the design of the older

Remington percussion l·evolvers. The model 1875 was first offered in .44 Remington
caliber which was interchangeable with the .44 Colt Old Model cartridge. In 1879, the
model 1875 revolver was chambered for the .45 Government and .44 W.C.F. cartridges.
About 25,000 Model 1875 revolvers were made until 1889, almost half of these having
been sold to the Egyptian government in 1875, the balance having been made for the
Army and for domestic civilian sales.

Civilian model 1875 revolvers were equipped with a small stud-type front sight and
were generally plated with plain walnut grips. Army revolvers were provided with a
blade front sight and lanyard ring. All model 1875 revolvers had 7¥2" barrels although
many were later cut to 5¥2".

The model 1890 Remington Army revolver, sometimes called the Improved Army
Model, was identical to the model 1875 except for the changed contour of the ejector
housing. Made with 5¥2" and 7¥2" barrels and blade front sights, the model 1890
was made in .44-40 caliber only. Grips were checkered hard rubber, ivory, or pearl.
About 2000 Model 1890 revolvers were manufactured between 1891 and 1894.

Disassembly is as follows: Remove grip screw (25), remove grips (26). De
press base pin catch spring (at front end of base pin), pull base pin (10) out to
front. Open loading gate, remove cylinder (29) from frame (1). Remove ejector hous
ing screw (7), remove ejector housing (5, 6) with rod (8), spring from underside
of barrel (2). Remove trigger guard screw (12) and guard (11). Remove trigger
and bolt spring screw (13) and spring (14). Remove trigger and bolt screw (16),
drop trigger (17) and bolt (15) out bottom of frame. Remove strain screw (24) and
drift mainspring (23) out of its seat in frame. Remove hammer screw (20), pull
hammer (18) with hand and spring down out of bottom of frame until hand stud (21)
can be unscrewed. Remove hand and spring from lower end of hammer, pull hammer
up out top of frame. With trigger guard removed, gate plunger spring screw (34)
can be removed with spring and plunger. Remove gate retaining screw and gate.
Reassemble in reverse order.

SCALE IN INCHES

o
I

PARTS LIST

13. Trigger & bolt spring
screw

14. Trigger & bolt spring
15. Bolt
16. Trigger & bolt screw
17. Trigger
18. Hammer
19. Hammer roll & pin
20. Hammer screw
21. Hand stud
22. Hand & spring (at'

left of hammer
not shown)

23. Mainspring
24. Mainspring strain

screw

BY JAMES~.TR.IGGS

26

~
1TI:E-3::E

FRONTIER
GUNSHOP

PIONEER AMERICAN
HANDGUNS:

1. Frame
2. Barrel
3. Front sight
4. Ejector housing stud
5. Ejector housing

(model 1875)
6. Ejector housing

(model 1890)
7. Ejector housing

screw
8. Ejector rod & head
9. Ejector spring (not

shown
10. Base pin with catch
11. Trigger guard
12. Trigger guard screw
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If -You Like
10 & ...1 0 .. Shoot ...

SHOTGUN SHOOTING AMATEUR GUNSMITHING PISTOL SHOOTING RELOADING AMMUNITION RIFLE SHOOTING

E very month of the year presents opportunities for shooting
fun. By far, more people shoot during the hunting seasons
than at any other time of the year. But many sportsmen
seek off-season shooting enjoyment.

Prior to huntiRg season, nationwide sporting rifle and sight
ing-in day programs are conducted annually by NRA. Suc
cessful hunters know the value of sighting-in and practice
with their sporting arms before hunting season.

During winter months, gun enthusiasts take the opportunity
to sporterize military rifles, load their own ammunition, carve
or check stocks and grips and take care of minor gun repairs.
Others utilize the thousands of target ranges, indoors and
outdoors, for shooting practice and competition.

There is a wide choice of rifle shooting activities. On indoor
ranges at 50 feet, firing can be done in anyone of four
shooting positions. Bullseye targets, game targets, and luck

targets add to the variety and fun. Out
doors, shooters have the opportunity to

test their skills at longer ranges
with .22 caliber and high power

rifles. All shooting positions plus
bench rests are used. VVhere

space is limited, accurate
pellet and air guns afford

many hours of invalu
able marksmanship

practice at 15 and
25 feet.

BIG GAME AND
SMALL GAME
HUNTING

Pistol shooting has become one of the fastest growing sports
in America. Indoor pistol firing is done on 50-foot ranges,
usually with .22 caliber pistols. Outdoor firing with .22, .38
and .45 caliber pistols provides shooting fun in all but the
coldest months.

To supplement conventional shotgun shooting conducted by
skeet and trap clubs, NRA provides shotgun qualification
courses suitable for hand and foot traps that propel clay
bird targets. Recognition and awaros for target shooting as
well as hunting are provided for NRA members.

In spring and summer months, most landowners welcome
marksmen with the equipment and know-how for varmint
shooting. VVoodchuck, crow, fox, coyote, wildcats and other
predators can increase hunting enjoyment, according to regu
lations of the various states.

As an NRA member you can take full advantage of the
opportunities for year around shooting fun.

You Can Be Proud to Belong
600,000 HUNTERS AND SHOOTERS-the members of NRA
-invite you to -join the National Rifle Association and enjoy
the many benefits reserved for members. NRA members have
a common bond of interest in firearms and their proper use.
You can be proud to belong, because NRA is one of America's
oldest and best-known associations. Through the years,
NRA's membership rolls have carried the names of sportsmen
from every walk of life, including five presidents of the
United States. In addition to serving its members, the Na
tional Rifle Association serves the Nation. For example,
millions of boys and girls have been tau~ht the safe and
proper handling of firearms. Another public Safety project
is NRA's Nationwide Hunter Safety Course with over one
million graduates.
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~ USE THIS
APPLICATION

Join NOW and
receive this gold ...
filled lapel but
ton. Sells regu
larly for $1.50
Yours at no ex
tra cost.

o $5.00 Enclosed

o Bill me please

NAME _ .

ADDRESS .

CITY-STATE .

Please enter my subscription
to THE AMERICAN RIFLE
MAN. enroll me as an NRA
MEMBER and send my lapel
button.-

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION 603·0~
1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Washington 6, D. C.

'Confirming application & details will alBo be ",,:ailed.

The world of guns and shooting is thoroughly covered in
NRA's magazine-The American Rifleman. Readers keep
abreast of shooting and hunting activities, relive firearms
history learn the practical use of guns-how to buy, shoot,
and care for them-and where and how to hunt for maximum
enjoyment. Ammunition, reloading equipment and methods,
amateur gunsmithing, shooting programs and gun legislation
are subjects fully presented on a continuing basis.
The Rifleman comes to you each month as one of your NRA
membership services.

Join NOW-MAIL COUPON TODAY (JcttUJ!

Preserve Your Right to Own Guns
Every citizen has a vital in- take the lead in turning the
terest in his right to possess tide of uninformed anti-fire
and use firearms. Since 1871 arms opinion. We need the
the National Rifle Associa- voice and support of every
tion has stood against ill ad- American citizen who be
vised attempts to disarm our lieves in the fundamental
citizens through anti-firearms concept of the right to keep
laws. NRA must continue to and bear arms.

as
FAMOUS

MACAZ:lNE.

THE AMER:lCAN R:lFLEMAN

HU Tl G ER ICE. NRA Hunter Bulletins and Amer
ican R-ifl,eman articles cover game availability, shooting
preserves, gun laws and game laws. NRA Hunter Awards
are issued for deer, antelope, elk and big horn sheep.
Marksmanship improvement programs are conducted the
year around by NR~ affiliated clubs, including a nation
wide "Sigohting-in-Day" as a public service to hunters.
FIREARMS I FORMATION SERVICE. Qualified men
give practical answers to queries related to guns and
shooting. New gun owners are welcome to write, as are
veteran shooters. Plans for shooting ranges are also
available to members and member clubs.
RECREATIO AL SHOOTING SERVICE. Hometown
matches and leag'ues are provided for NRA members using
.22 caliber and high power rifles and all calibers of pistols.
Competition continues through state, national and inter
national tournaments. A National Classification system
insures equal opportunities for winning awards. Qualifica
tion courses, fun matches, plinking courses and informal
shooting games are provided the year al·ound.
GOVERNMENT EQUIPMENT SALES. NRA members
are eligible to purchase from the Army at cost-to gov
ernment prices. s~ch fire~rms as are declared surplus
or obsolete from tIme to tIme. Spare parts and military
targ'ets are also available for sale to NRA members by
the Army.
FIREARMS LEGISLATIVE SERVICE. NRA members
receive monthly gun legislation information through the
Amer-ican R-ifleman. Bills requiring emergency action are
reported to members concerned through special bulletins.

• • • These Popular NRA Services, too!
Low cost gun and personal accident
insurance.

• Use of NRA's Book Service which makes
available reasonably priced books, man
uals and other items of general interest
to gun enthusiasts.
Opportunity to qualify as an NRA Cer
tified Rifle, Pistol or Hunter-Safety
Instructor. <

Free home range plans and other useful
printed materials on specialized subjects.
Introductions to NRA-affiliated clubs in
your area-or help in organizing your
own club.

• Invitations to NRA's Annual Meetings,
Banquets, Firearms Exhibits and Na
tional Matches.

• Complete set of credentials, including
your own membership card and a decal
emblem for your car.

. 1Ill-11I

rg,f8fI4 FfJR Dill!!

NRA Headquarters Bldg.
THE NATIONAL
RIFLE ASSOCIATION,
chartered in 1871. is a
non - profit association,
supported by member
ship dues. The Associa
tion is recognized by fed
eral statute, but receives
';10 financial assistance
from Congress.
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and an automatic safety-excepting in the
trap and skeet models where the safety is
manual. The trap and skeet models have
stocks proportioned to the sports, and chokes
and barrel lengths are available in the widest
possible choice. The gun is made only in 12
gauge, but it is hoped that the demand will
justify making the gun also in 20 gauge.

The best endorsement we can give the gun
is the fact that we hroke 17 birds from the 21
yard line on the practice field-and this was
the first time that we had one of these guns
in our hands. The same gun was fired later
by Joe Widner of the Lyman Gun Sight Co.,
and those who had a chance to examine the
gun or shoot it, were most enthusiastic about
the Commander. In the field grade, the gun
will retail for $255.00, in the trap grade, the
price will be $295.00.

The test gun had an exceptionally fine bal
ance, woodwork and fitting metal to wood
was very good, the lines of the gun are
pleasing, and brought to the shoulder, it was
a natural pointer. Best news of all is the
weight-the gun tipped the scales at slightly
under 7 lhs. and 4 ounces, a true feather
weight.

Charles Daly Shotgun
While attending the Grand at Vandalia,

we had a chance to put one of the new
Charles Daly "Commander" shotguns through
its paces. This over-under shotgun, made in
Japan to Daly's specifications, is distributed
by Sloan's Sporting Goods Co., Inc., Dept. G,
88 Chamher St., New York 7, N.Y.

The Commander features a ventilated rib,
single selective trigger, automatic ejectors,
fine engraving, exceptionally fine wood work,

Mauser Dial Caliper
Most of us, and that includes experienced

men, have on occasion misread the markings
on a vernier caliper. Sherr-Tumico, St. James,
Minnesota, are now importing a very ac
curate, stainless steel vernier caliper that has
an instant-reading dial. Just insert whatever
you want to measure, close the jaw of the

,caliper, and read the dial scale directly. This
model, # 1328, is available in inches or the
metric system, and retails in gunshops for
$39.75. We liked our test model so well that
we bought it, and in the short few months
that we have used it, it has become our
favorite vernier caliper.

Simmons Super Glow-Worm
When Ernie Simmons released the first

Glow-Worm shotgun sights, we acquired a
handful of them and fitted them to all our
personal shotguns. Ernie has now developed
a new twist for these sights. The top of the
new sights is serrated, thus catching more
light, and more light is thus reflected from
the sights. This in turn gives you a better
sight picture, and the flying target is more
visible. You can get the Super Glow-Worm
from your gunshop for only two dollars-a
worthwhile investment.

Bushnell Binocular
A new 6x25 Custom Compact binocular

is now on the market from Bushnell and Co.,
Inc., Dept. G, 2828 East Foothill Blvd., Pasa
dena, Cal. Only three inches high and weigh
ing only 11 oz., the binocular has passed all
our tests, the ultimate one being a recent
Wyoming hunt. The optics of the binoculars
are good, but not quite adequate for glassing
game at long range. A feature that is becom
ing popular is the special adj ustment for
those who wear glasses, and the center focus
has an angle degree of sensitivity. The neck
strap, a silk or rayon cord, is permanently
fastened in .the center of the focusing ring,
and is much too long for comfortable carry
ing while hunting. Although shortening this
cord is possihle, it is not possihle to shorten
the cord enough, since the binoculars must
be turned upside down for viewing. The long
cord makes carrying it cumbersome since the
glass bounces off the hunter's chest. This is
perhaps a minor point, and these glasses
were more than adequate for casual use.

Winchester's .300 Magnum
This newest bolt-action rifle from Win

chester is hitting the spot with shooters. As
we reported, the 150 and the 180 grain bul
lets print on the same point of impact, and
as this is written, we have had several field
reports about the Winchester .300 Magnum.
One man, shooting in Africa, dropped a
trophy buff at 150 yards with one shot. The
180 grain bullet, well-aimed, did the trick,'
as did six others which downed some dandy

'trophies-all one-shot kills. Gun tinkerers,
being what they are, have been wanting to
know what Model 70's can be converted to
the new .300 Magnum caliber. Winchester
tells us that in the group that is able to
handle the cartridge, the .264 Win. Mag., the
.338 Win. Mag., and the .458 Win. Mag. can
be changed to the new hot-shot caliber. This
work is done by WoW.

NEW!
CUSTOM

MADE

PISTOL
GRIPS

~REE ILLUSTRATED FOLDER

We specialize in making products to improve the lot
of target bhoolcrs ..• custOIU made piSlOI gril)S, for
instance, that take the drudgery Ollt of holding aud
aiming-and add extra points to your scoro.

Plain and deluxe grips arc available in a variety of
patterns for lIlost pistols and revolvers. '1'lIe popular
)latlern above illustrated (for automatics only). is ma{le
of Kiln Dried Walnut :md is ll\"ailahlc in a choice of:
Plain grip $24.50; checltered $28.50; car..ed $32.50.
Ada $5.00 lor Deluze grips made 01 choice rare tfiood.

CUSTOM MADE REVOLVER GRIPS
Revoh'cr !!rips arc likewise made of Kiln Dried Walnut
in 3 sizes and with a choice 0[; Plain revolver grips
$22.50; cherltCrcd $27.50 ; carved $ 2 7.50. Add $5.00
extra for Delu:ce Grips made of cholc6 rare wood.

Micro-precision inletted sto~1c:s
$7.50 and up. Glass Bedding

DELUXE PISTOL & REVOLVER GRIPS
11'ollowhlg is the choice of wood you may specify when
ordering pistol or re\'olver Del1l(~e Grips which cost but
$5.00 extra.
• Brazilian Rosl'wood _ East India Rosewood
_ American Cherry _ Andoman Paduck
• East India Teakwood _ Prima Vera
AlwayS enclose 'pattern' of your hand when ordering
pistol or revolver grips to ensure a nerf('ct fit.

All prices Quoled are Lo.b. Laredo.

HERTER'S ALL STEEL PRECISION DERRINGER

Heavily chrome ~~~;~~tplated. Precision
mad e through- -
out..357 Cal. 3" ~
barrel. Shp. wt. 2 Ibs. $27.9£

HERTER'S AUTHENTIC WESTERN
SINGLE ACTION SIX SHOT REVOLVER

.... .22 Caliber

Heavy custom frame
with finest precision

$'1~ 49 made barrel and cylin-
~V _ der. Shp. wt. 3 Ibs.

DEALERS WRITE FOR PRICES
GUNSTOCKS AND GUNSMITH SUPPLIES

r------ SPECIAL -------.
Once-fired .38 Special cases: in factory boxes,
$14.00 per M; bulk $12.50 per M. f.o.b. Laredo.
Empty .38 Spl. boxes, 3 for 2Sc.

Orders of $50.00 or more shipped prepaid.
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RARE WEBLEY
Caliber .455

",.'

Get everything you want NOW. Shot, Wads,
Powder, Primers, Bullets, Loading Tools, etc•
Our stocks are most complete.

• WINCHESTER • REMINGTON
• HI-STANDARD • SAVAGE
• RUGER • REDFIELD
.S&W • R.C.B.S.
• PACIFIC • CH • WEAVER
• SAKO • FN • FINNBEAR

Ammunition

REMINGTON - NORMA
Same Day Delivery

BADGER
SLING KEEPER - BOLT HANDLES

BAOGER SLING I<EEPER Made of special 11/4"
hard anodized alloy extrusion-black with plated
clamp & screw. Postpaid $1.25.

BOLT HANOLES Unpolished $1.25, Polished $2.50,
Knurled $3.00. We weld to your bolt body and
polish $8.00, wlknurled handle $10.00, or alter
your bolt for low scope $6.50. Jewel bolt $6.50
extra. Buehler Safety $7.25. Mark II $4.25. One
day service.
FREE CATALOG-Discount sheet ONLY to es
tablished dealers and sporting goods stores-we
will not honor post card or rubber stamp
requests! Phone CAstle 9-2101.

99% Orders Shipped Same Day Received.

Model Revolver-original 4"
barrel-Good Condition-Limited
Supply-price $17.95. A few
selected Very Good Condition
for only $3.00 odditionol.

BADGER SHOOTERS SUPPLY
, Lew Bulgrin, Owner. OWEN, WIS,

Serving Sportsmen 29 Years

Lightweight 7MM Mauser Sporter with turn
down bolt and 3rd locking lug on receiver.

• Made by Ludwig Loewe, Berlin. NRA GOOD CONDITION .
A real buy for only $24.95. 7M.M Military ammo. $6.00
per 100 Rds.; With s.p. bullets, $3.75 per box of 20.

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
"The Baker'. Dozen Plen"

Send SOc for year around bargain mailings

RAY tiLING ARMS BOOKS to.
Oepl.G,6844 Gorsten SI, Philadelphia 19,P

NEW LOWER PRICES

MILITARY
CARTRIDGES per 100

Cal. .43

. ~ WORLD FAMOUS ROLLING BLOCK MUSKET
. r(O....-'J, CIRCA THE PERFECT MANTEL OR WAll DECORATOR
~ 1860's Acclaimed the World's fineS! rifle in 1867 ~

Made by Remington nearly a century ago, this 32" long-barrel musket is now a prized collector's
item. Famous in the late 1860's ... adopted by six foreign governments as their standard arm
... honored at the 1867 Paris Exposition as the "world's finest military or sporting arm. 1I Truly
today's ideal mantel or wall decorator. Complete, NRA fair. Your satisfaction guaranteed. Order
now for best selection. ONLY $18.95.

DUTCH BEAUMONT SHOTGUNS JAPANESE RIFLES & CARBINES

Cal. 7.92
Sharf (Kurtz)

With 30-round mag.
Fair condo Special selection

.119.00_ a_d!litlCl.n~l.!_ S1}i.E.:e.~_{l~'_~0t._$2.S0additional.
Sight hoods $1.95.

AMMUNITION

~~~E9~MS~~~ ::~~~:' ACP~&.38 ,-_.. ," ':'
Super). 53/4" bbl. 9·shot magaZine. $ ,
NRA GOOD. Supply limited. Extra 1995
magaZines, $2.95 ea. CLOSE OUT
PRICE $19.95.

GERMAN MP44 MACHINE PISTOL I-M-95-M-A-U-SE-R-S-P-O-R-TE-R----::::$-=-24::-.9=-=S=
_$49.95

n .r~ SPRINGFIELD BOLTS'~EW Altered for scope. New condition
$3.95. Include 40c postage. Issue$395 bolts 99c each + 40c postage. 6 for
$3.00 + 75c postage.

Very rare 24·gauge Dutch Beaumont
military shotguns "as issued" to the Complete mechanicaIly, stocks and

Royal Dutch and East Indies Armies in the bores poor condition, sold as parts
1870's. A single shot smooth bore, now about source and decorators only. Choice of 3 rare

90 years old. Overall length 52". Complete and lunc- selections. Type 99 caliber 7.7. Model 38 Arisaka

';.~~/~~~~i~~i~~?n~~ei~~gI-lL~n$tr:~9g~lzecollec- One J~~~r~~~·$~·.~5~S~rild1~r ~~~~~~~u~r~~~~~~~~·e Yi·~t·.
Add "2.00 for each. rifle for PClred Post prepaid ddivery. Comp[ete list 01 Tare coUector'. gUM 'Rout ClvaUable.

Send 10c covering Postage, Printing of
new low-price list of ammo.

I JOHNSON RIFLE BAYONETTE complete with leather scabbard $4.95 plus 35c ppd. I
WPOTOMAC ARMS CORP.· P.O. Box 35-G" 200 S.Strand St. Alexandria. Va••

303 British Military
Per 100 ......••••••••••••••••

762 Russian Military
Per 100 .....•••••••••••••••••

43 Spanish Military
Per 100 •.•••••••••••••• , •••••

735 Italian Military
Per 100 .•.•.••.••••••••••••••

7x57 Mauser Factory Load.
Per 100 ••••••••••••••••••••••

9 MM Luger Pistol Cartridge.
Per 100 ••••••••••••••••••••••

338 Winchester Magnum Rifle Cartridges
Per Box-20 rounds ••••••••••••••

458 Winchester Magnum Rifle Cartridges
Per Box-20 rounds ••••••••••••••

.351 Winchester Self-Loading Metal Patch
Per 100-Value $14.00 ••••••••••

250-3000 Savage Soft Point
Per 100 ••••••••••••••••••••••

8MM Mauser Military Cart.
Per 100 ••••••• _. '.' •••••••••

•35 Remington Soft Point
Per 100 •••••••••••••••••••••

•25~20 Repeating Rifle Cartridges
Per 100 •••••• , •••••••••••••••

30~40 Krag Blank Cartridges
Per 100 ••••••••••••••••••••

32·40 Soft Point.
Per 100 ••••••••••••••••••••••

270 Winchester Soft Point.
Per 100 •••••••••••• " •••••••••

30-40p~r~,gi~~e~.~I~: , .
32 Remington Soft Point.

Per 100 ••••••••••••• _ ••••••••
liar Defender. MSA for the Shooter. Brand
New. Gov. Surplus Vat. $3.00 postpaid ••

Bore Scopes .50 Cal. Qovt. Surplus: Ppd.

•••••••••
: .30'06

.. ~ .

Moose Milk
That's right, the name of the product is

Moose Milk and it cleans dirty gun barrels
like few other solvents we have ever used.
Sold by Hell Mountain Gun Shop, R.D. 2,
Lebanon, N.J., Moose Milk is an aqueous
solution and is not claimed to have rust
inhibiting action. All it does is clean barrels,
and Bill De Mott tells me that he uses it to
clean black powder cartridge cases also. It
works, and even badly neglected tubes re
spond to Moose Milk. Why not give it a
try? We liked it.

Pheasant Call
There is a flock of pheasants living in our

backyard, and when we got the new Har-Ken
pheasant call, we tried it on those birds.
With a little practice, it is a fairly easy mat·
ter to imitate the call of a cock, and we
managed to fool a couple of them enough so
that they showed themselves. The plastic or
"A" Model sells for $3.00, the Wood or "B"

(Continued on page 41)

Movies for Hunters
The Redfield Gun Sight Co., Library Div.,

2130 S. Bellaire St., Denver, Colo. 80222,
has recently expanded their film loan service.
Now that the time of the long winter eve·
nings is upon us and thoughts turn to the
next season, a good many clubs and indio
viduals are looking for entertaining outdoor
and hunting movies. Write to Redfield, tell
them when you want the movies, and they
will send you a choice of titles, running
lengths, and other information.

Speer Products Co., Box 244G, Lewiston,
Idaho, and RCBS, Inc., Box 729G, Oroville,
Cat, are offering a 30 minute, color and
sound movie about elk hunting in the Idaho
mountains. Write to either company for full
details.

Tornado Cleaning Brushes
Sheldon's, Inc., Box 509G, Antigo, Wis.,

offer the Tornado shotgun cleaning brushes.
Essentially, these brushes are a spirally
wound, non-corrosive wire that will clean any
shotgun barrel without damaging the bore.
The proof of its effectiveness was demon
strated in a much neglected black powder
gun we rocently found. Two passes with the
brush and plenty of solvent, and the bore
looked like new. The Tornado brush comes
in all gauges, sells for only 75 ce'nts in your
gunshop.

Remington Rolling Block
Service Armament Co., Dept. G, 689 Ber

gen Blvd., Ridgefield, N.J., now has the
famed Remington Rolling Blocks. Cham
bered for the .43 Egyptian, these guns can
easily be changed to .44 Magnum, and the
guns we have seen are worth the trouble
this job entails.

Val Forgett, genial boss of Service Arma
ment, recently shipped us some dandy .22
targets. These are small cardboard disks
that, when pasted on a backstop and hit with
a .22 bullet, will give off with a big bang, a
brilliant flash, and a large and most im·
pressive cloud of smoke. The brilliant red
culor of the disks is easily visible, but hitting
them is a slightly different matter. They sell
for $1.25 per 12, and offer you a whale of a
challenge and a lot of fun.
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Above, a short artillery Snider.
Below, early model of Brown Bess.

By LOUIS WILLIAM STEINWEDEL

Contract flintlock musket made by Durs
Egg. who probably made all of the famed
Ferguson breech-loading. flintlock arms.
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RICH IN TRADITION AND HISTORY

BRITISH GUNS DESERVE OUR ATTENTION

~nlliish (5uns

16

The British cavalry was armed with the Mark I
Martini-Enfield carbine, right, In Boer War.



for ti. • (iollcctors...
T HE OVERWHELMING GROWTH of gun collecting

in the last decade has voraciously gobbled up the
limited supply of antique weapons to a point where once
common pieces are bringing premium prices and reproduc
tions are springing up like weeds. Yet, there is one vast
world of guns that, though virtually scorned by the average
American collector, has a history that stretches from the
shores of colonial America to the African and Indian
battlefields. These are the history-making, empire-building
guns of England-guns that are equally as glamorous as
the Springfields, Sharps, or Winchesters.

Although the contemporary British gun fancier is usually
well versed on the history of American arms, the average
American collector has only the dimmest notion of what
his British cousin has been shooting during the past three
centuries. This offers the far-seeing collector an unusual
opportunity to reap some bargains in some mighty interest
ing antique arms. This does not mean that all English fire
arms are available at bargain prices-if you have tried
to purchase a Forsyth pistol or a Ferguson breechloader,
you'll know that this is not the case.

For convenience, let's divide British arms into three

main parts: Officially adopted "national weapons," limited
issue or experimental military pieces, and sporting guns.
The official military arms follow a predictable and orderly
pattern, and so present an excellent, uncomplicated, and
relatively inexpensive project-even for the beginning
collector of historic firearms.

The concept of the modern army and the first standard
British army weapon appeared almost simultaneously
in the reign of Queen Anne in the early 1700's. Before
Anne, British military weapons had been a hodge-podge
of guns from many sources which bore no resemblance to
each other, sometimes not even in caliber. A "regular issue"
gun for the entire army was made in 1703, and the freshly
made specimens were, in some respects, the first "modern"
military weapon issued. The gun was a hulking, cumber
some monster of walnut and steel. Extending some five
feet two inches, "Her Majesty's Musket" had a 46" round
barrel of .75 caliber and baroque brass furniture which
shoved its weight to almost fourteen pounds. The sturdy
stock reflected the pleasing hue of aged English walnut,
and the barrel and steel parts were a similar shade after
their "pickling" in an acid bath called browning or "Rus
seting," which was intended to give some measure of pro
tection against rust. This brownish color of the whole gun
is traditionally accepted as the basis for the time-honored
nickname "Brown Bess".

Bess's flintlock action, quite avant garde for its day, is of
particular interest. By the rise of a crescent shaped piece
of steel called the bridle which was screwed onto the left
(internal) side of the lockplate, the tumbler was held
firmly in position to assure a strong, reliable lock. At about
the time George II ascended to the throne in 1727, the
idea of the "bridle strengthener" was applied to the screw
holding the flashpan in place, this resulted in an even more
reliable lock.
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The Snider-Enfield conversion used breech
mechanism of American design, fired .577
brass cartridge. Cut shows breech closed.

--....--_.~

Percussion cap breech loaders, such as the
Westley Richards, were unique halfway guns.

Beginning her service in the War of the Spanish Suc
cession, Bess served through the colonization of North
America, the French and Indian Wars, the American Revo
lution, the Japoleonic Wars, the War of 1812, and some
even showed up in the Crimean affair in 1854. Throughout
her career-the longest of any military gun in history
certain subtle changes were incorporated, which conven
iently serve to date particular specimens which are not so
marked. Originally the gun appeared with the 46" barrel.
Characteristic of the earliest Besses wel:e wooden ramrods
held in place by four brass "pipes," and a curious upward,
crescent-like curve to the bottom of the lockplate. About
1727 the bridle arrangement was added to the flashpan
assembly, but it was not until the time of George III that
barrels were shortened to 42" and lockplates appeared with
a straight bottom. During this period the gun was stream-

lined and lightened. In the very late 1700's or early 1800's
the gun was again re-designed as the "India pattern
musket" and the barrel shrunk to 39" and only three brass
ramrod pipes were used. The "India pattern" shortly
became the service musket and showed up again in America
for the War of 1812.

Surprisingly, all Brown Besses are not British. A few
years after its adoption, the Brown Bess was issued quite
normally to the loyal Englishmen who made up the colonial
militia in North America. After 1776 when that loyalty
became a bit suspect, and after stocks of Crown-owned
muskets had been liberated from government warehouses,
the fledgling Continental Army still found itself in dire
need of guns. Local gunsmiths logically began to answer
that need with "counterfeit" Brown Besses that have now
become the rarest of the breed. The American preference
for the Brown Bess apparently continued for some time,
since an Ordnance report of 1825 accounted for some 2729
"British Pattern Muskets."

For a gun that is so closely entwined with a colorful
history, the Brown Bess is still a bargain for collectors.
The original production of about eight million pieces has,
over the years, been reduced by use and abuse. Yet, there
is an "adequate" number still around, sometimes at good
prices. Recently, I picked up one in need of some repair
for $35.00 and good, sound specimens can still be had for
around $75.00. The Bess is a must for almost any collection
-no other single gun in the history of arms development
combines so much turbulent past in a single piece.

The tiny percussion cap soon dispatched the Brown Bess
in its familiar flintlock form (although some were con-

verted to percussion), and Whitehall abandoned an old
friend for the percussion musket in 1836, some five years
before the U.S. This smoothbore gun was short-lived, re
placed three years later by the Brunswick, a .704 caliber
rifled musket. The Brunswick, despite its tendency to foul
badly and lose accuracy, remained the standard British
arm up to 1852. In this same period, one of the attempts
to outmode the Brunswick resulted in the Lancaster two
grooved rifle, firing a conical ball with two moulded ribs
to fit the rifling grooves. A few were issued to the Rifle
Brigade and saw service in the Kaffir War in South Africa
between 1846 and 1852.

Colonel Ferguson's superb flintlock breechloading rifle
of Revolutionary fame and Ezekiel Baker's .61 caliber
flintlock rifle, which did excellent service at Waterloo
against rifle-armed Jaeger troops; (Continued on page 51)
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NUNIVAK
ISLAND r:l!i>

Author, above, examines
his world record muskox
where it was downed. At
right, typical dog sled
holds the Eskimo's bag
of seals hunted on ice.

The record muskox, fully mounted, on exhibit at the Anchorage museum.

IN SPITE OF ICE. SNOW. AND SUPERSTITIOUS

ESKIMOS. A NEW WORLD RECORD WAS SET

T HE WEATHER HELD until we
landed in Bethel, Alaska. Then it

socked in, and stayed that way for eight
days. No planes would leave the Bethel
airport until the pilot could be certain
that he could make out Nunivak Island
shortly after leaving Alaska's coast.

Dr. Thomas Heldt of the Henry Ford
Clinic in Detroit and I sat in Bethel,
listened to the weather reports, kept in
shape for the coming ordeal, and we
fretted. We were to be the first ones to
hunt the mysterious muskox in the only
place in the world where they have lived
undisturbed for untold generations. I was
to collect a large bull muskox for the
Anchorage Museum and Dr. Heldt came
along to collect and then study the ani
mal's brain and gather scientific data
about its life.

Nunivak Island is located in the Bering
Sea, about 45 air miles from the Alaska
coast. A small village of Eskimo hunters
and fishermen is the only inhabited spot
on the island, and in the Bering Sea all
the world's storms are created.

For several months of the year, its
shores are crowded with evermoving ice
that comes and goes. The land, and the
water around the island, abounds with
birds, game, and fish, and no matter what
the weather conditions, there is always
something to be hunted or caught. Its
waters are loaded :with fish, four varieties
of seals, walrus, and whale. The land
holds large numbers of reindeer, foxes
are plentiful, and there are the muskox
herds that have never been studied.

On the eighth day the weather broke
and an old twin engine Cessna carried us
and our gear to Nunivak Island. Although
the muskox and the eskimos have shared
the same island for many, many years, it
was a great surprise to us to find that the
natives knew less about the animals than
we did. For many years the Fish and
Wildlife people had told them that these
animals were to be left alone, and that
under no condition were they to be killed.
Since meat is abundant on the island, the
Eskimo prefers to have nothing to do with
the muskox and has an almost supersti
tious feeling toward the animal.

I finally managed to persuade Ed Shav
ings, one of the island's most advanced
Eskimos, to guide me on the hunt. Al
though he finally agreed, I could sense
and almost see that he was not overly
anxious to undertake the job. With weather'
conditions deteriorating constantly and
the wind blowing fine powdered snow
until it hung in the air like fog, I had
trouble finding my way around the vil
lage. How these (Continued on page 60)
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WORK IN THE GREAT

OUTDOORS CAN NOW LEARN FROM MANY

Jack Streeter, NASC instructor in charge of wrangling,
watches students tighten diamond hitch on pack horse.

YOUNG MEN WHO WANT TO

EXPERTS DURING PRACTICAL.

IN-THE-FIELD TRAINING IN THIS

-alAI1\oe
A G"OS p, ~

" f\e\a tlet°c'

Conservation Classroom

This sextet of students from the North American School of Conservation check out their rifles before
starting out on an extra-curricular varmint hunting expedition during the annual summer camp session.
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By BERT POPOWSKI

I N THE FACE of the current population explosion, it is little
wonder that the opportunities for outdoor employment are

growing more plentiful every year. When 75 million people
casual daily visitors and those that stay several days-try to
squeeze themselves into some 30 million acres of public parks
and forests, these facilities are heavily crowded. Mere mainte
nance of such areas is a constant essential, and expansion of
these facilities is tomorrow's crying need.

During the past decade, a part of that overflow of humanity
has been absorbed into the rawer wilderness areas of our National
Forests, and into the privately-owned timberlands. Lumber, paper,
and pulp manufacturers, and thousands of smaller landowners,
have opened their land to fishing, hunting, and family vacation
use. Some charge a fee varying according to the facilities offered
and the amount of maintenance required to keep the premises
clean and attractive. Such sites generally call for plowing back
a share of the annual income toward improving and maintaining
the premises, and here are growing opportunities for men who
are qualified in game propagation, predatory control, or any of
the many outdoor jobs.

While most of the National Forests and privately-owned forest
lands are in the northern and western states, the bulk of the
smaller timber holdings are in the population-crammed eastern
and southern states. Naturally, the demand for outdoor services
is much more seasonal in the rugged-weather northern and western
sections of the country.

Outdoor job openings are exploding everywhere, and in all
directions. Less than 20 years ago, most of the National Parks
and Forests opened about June 1st, and closed no later than
Labor Day. This coincided with the three month period alloted
to school vacations, and experienced high school and college
students provided the labor force needed to care for the concen
trated flood of vacationers and to maintain the parks. However,
during the past decade, there have been some mighty changes
made. Most National Parks now open on May 1st, and stay open
from two weeks to a month longer.

During the course of the past decade, I have received a con
siderable amount of correspondence from young men who, after
getting their first taste of wilderness living, either from a vacation
in the wilds or through army experiences, wanted me to steer
them into vocational openings where every day would consist of
matching their wits and intelligence against the wilderness and
the creatures which inhabit its plains, mountains, woods, and
waters. But, ten years ago there were few outlets for their voca
tional hopes.

They could become state or federal game wardens of course,
but only to the extent of the few openings then available. State
and government hunters and trappers were in scant demand and
high supply. Seasonal employment as fishing and hunting guides,
fire lookouts, fire fighters, and rough labor on fish and game
census j 01s offered only very slim earnings. It was a most dis
couraging prospect.

Since then, the situation has brightened enormously. High
schools, colleges, and universities now off~r well-rounded courses
leading to outdoor employment on a year-around basis. Many
thousands of students now specialize in biology, botany, fish,
game, and land management, and many other courses having to
do with outdoor work and conservation.

But, that still left untapped a large share of the potential outdoor
workers who could not afford a college (Continued on page 56)

A group of NASC students get ready for a
lecture session, held in the camp lounge.

Game Warden Jim Oudin discusses game
regulations with hoss wrangler Jack Streeter.

Demonstrations include the proper use of
traps to catch nuisance bears for removal.
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A HOBBY BECOMES A SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS

VENTURE FOR ONE OF THE NATION'S LEADING BANDLEADERS

WHEN ARTIE SHAW, King of the Clarinet, quit the
bandstand he needed something that would offer a

challenge, something that would be able to occupy him
mentally as well as physically. The year 1949 was the
eventful year for Artie. Seeing it from today's viewpoint,
the day Artie was bitten by the gun bug was also a lucky
one for the American shooter.

Artie decided to find out why so many people enjoyed
shooting, why there was such a consuming interest in
guns. In 1949 he started four position smallbore shooting,
and successfully competed in several regional matches.
Soon a .257 Roberts was added and these two rifles started
Artie on a rather unique career. Now he is not only a
highly qualified benchrest competitor, but also part-owner
of the thriving Shooters Service & Dewey, Inc. operation

in Clinton Corners, about 100 miles north of New York City.
While Shaw was collecting trophies in the four position

shooting league, he acquired a .22 caliber Anschutz match
rifle, and in 1952 he succeeded in placing five bullets into
one hole. That started him on the accuracy kick, and taking
up benchrest shooting was the next logical step. He made
the acquaintance of Gene Beecher at the Reed's Run, Ohio,
matches, and shortly after the match, he acquired his first
.222. This was a Shilen rifle with a Hart barrel, and last
year Artie won the coveted second place in the Pennsylvania
State benchrest matches. He used a 10% lbs. sporter that
is chambered for the 6 mm International cartridge.

Artie has hunted all over the United States and has an
enviable collection of trophies and heads. But his first and
foremost interest lies in precision shooting, and in getting

Left: rifle range has target butts at 100. 200. 300 and 400 yards. Center: spacious store area displays every
shooting accessory from guns to loading tools. Right: John Dewey presides over the well-equipp~d gunsmith shop.
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five shots into one hole. "I know it can be done, and as a
matter of fact, it has been done. But now I want to make
that hole smaller;. let's say that I want to place five bullets
into one hole, the hole having the diameter of the bullet.
When I get this done, I'll try and do the same with a light
sporter." Having seen Artie shoot, I have do doubt that
the Shaw name will make headlines in the gun literature
one of these days.

In his quest for a super-accurate gun and load combina
tion, Artie met Mason Williams. Mason, an ex-banker gone
gun-nutty, was then operating the Shooters Service Inc.
He and Jim Shulhoff, a full-time New York State Game
Conservation officer, had obtained a license from the late
Jim Harvey to produce and market the Jugular Jacketed
bullets. Mason and Jim are both experimenters and gun
tinkerers, and the commercial swaging was, for a while,
the only claim to fame Mason and Jim could make. But
from making bullets it is but one small step to developing
loads, then custom loading, and before either one of them
had realized it, Shooters Service had outgrown the barn
that housed the Company. A range was acquired, one
chronograph replaced the other, and in a little more than
two years, S.S. had become the mecca for east coast
shooters. The company was in imminent danger of having
too much business and too little place to conduct the busi
ness in. "We just had to move, especially when Jim and I
brought our own guns down here and began to work up
loads for our benchrest rifles and handguns. It finally got
to a point where we had so many customers that we had
to issue numbers, like in a supermarket." It was time to
move, build a bigger range, add more shooting facilities,
and take on a complete line of shooting equipment. Next
to the space problem, the most important consideration
was finding a good gunsmith who would join the company.

Artie and Mason began to look (Continued on page 43)
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Top: Mason Williams is on hand to answer shooter's
questions. Center: fully equipped loading bench is
set up for custom loading and development. Below:
Shaw and Williams discuss shooter's s~ope problem.
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Busting plastic bleach bottles at 500 yards
on far bank of gravel pit was a part of the
pre-hunt training Gerry Steindler received.

Despite prickly pears and
missing one shot, author
seems pleased with the very
symmetrical horns of buck.
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WE HAD NOT EVEN traveled two miles, when Bert Popowski pulled
the Toyota Land Cruiser to a stop. Motioning to the mountain on

our left, he casually said: "Get out there Bob. In that draw, there is a
herd of prongies, and there should be a good buck among them. Remember
to keep down, don't show yourself until you are in shooting position.
Watch the prickly pears and the rattle snakes. When we hear the shot,
we'll drive over there and watch you dress out your buck." My wife turned
around in the front seat, gave me an encouraging grin, and I tumbled out of
the back of the Land Cruiser, chambering a round into my Remington
Model 700 in 7 mm Magnum.

This was my first antelope hunt, my first trip into Wyoming game coun·
try, and also my first experience with prickly pears. I started my stalk,
and in order to crest the hill-I still claim it was a mountain that Bert
picked for me-I tried to complete my stalk in the best infantry infiltration
course fashion. The one thing I had not counted on was the complete
penetration of the prickly pear spines-and a sentinel prongie doe. Just
as I could make out the buck's head-and he would have gone 15 inches
easily-the doe spooked, the whole herd taking off in high gear. I tried
a long shot, and having heard about antelope speed, led the buck about
three full body lengths. The 154 grain Hornady bullet kicked up dust at
least 10 feet behind the critter. When Bert and Gerry arrived, I was busy
pulling thorns out of my hide, my shirt, and my blue jeans. Instead of
sympathy, I got a razzing from Bert and my better half who had been
primed in the time it took me to complete my stalk.

This entire Wyoming trip was an upshot of my Idaho elk hunt in 1962.
When my article appeared in the February 1963 issue of GUNS, Bert wrote
me and editor Bev Mann. He more or less implied that he did not believe
that I could hit the broad side of a barn from 15 feet, and that, in order
to prove myself, I had better get out there next season and show him what I
could do with Wyoming "goats" and mule deer. The crowning insult was
the post-script. If I could not get away, I should send my wife who also
hunts and is one of the finest game cooks going. Her fame had spread
among the gun put fraternity, and he would welcome her visit.

Since Gerry had not done much rifle shooting in the last two years and did
not even own a suitable gun, most of the summer was devoted to coaching her

By R. A. STEINDLER

Gerry congratulates Bert Popowski on his
80th prongie, shot with .300 Weatherby.

WHEN TWO GUN WRITERS GO ON A BUSMAN'S

HOLIDAY, AND ONE WROTE THE WYOMING "GOAT"

Toyota Land Cruiser handled well
in the rough~ hilly ranch lands.
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MISSES A SHOT. MOST

ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN

BEHAVIOR BOOK AND THE OTHER
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Prongnorn~. ..

After a jarring ride, scope setting is checked
by Gerry before we arrived at the hunting area.

Model 70 in .270 proved effective on the bonus
bobcat as well as on antelope and mule deer.

her gun and as hasty sling. And believe me, the bleach
bottle supply began to run real low at the end of the sum
mer, especially when she learned to send one of them
rolling and then hit the bottle again and again while she
operated the bolt of her Winchester without taking the gun
from the shoulder. I don't believe in reduced practice
ammo, and she learned to shoot moving and stationary
targets with full hunting loads. I had settled on the 130
Hornady bullet and 58 grains of Hodgdon's 4831, set off
by a CCI 200 primer. When she placed four out of five shots
into the lethal area of a deer target at 300 yards from the
sitting position, I felt that she was ready to bring home
the winter meat.

I had readied my own .270, but the gun suddenly would
not group for sour apples. First we blamed stock warpage,
but a close inspection of the barrel disclosed that the tube
had been shot out. I selected Remington's Model 700 in
the hot 7mm Remington Magnum caliber, took the Balvar
8 off the .270, slapped a Latigo sling on the gun, and was all
set. In testing the gun, I found that my load with 68 gr. of
4831 or 77 gr. of 5010 would shoot the same point of
impact, and the 154 grain Hornady pill did a beautiful
job in grouping five shots. I found best ignition was
achieved with the CCI Magnum 250 primer, and both
guns were sighted in to hit point of aim at 225 yards.

Before leaving home, I had made arrangements to pick
up a Toyota Land Cruiser in Gillette, Wyoming. I had
heard a great deal about this Japanese import, had seen one
in action in Idaho. After checking with Bert, it was decided
to use this trip to find out just how good the Toyota really
is. After bouncing around the Wyoming landscape for a
week and covering over 700 miles of some of the roughest
terrain that we could find, all of us came to the conclusion
that the Toyota is one of the finest and most rugged four
wheelers available today. It is roomy, handles well on the
highway at 65 miles an hour, and on cross country treks,
it performed extremely well.

We made headquarters at Bert's home in South Dakota,
and made the trip to Newcastle and Don Baldwin's MW
ranch daily. Don raises rodeo horses and Brahma bulls
plus some cattle, and Bert often hunts predators and prongies
on Don's extensive ranch. The mule deer hunting area did
not extend to Don's land, and it (Continued on page 48)

in the fine art of rifle shooting, doping wind, and guess
timating distances. She started with her pet .257 Roberts that
had been custom stocked by the Chicago Gun Center. She
then graduated to a Model 70 Featherweight in .270. Topped
with one of the new B&L mounts and the new Balvar 8A,
she was able to shoot MOA groups with handloads from
a bench without trouble. My shooting layout is ideally
suited for training a budding hunter, and Gerry took to the
training the way a duck takes to water. At the end of the
summer she was able to hit plastic bleach bottles at 500
yards with disgusting regularity, even after climbing the
side of a steep hill. She learned to flop into any solid
shooting position, using the Latigo sling for carrying

Gerry got sage advice on proper method of field
dressing her antelope from veteran Bert Popowski.
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FOR TRICKY SHOOTING.

AND A MAGNUM LOAD OF FUN.

TRY THIS NEWEST SHOTGUN SPORT

T HE LATEST CHALLENGE to shotgun fans is a ten-shot,
clay target game called "Crazy Quail." For off-season

practice or just plain fun, this new combination of skeet and
trap shooting is just what the doctor ordered.

W. B. Mason, operator of the Snug Harbor Shooting Pre
serve in Carrollton, Texas, was one of the first to construct and
operate a Crazy Quail set-up, using it as a warm-up for quail
and pheasant hunters on his preserve. His customers soon found
that they enjoyed this challenging game of claybird busting so
much that they kept coming back for more. Here's how it works.

The target pit can be square, as shown in the photos, or
round, and contains a simple practice trap mounted on a swivel
base. This base also holds a seat for the trap operator and two
shelves for the targets. Because the trap is mounted at an angle
to permit the targets to clear the pit walls, the targets are
thrown in a high arc-there are no low birds.

The shooter stands in one spot, at least 16 yards from the
pit (distances can be increased up to 27 yards for handi
capping) and, when ready, calls "Pull." The trap operator
releases the target any time after the shooter's call, and in any

Top photo shows typical pit. Operator sits
on a swivel, permitting him to swing the
trap 360 degrees. Shooter sees only a low
hedge, and cannot see which way trap faces.

By JOHN BROZ

direction he chooses--even directly toward the shooter. Once
the shooter calls "Pull," he cannot move his feet. A target thrown
in his direction must be broken before it passes over him.

Depending on the local terrain, nearby obstructions, etc.,
local ground rules may vary, and there are a variety of games
that can be devised using the one installation. With the trap
operator out of sight and below ground level, the shooter has
no knowledge or control over the flight path of any target, and
should stand in a position which will enable him to swing in
almost any direction.

Here's a new, inexpensive way for any gun club or shooter's
group to add new life to their regular get-togethers. Interested
clubs can get a set of blueprints from Olin Mathieson, Conserva
tin Department, East Alton, III. Watch for these games to be
popping up throughout the country, and if one opens near you,
try it-you'll be pleasantly surprised at the fun you'll ~

have trying to outwit those Crazy Quail. ~

Trap. mounted on an
angled base so that
targets clear sides
of pit, throws clay
targets in high arc.
Trap installation is
low in cost, ideal
for small gun club.
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• • .ABOUT THOSE

BELTED MAGNUMS

Larger belted head of .300 H&H
compared to .240 Apex (center)
and 0400/375 Express, at right.

The .300 H&H, at left, followed
by the family of U.S. made short
belted magnums using a 2112" case.
The .264 Win., 7 mm Rem., .338
Win., and the .458 Win. African.
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By CAPT. GEORGE C. NONTE. Jr.

LONG BEFORE WORLD WAR I,
Holland & Holland designers were
working on the development of a new
cartridge. What was wanted was a
high intensity cartridge that would feed
through a magazine rifle, and since
the Mauser action was then prevalent,
the case should not be a rimmed one.
Moreover, since the cartridge would
be on the hot side, the tenuous rela
tionship between case and chamber
shoulder left much to be desired and,
if at all possible, the new case should
seat in the chamber on a solid rim.

If only shoulder engagement of the
case in the chamber were feasible, then
a long, slender case with considerable
taper and slight shoulder angle would
complicate the creation of the desired
cartridge. This case shape was, how
ever, dictated in all probability by the
spaghetti-like cordite powder then pop
ular with British arms makers, which
had to be loaded into these bottleneck
cases before the final necking opera
tion was performed.

The headspace problem could have
been eliminated by the use of a true

The venerable .30-06 (top), shown with
two belted magnum rounds, the 7x
73 mm Yom Hofe Express (center)
and the .300 H&H Magnum (bottom).

rimmed case, but this head caused
feeding problems.

What evolved was a conventional
rim greater in thickness, to the point
where it was impossible for one rim to
get in front of another in the magazine.
This thick rim (to become known as a
belt) appears as an enlarged portion
of the case head nearly 14 inch in
length; its forward face provided all
the headspacing advantages of a true
rimmed case.

Rather than attempt to make a spe
cial extractor that would reach far
enough forward to grasp this belt, a
conventional Mauser type extraction
groove was machined into the belt
proper, allowing the use of existing
actions without major extractor change
and producing a much stronger case
head. Thus was born the ideal solution
to Holland & Holland's problem. The
belted case (referred to by the Britons
as "rimless belted") had all the ad
vantages of both rimless and rimmed
cases and was readily adaptable to
Mauser actions. The first H&H belted
cartridge, the .300, was announced in
1912 as "Holland's Super 30."
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Muzzle
Energy
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..27o.w.M. .2.57 W,A.
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Velocity
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1mr-W.M,
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Weight

Comparing the old and new. Left to
right: Modern .338 Winchester, 35
year old .33 BSA, and the .300 H&H.
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BELTED .CAfHRIDGE DATA

Dale
ProducedCaliber

.224 Weatherby 1963 to dote 50 3800 1135
.244 H&H ? to date 100 3500 2725
.257 Weotherby 1945 to dote 87 3825 2828
.26 BSA 1923-1947 110 3100 2350
.264 Winchester 1960 to date 100 3700 3040
.270 Weotherby 1945 to dote 130 3375 3283
.275 H&H 1926 to dote 160 2700 2600
7mm Remington 1962 to dote 175 3020 3540
7mm Weotherby 1946 to dote 154 3160 3406
7x61mm S&H 1954 to dote 160 3100 3410
.300 H&H 1912 to date. 180 2920 3400
.300 Weatherby 1945 10 dote 180 3245 4201
.300 Winchester 1963 to dote 180 3070 3770
.308 Norma 1961 to dote 180 3100 3842
.33 BSA 1925-1947 165 3000 3300
.338 Winchester 1960 to date 250 2700 4050
.340 Weatherby 1962 to date 200 3210 4566
.358 Norma 1961 to date 250 2790 4322
.375 H&H ? to dole 300 2550 4330
.375 Weatherby 1946 to dote 270 2940 5181
.378 Weatherby 1954 to dote 270 3180 6051
.40 BSA 1921-1924 250 2850 4504
.458 Winchester 1956 to dote 510 2130' 5140
.460 Weotherby 1959 to dote 500 2700 8095

Left to right: The 7x61 Sharpe
& Hart, .308 Norma, and .300
H&H. Note variety of shoulders.

The current series of Weatherby cartridges. All, except the .378 and
.460, use the basic H&H case. The Weatherby line covers all types of
hunting, from crows to Cape Buffalo. Not shown is new .224 Varminter.
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From these developments came the
.300 H&H Magnum and the .375 Belted
Rimless Nitro Express. Developed for
the British market, these two new cali
bers nevertheless slowly spread to the
United States where various custom
gun makers began making arms for
them. The old Hoffman Arms Com
pany offered a slightly improved ver
sion of the .300 with a steeper shoulder
angle and a bit more powder capacity.
The first U.S. rifles were built on the
expensive imported Magnum Mauser
actions because of the great length of
the loaded rounds. Eventually, the
Model 1917 Enfield was found to be
suitable when properly altered. Either
way was rather expensive, the long
Mauser actions costing in the vicinity
of $100.00 each, and immediate inter
est was not earth-shaking.

In 1936 a gentleman named Ben
Comfort won the 1000 yard Wimbledon
Trophy match at Camp Perry with a
custom built .300 H&H Magnum and
interest in the cartridge took a decided
upswing. About this time, Winchester
announced that their relatively new
Model 70 bolt action rifle (replacement
for the older Model 54) would be
available in both .300 and .375 cali
ber, and with their ammunition.

Meanwhile, our British friends at
Birmingham had not been idle. Sev
eral new cartridges based on the H&H
case had been developed. The .33 BSA
(Birmingham Small Arms Co.), .400
BSA, and the .26 BSA Belted Rimless
Nitro Express cartridges were all mod
ern looking, sharply bottlenecked num
bers. With today's powders and bullets
they would probably do quite well, but
they were never really big sellers and
very few of them reached this side
of the Atlantic. A new H&H number
known as the .275 Magnum was con
siderably more successful. Quite a few
guns were made for it here, and West
ern Cartridge Co. produced the ammu
nition for a few years. It was and is
a good cartridge and spurred quite a
few similar wildcat designs, and some
of them are still with us.

After Comfort's success and Win
chester's introduction of rifles in the
H&H calibers, interest continued to
grow. Many wildcatters, some of them <

quite responsible people, began to work
the long belted cases over with an eye
toward improving performance with
U.S. powders and bullets. Keith and
associates produced the .285 OKH and
the .334, OKH (Continued on page 44)



T HANKS TO THE creative ability of Joe Bartolat of Tacoma, Washington,
many amateur and professional stockmakers have been able to do a much

better job when it came to dressing up a stock with good checkering.
A machinist by profession, Joe's hand-type checkering tools and his electric

tool- the only one of this type manufactured - are well known to the
shooting fraternity under the trade name of "Dem-Bart."

Employed as a machinist in the government's arsenals during the war,
Joe designed and perfected a number of inventions which increased produc
tion in the small arms field. Most notable among these was a micro-head for
chambering reamers which controlled the depth the reamer would run into
the barrels of Springfields and Garands. This micro-head worked so well
that it saved many rifle bolts; with this device, each rifle could be fitted
individually to its own bolt. His sear-block, which permitted hammers, sears,
and triggers of .45 Autos to be fitted before installation, saved not only hours
but months of time for arsenal machinists. A piston-nut wrench and tap for
use on army carbines, belt-loading machines for .22 caliber machine guns,
obstruction drill for plugged bores, various machine gun gauges, and nu
merous other inventions comprised more than one man's share of time and
money-saving aids to the country's war effort.

Bill McGuire used
32-line checkering
for this straight
stocked Browning.

A FINE PIECE OF WOOD ON A PET GUN DESERVES

CHECKERING-AND YOU CAN DO IT!
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That the Dem-Barf electric tool can work in tight patterns is shown in
the fore-end, right. checkered entirely without the use of hand tools.

Joe developed the tools for making the cutter blades used in his hand-type
checkering tools for the simple reason that he could find no cutters on the
market that satisfied him. Those that were available were either too coarse,
too dull, or the pitch of the teeth was not right. Most tools were integral
with the shank; and when they wore out, you had to throwaway the entire
tool rather than replace only the cutter blade.

Joe began making his hand checkering tools 19 years ago, and today they
are sold throughout the 50 states, and wherever in the world gunsmiths
professional and amateur-want the best in design and quality. The cutting
blades, selling for under a dollar, are made from rings of the finest tool steel.
The perfectly aligned, brightly finished, teeth are hard enough to cut a file.
These tools were the first to offer easy blade replacement, featuring cutting
teeth on one side and a smooth guide on the other. While the cutting teeth are
of Joe's own ~pecial design, the wooden handle is typical of the file handles
found on fine professional tools. This, too is unique; the handles are made
of un-oiled wood for good grip, and though they could have been made of
plastic for about one fourth the cost, Joe feels that nothing equals or
surpasses a wooden handle.

While the hand checkering tool has been Joe's bread-and-butter item as far
as profits go, it would seem ironic that he would invent an electric tool that
would do a faster job, and could actually cost him money every time one is
sold. Anyone purchasing the electric tool will never go back to the slow
hand-checkerer again, except for borders or clean-up work.

This unique checkering tool was first made up in 1947, and has been
constantly improved through the years. A true machinist, Bartolat works con
tinually toward perfection in both the design and materials.

To make his cutting wheels, Bartolat purchases the blank disks, then cuts
in the teeth on a 90° angle from each side to a perfect center point. The
diamond wheels used in this cutting operation cost from $65 to $200 each,
and Joe has over $1000 worth of these for cutting the various size teeth.
Each cutter has from 25 to 35 teeth, and it takes from two to three hours to
complete each tiny wheel. Dozens of other parts for the electric tool are sent
to Joe, from manufacturers in the U.S. and abroad, in the rough. They are
then drilled, heat-treated, hardened, and fitted by Bartolat.

The tedious task of checkering a gun stock is made much easier with this
well-made and ingeniously designed tool. The power is brought to the cutting
head by a small flexible shaft, and because of its compactness, the tool can
cut a circle as small as a dime, or a straight line as short as YJ.6 of an inch.
The complexity of producing a workable power operated checkering tool is
shown by the fact that at least three ~ther firms tried, and unsuccessfully so,
to produce such a device.

In addition to the electric checkerers in use in the U.S., these tools have
heen sent to Canada, Africa, and many countries in Europe. Gunsmith New
man Nelson, of Olympia, Washington, states: "If the machine did only half
as much as it actually does, such as outlining the (Continued on page 50)
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WITH A GRAND SLAM. A LION. AND A RECORD JAGUAR

MY GRAND
SLAM PLUS
BONUS CATS
By ARVID F. BENSON

Members of the sheep hunt examine the two Desert rams. Left
to right: Assistant guide Jim Tankerslee; Phil Williamson and
author Arvid Benson; Arizona sheep authority, Bob Housholder.

<

IT STARTED WITH ONE SHEEP AND ENDED

I HAD NO VISIONS of getting a Grand Slam back in
1956, but I was fortunate enough to bag a white Dall

sheep in Alaska. My first look at that big ram, and I was
a goner. I knew that I wouldn't be satisfied with less than
one each of the four species of North American mountain
sheep: Dall, Rocky Mountain bighorn, Stone, and the very
hard-to-get Desert ram.

I collected my Rocky Mountain bighorn in 1959, in
Alberta, and in 1961, in the Cassiar's of northern British
Columbia, scored on a beautiful Stone ram with 45 inch
horns that will go about 30th in the Boone & Crockett
record book. Three down, and that elusive Desert ram

to go ! Would this one be my downfall?
The only thing tougher than hunting the Desert ram is

getting the permit to hunt them. Arizona, the only state
where a non-resident can apply for a permit, issues too
few of these-out of 80 permits in 1961, only 8 were to
non-residents. The permits are drawn by lot, and the return
of my 1959 and 1960 applications with the notation "Your
application was not drawn," made me doubt that I would
ever get a crack at filling my Grand Slam.

But 1961 was my lucky year. Instead of the usual "not
drawn" notice, I received my permit for the 10 day season
starting December 7th. I wasted no time .getting started
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The Desert ram that filled the author's
Grand Slam, bagged on the third day of
hunt in the B.lack Mountains of Arizona.

on the many preliminary details, including
the arrangements with my outfitter, Bob
Housholder. While making these arrange
ments, Bob suggested that I come to Ari
zona early and get in a bit of lion hunting.
That sounded good to me, so I asked for
more details. Bob wrote back that he could
arrange a 10 day hunt with C. J. Prock of
Phoenix, whose guarantee was "no lion, no
pay." With a deal like that I had nothing
to lose, and gave him the go ahead signal.

I arrived in Phoenix in the late after
noon of November 31, and called Mr.
Prock, saying that I was ready. "I'll pick
you up at 3 o'clock tomorrow morning."
I was eager to go when he drove in, and
after I loaded my bedding, guns, and other
assorted trail gear into his pickup truck,
we took off. I had no doubt that I would
get my lion, but I never thought that we
would find one the way we did.

After seeing only one track in four days
of horseback hunting high up in the rim
country, Prock said, "They're not up 'here,
so tomorrow we'll take to the pickup and
head for lower country."

Long before daylight, we were headed
out on a four lane highway. As we rounded
a curve, our headlight beams picked up a
small tan hound (Continued on page 54)

The author's record female jaguar
provided a bonus to the hunt for
the last of his Grand Slam sheep.
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NOW! ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD AND SAVE! HELP MAKE

Cal.8MM MODEL 98 "ARCTIC"

BACK AGAIN! ... The model you've been clamoring for all these years
the model that broke All sales records in 1960! SPECIAL M98K Mausers

(World War II type) designed for "Arctic" use. The Mauser designed to insure Wehrmacht invincibility
-h,!d it arrived. in time.. One. of Hitler's "secret weapons" produced to blast the other side of
Stallngrad. Special over·slze trlgger·guard for "fumble proof" speed with (or without) your favorite
mittens. Stare down that charging grizzly with complete confidence. Standard 8MM caliber 24
inch barrel, modern turned down bolt handle-all for only $26.95 in NRA GOOD condition. Bargain
8MM military ammunition only $4.00 per 100 rounds. A unique opportunity for a fine M98 Mauser!

REALITY!

ONLY

S2695!
NEW MAUSER

LEATHER SLINGS $1.95!

ONLY

High numbers
ONLY

$3995!

NOW ONLY

$3495!

U. S. ARMY MODEL 19171

IMPROVED M40 TOKAREVS!

ROYAL ENFIELD No.4 SERVICE RIFLE!

~ Cal••30-06

Superb Royal Enfleld No. 4 Service
Rifle-pride of the British Empire-
used in front line service as late as

Korea-many still in use" Strictly a NEW lot, all care
fully inspected and cleaned prior to shipment-not the

ly. All in good orO~t;:~r~o~~~r;;nc~~~e~ li:~v~~R~ d'6"h15bl~nf;e$t?oo
mor"e. Prong Bayonets only $1.00 when ordered With rifle. The very finest.

New leather
slings Sl.9S.

NEW LEATHER
SLINGS $1.95!

Huge New Ship.
ment! Another
Price Reduction!

Original bayonets
only $1.9S!

MODEL 43 (M98) MAUSERSI

II GERMAN MODEL 98K MAUSERSI

M98 PERUVIAN MAUSER RIFLES!

THE LOWEST PRICED 1\'198 MAUSER OF
THE YEARI Original M1909 Peruvian Mausers in the
popular 7.65 caliber, replete With the attracUve Peruvian
Crest on the receiver, for less than the cost of an M98

Action alone. All manufactured by the great Mauser works at Oberndorf
and ALL with ALL milled parts and in NRA Fair BUT COMPLETE AND
SERVICEABLE condition. Lowest priced model :M98 Mauser of the year!

World 'Var II type, With 24" barrel. Those
with milled type Trigger Guards ONLY $3.00

more. ALL carefully stored and guaranteed in NRA GOOD
condition. INSIST on a Mauser with an historical past

INSIST on a combat ready l'otauser-BE'VARE of the reject "home
gua-:d" type mom.trosities which others may attempt to saddle you With.
There never has been another shipment like this-there never has been
another BARGAIN like this. Be sure and take advantage of our top-grade
8 MM Ammunition at the ultra bart;.lin price of only $4.00 per 100
rounds. PAY FOR YOUR RIFLE WITH THIS BARGAIN AM1.fUNITION.

C~ Cal. 7.65 MM

@~ PERSIAN M98/29 BRNO MAUSER CARBINES!
_ Cal.8MM

!IfI'IIl'"

The great M98/29 Brno Mauser Car.

wrapped up into ~ri~e'un~~e~asd~~ra~~:to:ause~ :~:~~~~
down bOlt handle With the knurled underside- trfso the ex

otic saddle ring. All in good. or better condition at only .34.95. Bayonets
with scabbards only $1.95. Avoid bitter disappointment. Order yours now!

A M M UNIT I 0 N SP ECIA LS ' , , Minimum order (except Soft Point> 100 rounds. All prices below (except Soft
• • • Point> per 100 rounds. Shipped RR. Express. Shipping Charges Collect.

FINE ISSUE PISTOL CARTRIDGES 7.62 NATO (M.C.) (.308 Win.) Non-Cor..... $12.00 SOFT .POINT SP~RTING CARTRIDGES
7.62 Tokarev (Pistol) (M.C.) _ $5.00 7.62x39 Russian Short (20 rds.) _ .. . $ 4.95 6.5 Italia!1 Soft Pom.t (20 rds.) - $3.50
7.63 Mauser (Pistol) (M.C.) $5.00 7.62MM Russian (M.C.) . $ 6.00 6.5 SwedIsh Soft Pomt (40 rds.) .._ $6.00
7.65 Mannlicher Pistol (M.C.) $4.00 7.65MM (.30) Mauser (M.C.) __.._ $ 6.00 7MM Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) .__..__. $3.50
9MM Luger (M.C.) (Boxer-Nan-Cor.) $4.00 .30-06 U.S. M2 Ball (Non-Cor) _..__.._. $ 6.00 7.35 Italian Soft Point (20 rds.) . $3.50
9MM Steyr Pistol (M.C.) _ _ _ __ $4.00 .30-06 Blanks .._.. ..__ $ 4.00 7.5 Swiss Soft Point (20 rds.) $5.00
9 MM Browning Long (M.C.).................... $6.00 .30-40 Krag (M.C.) _ . $ 5.00 7.62 Russian Soft Point (45 rds.) __ $7.00
.i.!l~N~)l'sai~ii::i"TARy·Ri·FLi(CAR'l.-RTDl::~ .303 British Military (M.C.) ---. $ 6.00 7.65 Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) __.._. $3.50
6.5 Dutch (M.C.) (with one free clip) $6.00 .303 British Blanks ........--------..- $ 4.00 .30-40 Krag soft point (20 rds.) ..---.-....... $3.50
6.5 Mannlicher (M.C) .._.._ $6.00 8MM German Mauser Issue ----..- $ 4.00 .303 British Soft Point (20 rds., ----. $3.50
7MM Mauser (M.C.) _. $1.00 8x56 R Mannlicher - .. $ 4.00 8MM Mauser. Soft Point (40 rds.) --_..- $6.00
7.35 Italian In Clips (M.C.) __ $5.00 20MM Lahti A.P. (10 rds.) .._.. $ 9.95 8x50R Mannlicher (20 rds.) ..-.-----. $4.50

New production KYNOCH 9 X 57 MAUSER Saft Point ammo (245 Gr.) ONLY $3.50 per 20 Rds. (Almost half-price)

SPECIAl! IN STOCK! The new INTERARMCO·NEW F:N. produced NEW production-ISO grain expanding bullel Spec;.' KATANGA KOPPER for EXTRA Ion. us••

~ soft point ammunition at a low $3.90 per 20 rounds. - non·corrosive, non·mercuric boxer primed Cal. .30·06 ...... fSO Gr... $3.9O-bol of 20
~ Ihe hunting ammunition price barrier broken at lasl! - extra strength case shoulder annealing. Cal•.303 British .. fSO Gr•.. $3.9O-box ot 20

REGISTERED DEALERS. Write on your official
business letterhead for new sensational discount
lists. Visit HUNTERS LODGE during weekdays
for greatest Dealer bargains EVER. Also many
choice unadvertised items at special low prices I

TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER NOW-703-548-2323
SERVICE 'ROUND THE CLOCK!
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Superb NE'V French '
production M.A.B.
.22 Caliber Automatic
pistol. Latest, modern

~~~~~e~~~~~oTt~~v~e~
this the most attractive doIJar
for dollar pocket pistol on the
market today. Light-weight.
fast~handling and accurate. An
outstanding quality pistol at a
l·easonablc> price and BRAND
NEW! Strictly faetory new,
complete- With cleaning rod and
official French registration cer~
tiflcate included. A flOe buy.

FRENCH
Cal. .32 ACP
A premium pistol of
truly modern style
and design. Clean post~
war Hnes with provcn con
struction at n price unbelleve
ably low-Qnly a meager $22.95
and in Nra Very Good condi~

lion. The dollnr for dollar bar
gain of the day that will never
again be matched. .'-'eatllres
both handy thumb safety and
extra safe grip safety. Full
nine round magaZine capacity.
A pistol you need not be
ashamed of in A1'tTY company
a perfect utility side~arm to
compliment your collection. Be
among the first. Order now!

ENFIELD COMMANDO
REVOLVERS!

Cal•
.31
S&W

3000!

Original Black LEATHER Deluxe Hol~

sters w /extra Magazine Pocket. $4.951

THE "WORLD'S GREATEST PISTOL!" THE
ONE PISTOL IN THE WORLD THAT NEEDS
NO INTRODUCTION. The famous creation of
the world renowned Georg Luger here again to
continue the most fabulous sale of all time.
Even Ye Old Hunter is almost speechless and
now completely overwhelmed by the thousands
upon thousands of accolades arriving daily
from an ever-thankful public. The "Paterson"
of the future-officially designated by the
manufacturer as "Pistole Parabellum Model
'08"-the year it was originally adopted by the ONLY
German Army. Guaranteed completely service-

able in NRA GOOD condition but showing pro- 53995'longed holster wear only $39.95. Plenty of
superb non-corrosive, boxer primed 9MM Par-
abellum Ammunition in stock only $4.00 per • 'L'
100 rounds! Some custom commercially re- l
blued with "like new" grips and NRA GOOD
barrels only $49.95. "Worlds Greatest Pistole'" COLLECTORS @SEOOR

SPECIAL! JL
RARE ORIGINAL ACCESSORIESl Limited number of famous MAUSER

BANN ER MODELS with the world re~
nowned Mauser Banner Trademark vi~

vidly displayed on the toggle.
Only $90.00

RE·UNITED FOR YOUR SHOOTING

ONLY

S1995!
ENFIELD No. 2 MK

Cal. REVOLVERS!
.38 5 & .Wir--..
The finest of the
Enfield-Webley ser~

ies! The first time
available on the U.S.
market. The model that su
perseded the Webley l\iK VI.
Shoots the standard .38 S&W
cartridge both single and
double action. NRA GOOD

:~~ti~~aav~r~nlba:J6o~~y ONLY
$3.00 more. A buy so oUl~

standing that it does Not S16951have to be featured-those
Who know will spot this
immediately. A unique find! -

ASTRA MODEL
(BRAND NEW!)
Cal. .380
Almost too good to be true-but here
they are-Model 3000 ASTRA pistols in
the extra popular .380 callber and
BRAND NEW. An absolute give-away
for you who demand something BRAND
NE\V at a "surplus" price-priced so
fantastically low only because of huge
Spanish shipment. Features the thumb
AND grip safety, plus internal hammer.
The pistol that EVERYONE would LIKE
to own but only the first several thou~
sand orders accepted-so dash yours off
today. Remember, these are Brand Newt

II FREE: EXTRA MAGAZINE II

UNIQUE .32 AUTOMATIC!

MAUSER HSc AUTOMATIC!
(Huge New
Shipment)
Cal. .32 ACP
The very latest, im~

K~R~lXc':1n:u~~~tiC.
1\lanufactured as late as

~r~:;~~r~:~rk~Iatb6be~::df:ta.:he
most modern of the entire Mauser
series with single and double action
operation and ultra modern design.
All guaranteed With Excellent bar~
rels and fine rust proof finish.
Perhaps your very last chance for
the buy of your time. All pistols
NRA GOOD or Better. .32 ACP
ammo only $6.00 per 100 rounds.
Extra magaZines only $3.95 each!

Cal. .32 ACP
A favorite of the grand old
man of France-this rugged
French model UNIQUE also
became a favorite of the
Germans in World War II-so mUch
that they pushed large scale pro~
duction. Featuring a large nine
shot magazine this potent little
pistol was made to exacting stand~
ards for use by the Germans and
for commercial consumption. A
lever type safety is placed con·
venient to the thumb.
Complete with high impact
plastic grips, this pistol is
offered In NRA good or
better condition for only
$19.95. Extra magazines
only $2.25 ea. Order now!

PISTOLS'

ONLY

53495!
Original Black Nazi last~issue "quick draw type"

leather holsters only $3.95 extra!
Same BRAND NEWonIY$6.95!

Extra original magazines only $4.951

Back 8 ..aln at the lowest
price ever! The pride or the
Royal Mounted Pollee, 70un
at a token price. The Re~

volver that tamed the North·
west-the revolver that made ONLY
the most desperate dcsper·
ado cringe wtth rear. Imagine S29951NRA Very good condition and
only $29.95. As usual the best
for the least from Y. O. H.! •

COLT NEW SERVICE
REVOLVERS!

Cal. ...... _
.4SS

@,.

P-38

AUTOMATIC.32

SMITH & WESSON
.4SS REVOLVERS!

RUBY
Cal..32 ACP

The superb, unequalled Browning .32
Automatic in the latest (M22) model
-mfg. by Fabrique National d'Armes
de Guerre. Liege, Belgium, BROWN~
lNG-the greatest name in automatic
pistols-design and production excel~
lence at its best! All in the popular
.32 Auto caliber and in very good con~

dition at only $26.95. Some exceIlent
$3.00 additional. Has the improved
extra capacity 9 round magazine, the
greatest magaZine capacity of any .32
ACP pistol! Insist only on the finest
-make yours a BROWNING! (Extra
magaZines $2.95. cleaning rods $.50.)

FREE'
-New Leather Holster

with Magazine Pocket!
•• New Extra Magazine!

• New Cleaning Rod!

Complete with NEW leather holster and
NEW extra magazine and cleaning roo.
One of the latest commercial STAR de
sl1ms In the popular, readily available.
9 MM Parabellum (LUKer) caliber. Time~
tested Browning design. easy operation,
eight-shot magazine. commercial blue
finish, case hardened hammer, genuine
checkered grips and individually packed.

STAR MODEL B!
BRAND NEW

Cal. 9MM

Cal. 32 ACP

~~deF~:n~~s sra~~~~ere~e::esf~~;
model Ruby has a lasting reputa~
tlon as being one of the best auto~

mattc pistols ever produced on the
Iberian peninsula. All have a posi~

tive thumb lever safety and long
grip which houses the extra large
capacity nine shot magazine. Of~

fered in NRA good condition at only
S 17.95, extra magazines only
$1.95. An unbelievably low price
for a genuine, original automatic
pistol. A bargain if there was one!

r the first time
five years-the

!IOuR'ht after heavy
:iuty Smith & Weft-
;;on Revolver in .455
'aliber Superb pre~war

~~~~~:in~~p:~l~~cO~d
~~bno~a~lr;d;;'~}~s¥~.~~ ONLY
n VERY GOOD condition. S29951;ome EXCELLENT only
55.00 more. A few Triple
..ocks at only $10.00 more. -

81
al.
55

~
PERHAPS THE
GREATEST OFFERING
OF ALL TIME - NRA
GOOO PLUS CONOITION WALTHER P-38
PISTOLS AT AN UNBELIEVABLY LOW $34.95
-TODAY, THE OFFICIAL SIDE ARM OF GER·
MAN NATO FORCES. Adopted by the German

rmy in 1938 to replace the German Pistole
odel '08. The first production run completed

n 1939. Fires single and double action. Noted
for its automatic inte'rnal safety which blocks
10TH the hammer and the firing pin. Also has
P.!lecial protruding signal pin which indicates
when cartridge is in chamber. Current new
production commercial models listed at over
TWO AND ONE-HALF times this bargain price.
Some NRA Very Good only $5 more! 9MM Para
bellum, boxer primed, non-corrosive ammuni
tion at a bargain $4.00 per hundred rounds.

COLLECTORS!! P·3S's made
after WW II Ended!

Walther P~38 5VW 45 Code with Aluminum
grips. Rustproof finish and matching numbers
in NRA VERY GOOD or better condition only
$110.00!

5a~~R~Fthe:~~d~~c7a:li~:f~~~:~~:.p&2>t~~'ke~
numbered magazines only $125.00! FREE
holster!
Walther P~38 5VW 46 Code with Aluminum
grips, rustproof finish and matching numbers
in NRA VERY GOOD condition only $200.00.

(FREE extra magazine and FREE holster!)

THE SUPERB GERMAN PARABELLUM PAIR



TARGET & VARMINT
SHOOTERS' SUPPLIES

Complete line of Target Shooting Equipment and Sup
p~ies. Reloading Equipment and components for rifle,
pistol, and shotshell. F. N. ACTIONS-BARRELED
ACTIO.NS-BISHOP STOCKS. Latest gun Books. Many
other Items. (RETAIL ONLY) Write for latest price list.

Sonny Landers and Mildred Neece were
the top gunners in regular trapshooting events
at the West Chester, Pennsylvania, Gun Club.
Landers garnered his tropJlY for a perfect
hundred, and a fine score of 97 put the
ladies trophy in the Neece household ~
along with the pots and pans. ~

Skeet shooters are a durable and deter
mined lot. Ralph Hughes o,f Paducah, Ken
tucky had broken 66 straight targets in the
Kentucky Lake Open, when he had to make
an emergency trip to a hospital for nose
bleed. Back he came, nose packed for action,
broke the remaining 34 targets and took the
12 gauge trophy.

1600-7lh Ave., S.E.
Cedar Rapids, IowaR. W. SPROWLS

Still on the subject of new shooting rec
ords, and with more on the feminine invasion
of the firing line, highly photogenic and at
tractive Mrs. Jack (Evelyn) Jones from Dal
las, Texas, fired a 97xl00 in the .410 event
of the big Pan American Open, at Dallas,
to tie the record set by Mrs. Ann Martin
Hecker in 1950 at the same shoot.

Not only did Mrs. Jones win the .410 race
over 125 hopefuls, she topped current high
over-all world ohampion Marvin Hambrick
in a shoot-off. Six more world records were
tied in the 1963 Pan-American, held at the
plush new Dallas Gun Club, but Mrs. Jones
was the biggest noise, even with her little
gun.

Cliff Leutholt was a double winner in the
annual Quaker City Gun Club champion
ships at Holmesburg (Pennsylvania). The
Allentown, New Jersey, marksman carried
the 16-yard trophy over the state line after
the toss of a coin when he and Howard Dilts,
also from New Jersey, were still tied after
125 targets. His momentum carried over into
the doubles race, and another trophy for
47x50.

Mrs. Rhoda Wolf was high lady, and Bob
McArthur from Colmar annexed the handi
cap award, after a shoot-off with C. H. Zeig
ler. Zeigler was high-over-all in the combined
16-yard and handicap program. After the
annual Quaker City sel-to, the club's annual
dinner was held. Dr. Lewis R. Wolf will
prexy the club for the new year, and Albert
Brooks is chairman of the board~ Bob Evans
will keep the books, and Charles Yoder
watchdogs the treasury for Torresdale-Frank
ford.

In a column that mentions two world
shooting records being equalled, it is appro
priate to draw attention to an item from fifty
years ago in "Trap & Field."

Fifty years ago this month, a DuPont Pow
der C(). ad told the world that a "three dram,
1;S ounce trap cartridge loaded with DuPont
smokeless powder had a speed of 878 feet
per second."

Today, the same load woms toward the
target at a speed from ll50 to 1200 feet
per second. Want to bet that more sbooting
records will be broken soon?

Skeet shooter Ed Willmering, of St. Louis
in the Show-Me State believes in the Show
Me slogan. Ed believed that the combined
score of 398 out of 400 skeet targets in four
gauges (410, 28, 20, and 12) could be tied,
even if he had to show that it could be done
by doing it twice. Willmering fired the com
bined 398 to tie Bob Shuley and Mike Mar
tin in the record books, at a Labor Day
week-end shoot.

The first performance could not be recog
nized as official, because the program was
divided into two separate events. Just to
show that the first score was no aocident,
he fired another near-perfect four-gun score
of 398 at Jennings Gun Club, and this time
put the score in the official archives.

This reporter would not be surprised to
see Willmering top the mark one (}f these
fine days, because of his persistence, and
because he is only in his third year of regis
tered competition.

Another world clay target record was tied
last Fall, when Ft. Benning's Bill Morris
broke 297 of 300 International style targets,
in the third annual U. S. Military Interna
ti(}nal Championships, hosted by Fort Ben
ning. The 297 goal was set in 1961 by Lt.
Jimmy Clark, who is no stranger to clay
target shattering.

Hogans. Since three men on the entry list
of 303 were his brothers, Denny Sorantino
had only to top 299 outsiders to grab off the
singles, doubles, high-over-all, and mixed
event. K(}louch, from the City of Brotherly
Love, blasted a 97 from 23 yards, and showed
only a smattering of brotherly love by ont
lasting John Sonnon of Reading 49-48 in a
shoot-off.

The shoot management came up with a
fine program innovation, in awarding high
over-all trophies in each class. Denny Soran
tino topped the field with 381x400.

Joe Sullivan, from Springfield, Mass.,
whose pay-check comes from the same till
that pays this columnist's bills, had a busy
day in the George Docherty Sr. Memorial
and Eastern States Open at Ludlow (Mass.)

, Fish & Game Club. Joe won the 20, 28, and
all-around contests, but had to survive shoot
offs in all but the twenty gauge program.
Ray Dukat of Hamden t(}pped the 12 gauge
entry, after a shoot-off, and James Downing
from South Hadley Falls topped the .410
race. Joyce Rising was high lady at 97, and
a 93 won Eugene Crowley JI. the junior
trophy.

We hear more and more about distaff tar
get dusters these days. Now the ladies have
their own trapshooting league in Pennsyl
vania. Huntington Valley Country Club won
the opening shoot in the Women's League at
Valley Forge, shattering 226 of 250 targets.
Torresdale-Frankford CC was second with
222, with Philadelphia CC third at 209.
Fourth place went to Aronimink Gun Club
with an even two hundred broken targets.

Attention all shooters! Mark Saturday,
March 14, on your calendar. "Skeet
Shooting Review" reports that NBC has
made a definite commitment to video
tape the 8th Annual Inter-American
Skeet Championships, from Club Metro
politano de Tiro, San Juan, Puerto,
Rico, March 4-8, and to present the
shoot on a 90 minute network program,
Saturday, March 14.

All shooters should be interested in
this network coverage of a clay target
shooting event, and let the sponsors
know of their interest.

Another fine feminine Keystone scatter
gunner, Mrs. Mary Christopher, topped the
men in a doubles match at Roxborough Gun
Club, and tied four males in a 75 bird 16
yard event, with one target off a perfect
score.

OLD SHOOTERS never fade away, they
just keep on breaking targets and winning!

C. R. "Senator" Crawford, who won the
Grand American Handicap in 1957 with a
98 from 22 yards, and who is certainly no
juvenile, recently topped a classy handicap
field of 109 gunners at the Maywood, Illinois
club, with a 97 from 23 yards. His combined
score of 196 in the combination 16-yard and
handicap event was tops in a 159 entry list,
and the 16-yard score was also good for
Class B trophy.

Cliff Conover, of Highstown, New Jersey,
won the Duck Shooting Championship of
America at Ringoes, New Jersey, f(}r the
second straight year. His score of 18 includes
six pairs of doubles.

Denny Sorantino, one of the shooting Sor
antino brothers, and J. W. Kolouch were the
big guns in the 58th Annual Westy Hogan
Championships, one of the East's top shoot
ing events and a fixture in the nati(}n at
Atlantic City, New Jersey.

Three hundred and three shooters squared
away in the 1963 running of the Westy
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APerrin
IIPocketll Revolver

By GRAHAM BURNSIDE

Gun OF

11\
4
~·tl, .

'!"1B-'
'rHE OLD • THE NEW • THE UNUSUAL

THE 12 MM PERRIN REVOLVERS USED IN THE CIVIL WAR

ARE RARE. BUT HERE IS A 9 MM POCKET MODEL

I N THE MAY, 1963 issue of GUNS I reported about a consecutively numbered pair
of Perrin 12 mm revolvers. The article caused a little stir among collectors and

several other Perrin specimens were reported. Among them were a couple of variant
forms that were previously unknown to me.

The most interesting variation is the Pocket Model Perrin shown here". It is my
opinion that this gun was manufactured during a later era than were the Perrins
of Civil War use. Guesstimation places the manufacturing date no earlier than the 1870's.

At a glance the characteristic style of the grip and the trigger guard smack of the
Perrin design. The situation is quickly settled when one notices the marking "L. Perrin
BTE." on the top of the barrel. The "BTE" mark is an abbreviation for the French
'Brevete' or 'patent.'

The 9 mm Perrin cartridge is usually termed the 9 mm French thick-rim revolver
cartridge by American collectors. These rounds, like their 12 mm cousins, display some
what crude manufacture and more than normal specification variation. Of the half dozen
specimens in the collection, none employs the inside primed case. This would indicate
manufacture after the Civil War.

This revolver is in pristine original condition. The metal was never blued or plated,
but was finished in the bright. This would agree with the way the French constabulary
revolver of 1873 was finished. This revolver, from the Colley Jackson collection, is a rarity
in the field of European cartridge revolvers and though it has no association with ~

American military use, would command a good price from an interested collt;ctor. ~
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By CARL ROCHAT

A TWENTY YEAR OLD CO-ED at
Kansas State University is on her

way to become one of the nation's top
small-bore shooters. There is no denying
Margaret Thompson's credentials in col
legiate shooting circles where, this past
spring, she was top cooed in the National
Rifle Association's Intercollegiate Postal
Matches. In addition to a perfect 400 in
the prone position, Margaret fired a 297
to pace the K-State varsity squad to the
team title, and fired a 298 for the
women's national title.

She was twice Kansas Junior Cham
pion, and is currently Kansas Senior
Champion, having successfully defended
her title, this past April, in Wichita. At
this match her male competition included
members of the All-Army rifle team who
used the state championships to warm
up for the tough competition at the
forthcoming Pan American games.

As a sophomore, in 1962, Margaret's
overriding ambition was to be able to
make the NRA intercollegiate "All-Amer
ican" team. She didn't make it in 1962,
but her "biggest thrill" was achieved
in the spring of 1963, when she shared
the limelight with another fine feminine
shooter, Carole S. Rollison of the Uni
versity of Alaska.

It may seem a bit strange that a
shooter who has paced the Kansas State
rifle team for the past two years should
have sat on the sidelines as a freshman,
but that is just what happened. "When
I asked if I could tryout for the team,"
Margaret recalls, "the coach said it
would be just too much trouble to have
a girl traveling with the team. But he did
say that I could use the range to prac
tice once in a while."

Margaret swallowed her disappoint
ment and, armed with her Model 52-B
Winchester, a keen eye, ~d a desire to
be the best, she let her practice scores
speak for themselves. By the time her
sophomore year rolled around, she was
"invited" to tryout for the team, and
has been K-State's top scorer ever since.

Margaret's interest in shooting comes
naturally enough. Her dad, Robert D.
Thompson, is an enthusiastic marksman,
and he let his love of shooting rub off on
his girls. Margaret's older sister was a
Kansas junior champion several years
before. Thompson, a good shooter in his
own right, was Kansas high power
champion in 1956, and one of the prime
movers in organizing the junior division
of the Capitol (Continued on page 42)
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ATHLETIC LETTER ON THE FIRING LINE

MARGARET THOMPSON EARNED HER

This Co-Ed
Scores For
Kansas State UnilJersitIJ

Margaret Thompson and team manager Captain Sherlund Prawl examine
a few of the trophies won by Kansas State University's rifle team.
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VARMINTS and the XP-100

Chuck hunters Freeman
Brown, above, and the
author were delighted
with the performance of
the XP-IOO on varmint.
Tripod rest increased
accuracy at long range.

By CARLOS VINSON

SCOPED, THE REMINGTON GUN WILL 'DO

THE TRICK WITHIN ITS EFFECTIVE RANGES

LET'S FACE IT, the Remington XP-100 pistol is an
odd-ball and, perhaps because I'm a gun writer, I

have a weakness for odd-ball items. So naturally, when
the Remington people announced the production of this
varmint handgun, I got all keyed up. I didn't settle down
until the big pistol arrived, and I had inounted a Bushnell
1.3 X Phantom scope on it.

Whatever the appearance of this pistol conveys to your
mind, once you pick it up and seat it into your hand,
there is little doubt in your mind that this was designed
for just one thing-accurate shooting. It feels comfortable
from the moment you pick it up. The grip is full; the

GUNS FEBRUARY 1964

weight not objectionable; and the trigger pull on my gun
left little to be desired.

While I am more inclined to test any new varmint gun
on hillside targets or, (if available), on live game, rather
than paper targets, I couldn't resist the temptation to see
just how well this new pistol would behave as a paper
puncher.

Actually, the .221 "Fireball" cartridge for the XP-100
is a necked-down and shortened .222 Remington. During
the initial tests I used my Remington .222 Magnum var
mint rifle as basis for comparison.

While sighting-in, I found out (Continued on page 55)
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HERE'S A LOADING BENCH THAT FOLDS INTO A

PRESENTABLE PIECE OF FURNITURE EVEN A WIFE MIGHT LIKE

By ALLEN WILSON

A FOLDING-top typewriter desk can be converted into
a reloading bench with very little effort. When not

used for reloading, it serves as a conventional desk and,
with its lock-equipped drawers, it makes an ideal place
to store reloading components, dies, and ammunition.

The typewriter shelf and its brackets are not adequate
to support the work load of the average press. By adding
sturdy steel brackets, so that the typewriter shelf rests on
them in the lowered position, and bolting a %" steel plate
to the shelf for mounting the press, the downward force
of the reloading operation is distributed through the desk
and to the floor.

Drill a 1,4" hole upward through each bracket, the type
writer shelf, and the steel plate. When the desk is converted
for reloading, two 1,4" bolts will quickly secure the reload
ing surface to the brackets. This places the upward force
of the reloading operation on the entire weight of the
desk, which is substantial when the drawers are filled with
bullets, dies, and other paraphenalia.

The exposed ends of the brackets and the bottom of the
press do not interfere with normal sitting at the desk,
but they may be covered with three tennis balls for knee
protection. The desk pictured was bought for $10.00;
brackets and plate cost even less; and for a minimal invest-
ment you can have a sturdy loading bench-desk ~
combination, even in a small apartment. ~

Fold the top back, and presto
there is the complete loading
set-up. Leaf holds the powder
measure safely, conveniently.
Plenty of storage space helps.

With top folded forward, desk·
can still serve for writing,
retains furniture appearance.
Slit tennis balls are shown in
place on brackets and press.

Dual Purpo~~
R~loading
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GUN RACK
(Continued from page 15)

•

•
•

EASY
LAY-AWAY PLANt

•
nSTEST SERVICEt

BIGGEST STOCKSt

NEW LOW PRICES!

FREE!
... *

GANDER'S
BIG, NEW
1963-64
SHOOTER'S &
SPORTSMAN'S
CATALOG I

Gander Mountain, Inc., Dept. 6.2
Wilmot, Wisconsin
Please rush my big, new 1963-64 G.M. Catalog abso.
Iulely FREEl

NEW, LOW CATALOG PRICES
for Thousands of Famous Brands
• ~rf~~tsman's Clothing,

• Hunting and Trapping
Equipment

• Guns, Scopes
• Target Shooting

Accessories
• Camping Gear, Outdoor

Accessories •
• Leather Goods (Ii iJ
• Reloading Tools & yEA L ERS:Supplies __

: ~~~:;,~~~~nT~~~ponents Wrile for your new

• Personal Protection ~;~~~~4~~~~~gl~i~~
Devices showing your BIGn...J.JKDu..'1oit,~. DISCOUNTS.

~ WILMOT. WISCONSIN

STOP FLINCHING-IMPROVE SCORING I
Acclaimed by champion shooters and recommended by
Eat Specialists as the best protection ogoinst harmful
noise. lee Sonic EAR-VAlVS let you hear everything
normally while they eliminate the harmful effects of
gun blast noise. A precision engineered, potented
mechanical hearing protector. NOT EAR PLUGS. Only
$3.95 a pt. with money back guarontee. ORDER TODAY
qr write for FREE Medical Proof and literature.

SIGMA ENlOlNEERING COMPAN1f
1608 Hillhurst Ave., Dept. K, Los Angeles 27, Calif.

.. ...
I
I
II Name .

I Address I
I Cily Zone ......•. Slale.. I
I ·U.S.A. ONLY-Foreign requests (reference only) send $2.00 I
~-----~-----------~

i EXPANDING DENT PLUGS i
• in 12,16 and 20 G~uge •

ill(;:;q-~ :.
: SIMPLIFIES WORK OF REMOVINC :
• DENTS IN SHOTCUN BARRELS
• In using on expanding dent plug you elim- :
• inate the making or buying of expensive •
• solid plugs, several of which are needed •
• for each gouge. •
• The'e PIUDS heve .enler dlameler ot about .020" •
• less than standard diameter of same bore and can •
• be expanded to ftt any oversized bore.
• Made of Bronze to Prevent jamming or ••
•• marring of bore. •
• PrICe per Dent Plug_m..mm _$ 5.25 •
• Set of 3 (one of each gauge) $15.00 •
• MAIL SOc FOR NEW GIANT GUNSMITH •
• SUPPLIES CATALOG •
• FRANK MITTERMEIER (Est. 1936) •
: "Gunsmith Supply Headquarters" •
• 3577 E. Tremont Ave., New York 65, N.Y. :

ORIGINAL
MILITARY ISSUE
CALIBER 30-06

Chicago, Illinois•

our Remington 7 mm Magnum, the scope
held the same zero it had before the tests.

The over·all size of the new Variable is
identical to the size of most 4X scopes, and
weight is a mere II liz ounces. Internal ad
justment graduations are liz minute, and the
standard reticle is a crosshair. Post, dots,
and custom reticles are available. Optics
are excellent, and the point of impact of the
bullet does not change when the magnifica
tion is changed in the course of shooting a
string. The new scope, now at your dealer,
retails for $92.50 and is, in our opinion, a
fine buy for anyone wanting a variable power
scope.

In the expanding Browning line, some
thing new has been added-fine gun cases.
The exterior of the new gun cases is a heavy
duty vinyl that is rugged and waterproof.
The usual carrying handles have been re
placed with luggage-type handles, and the
brass zipper has a long pulling tab, some
thing that has been needed for a long, long
time. The inner lining of the cas'es are thick
layers of Tuffiex that has been treated to
repel moisture, and the best news is the 3"
wide elastic band on the inside of the case.
Once >the gun is slipped into the case, you
simply see to it that the butt of the gun is
under the elastic band, and even turning the
case on its side and upside down won't let
the gun slip out. Add to this the deluxe
features of good, solid stitching, hard rubber
muzzle protector, and leather ID card holder,
and you have a case that is worth twice the
price Browning gets for it. Browning gun
cases are available for .scoped rifles in stand
ard lengths; for rifles and shQotguns, case
length goes from 45" to 53". We liked ours
so well that we are planning on getting
several of them for our guns and will also
give some of them as gifts
to shooting buddies.

3318 W. Devon Avenue

Model goes for $5.00. The instructions that
come with the call are well written and
explain the method of calling, but listening
to the birds and then trying to imitate their
calling is, of course, the best way to learn
calling. If you can't find a place where the
birds call, you can get a calling record for
2.00 from Har-Ken, or you can go to the

nearest game preserve and listen to the birds
in the holding pen. Using a pheasant call
might appear strange to you, but if you
don't have a dog, walking them up can be
a very tedious chore. Calling them to the
gun, or locating the birds with the help of
the call, will make hunting more fun and
will help you to fill your bag. Send money
order or cbeck to Har-Ken Co., R # 3, Box
44IAG, Oconomowoc, Wis., 53066.

Silicone Spray
Hunting is fun, providing of course you

manage to stay fairly dry. The silicones have
been a real boon to us, and now a new
silicone spray makes waterproofing stuff like
boots or jackets a real pleasure. "Sili" Sili·
cone aerosol spray sells for only $2.00, and
can be obtained directly from Safe Way
Products Co., Inc., Box 788G, Hoboken, N.J.

We used this spray on a pair of old and
somewhat leaky shoe paks and the stuff
works. Best news of all, the silicone does
not clog the pores of the material you spray,
and thus it retains its "breathing" qualities.
It worked well for us, so why not try it
yourself?

This M98 Short Rifle is one of the last Bolt Action Mausers
to be manufactured. It is especially adapted for U.S. 30-06

Military Cartridges and was originally manufactured to use U.S..30
M2 Ball Cartridges in Springfield Clips. It was manufactured by Fobrique

National O'Armes Oeguerre, He rsta I, Belgium, sometime after the Second World
War. The overall length is approximately 45 inches, with a barrel length of
approximately 23% inches. It weighs approximately 8% pounds, has all steel parts
and a handsome walnut stock. Sights graduated from 100 to 1900 meters. All
matching numbers including the bolt.

This 30-06 Mauser Rifle is in original Military condition ready for immediate
service. Good Condition $39.95. $5.00 extra for Select Rifle, very good or better.

BOLT ACTION MILITARY
MAUSER RIFLE

CENTENNIAL ARMS CORPORATION

Browning Scope, Gun Cases
We reported about the Browning 3X-9X

Variable scope some time ago, and have
been giving the new 2X-7X Variable a good
going over for several weeks. Perhaps the
toughest test for a scope is the hot water
immersion and the drop test. The 2X-7X
Variable Browning scope took all the punish
ment we could hand it, and remounting it on
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of this past year's team by helping other
shooters. "We all shoot together all the time,"
Margaret says, "so we know if someone is
having trouble. If someone has a problem,
we try to help him."

As a junior, in the fall of 1962, she
started out rather poorly and it dawned on
her that if she did not want to fritter away
her chance to be "All American," she would
really have to bear down. Her practice
schedule, which had called for around 12
hours a week, began to increase, and by the
time the season was going strong she was
spending an average of 8 hours a week on
the range.

The K-State men, even those with the
ability to challenge Margaret, just haven't
been able to dedicate themselves to the sport
in this manner. One of the reasons Margaret
can do it lies in the fact that she is an ex
ceptional student. One of the few girls in
the tough industrial chemistry curriculum,
Margaret maintains a better than B average
and is on the honor roll most of the time.
However, she is the first to admit that spend
ing as much time shooting as she does hurts
her grades.

Shooters are just as superstItIouS as ot.her
athletes, and Margaret is no exception. She
has a favorite "point" that she always uses
in practice, and K-State officials see to it
that the squad's positions include her favorite
post. Margaret's favorite shooting jacket,
which has seen lots of use in recent years,
began coming apart at the seams this past
year. Although the team coaches urged her
to break in a new jacket, her scores became
better and better as her jacket became
progressively more disreputable.

This summer, as last summer, Margaret
worked in Kansas State University chemistry
laboratories as a National Science Founda
tion undergraduate research participant. Only
students who have shown unusual potential
are invited to participate. This summer she
worked with Dr. Clifton E. Meloan, assistant
professor of chemistry, helping him scan
compounds which might be useful in an
anti-cancer study.

When the indoor season closes Margaret
puts her .22 aside and com~etes with the
heavier M-l rifle. She was twice a member
of the Kansas team competing in the national
matches at Camp Perry, Ohio. Although she
is severely limited in her practice outdoors,
Margaret still managed to finish only seven
points behind the winner at the 1962 national
matches.

Her ambition, now that she is an "All
American," is to repeat the feat in her senior
year. She sees no reason why her scores this
coming year shouldn't be just as good as they
have been, but she says competition is con
stantly getting keener. "When I entered as
a freshman, a person could qualify for 'All
American' shooting four or five points less
than were required to qualify this year."

You can bet that the 1964 season will see
Margaret Thompson on the firing line, pacing
the Kansas State team to new victories and,
at the same time, adding to her grow- ~
ing list of individual victories. ~

(Continued from page 38)

CO-ED SCORES FOR KANSAS STATE U

City Rifle and Pistol Club, at Topeka-pri
marily so that his girls would have a place
to practice.

The secret of success, Margaret believes,
is to learn to relax, and to fire the prone
position as quickly as possible, leaving more
time for the more difficult standing position.
Before going on the line, she will sit down
and calm herself by breathing slowly. Once
on the firing line, she gets off her prone shots
in the first five or six minutes, and uses the
remaining time for kneeling and offhand.

"Because of her attention to detail and
fundamentals, she uses up her time right
down to the last second," notes Capt. Sher
lund Prawl, K-State's team manager. "And
she never sits down. She stands the entire
time." Collegiate competition is based on
prone, kneeling, and standing, and there is
nothing unusual about pumping off ten bulls
eyes, as Margaret does routinely. In fact, she
only lost a couple of points all year in the
prone position, and in the NRA intercollegi
ate postal competition thought nothing of 40
bulls in a row.

But as far as Captain Prawl is concerned,
it is in kneeling that Margaret gets her edge.
"Many a male feels pretty good if he gets a
97 kneeling," comments Prawl, "but Mar
garet more often than not this past spring
came up with a perfect 100. This meant that
if she could score 91 or 92 standing, her male
competitor had to /ire a 94 or 95 offhand to
beat her. And that's not easy to do."

Because Margaret is so close to perfection
in prone and kneeling, every additional point
comes awfully hard. She doesn't think females
have any advantages over the males in the
sport, and thinks she is at considerable
disadvantage in the offhand position because
she lacks the strength of the boys. She de
votes most of her practice time to the offhand
position. "This is the really hard position,
and I have to be careful," she says. "I can
hurry other positions and not lose as many
points."

How does Margaret like competition in a
predominantly male sport? It's fine with her.
She's naturally rather shy and extremely
modest, but has a tom·boyish background.
So around the rifle range she's just' "one of
the boys," never bragging about her scores
letting them speak for her.

Although rifle shooting is about as in
dividual a sport as one could find, K-State
officials have done as much as possible to
make it a team sport. Says Captain Prawl:
"On a lot of teams you'll never see one
individual speak to another. When our kids
get ou the line, they really take care of each
other. They know it is team effort that wins
trophies."

Margaret almost never needs help on the
line, but she contributed much to the success

Gun Holsters
GUN BELTS

N. Flayderman & CO.
Squash Hallow, Dept. G-2

New Milford, Conn.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 76101

ROYAL-WORLD'S FINEST STOCK
Left;. as well as right-hand for most popular rifles. High-quality colorful
hardwood. Gunsmiths report they prefer our near-perfect inlet. P.O. Ackley
says: "The ROYAL stock is the easiest of any machined stock .•. to deal
With." CARVED-as illustrated-RH $35. LH $40. PLA.IN RH $19.50. LH

$24.50. Pad installed. $7.50. Postage $1. Deposit on COD's $5. Immediate shIpment upon order.
Write for complete gun service.

ROYAL ARMS, INC., 10064 BERT ACOSTA ST., SANTEE, CALIFORNIA

Make your own Gun
Belt and Holsters with

Tandy's "Easy·-to-Follow Pat
terns'" SAVE MONEY with

."Ready.Cut" Belt & Holster Kits.
Our FREE Catalog illustrates 6
Popular Kits. ORDER NOW-Set
of 6 Holsters and 3 Belt Patterns
and Instructions - $100

MONEY.BACK GUARAI'lT£E. Only ...
POSTPAID

Ideal gift. RecDrds kill fDr prDud hunter.
Beautifully embDssed.

Elk Turkey Mule Deer
Deer Coyote Brown Bear
Bear Skunk Grizzly Bear

Moose Javolina Mountain Sheep
Wolf Antelope Mountain Goat

Black T. Deer

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 84 Pages Each Issue!
Thousands Of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from all over the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, etc. - all differ
ent each issue. Widest se
lection availableanywherel
Subscription Just $1.00

r-:.G\.~-'" per Year. Send now to:

ml]lrn SHOOTING GLASSES
Used by marksmen and

'I hunters to get clear
~ sharp vision on target.

FREE literature on
Shooting, Vision and
information on Pre
scription shooting glas
ses. Write direct to-

Mitchell ShDDting Glasses
BDx 5806, Waynesville, MD.

R.J.COFFEY
Dept. 2 - 1206 N. Main AYe.~·~~~~~I

San AntDniD, Texas

~LW'~~~
USERS IlIl'ORT OVIR 1,000,000 GUARANTIED fOR 200,000

lONG lIfE • NO SCRATCHING • NO GAUIHG
MANUFACTURED IV

~ 'Die &?!(h, (!4.
(IMUno cARBIDE CARBOLOY I TtADE MAll I

P. O. BOX 226 • COVINA, CALIF.
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FREE Catalog. For new booklet TH RI LLS
OF GAME CALLING, 16 pages of rare
and exciting photos-Send 25c.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

With order send shoe size. calf of leg measurement
and foot tracing. $5.00 deposit on C.O.D. orders. We
pay postage on prepaid orders. Our Guarantee-for ex·
change return boots undamaged and unworn within
ten days.

-Audiin Bool Co.
P.O. Box 548-G Winters, Texas

Styles for Men ond Women

WRITE FOR YOUR
FREE CATALOG

NEW '64 STYLES

PUBLIC SPORT SHOPS Est. 1918
DEPT. G 11 S. 16th ST., PHllA. 2, PA.

with
2 shells$.95

Express
Collect

Additional shells $.75 each
You're always "on guard" against robbers, mashers
and other criminals when you carry this innocent
looking fountain pen type TEAR GAS Device. Used for
police and civilian defense. Causes no permanent injury.
Spring-steel clip. Not a firearm.
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. NO COD'S

Registered Colt Distributors - Suppliers for
Official Police Equipment

Thi~ product is not intended for sale in states or
localities which have laws forbidding their sale.

HANDMADE BOOTS

Wedlern Slgled
ORDER YOUR "BOOTS

BY MAIL

BRAHMA
"Glove soft - mule skin tuff."
Fully leother lined. 14" "Y"
tops with narrow toe and un·
dershot walking heel. Smooth
side out retonned top quality
leother_ $2695
No. 70

Close Range
fox Can •

SPECIAL OFFER: Both Fox Calls Plus
$2 Instruction Record {78 or 45 rpm)ONLY $5
Surefire unbreakable BURNHAM calls featured in Aug. 'SiS
TRUE "The CRITTERS Come When CALLEO.... Burnham
calls lured up 121 Fox, 33 Raccoons. 156 Coyotes, 11 Bobcat,
42 Deer, and hundreds of Hawks and Eagles on their dry run.
Thousands of these calls in use everywhere. Letters tell us of
amazing results-"Very first time r used your calli called up
5 Coyotes"-P.T.C .• New MexiCO. BURNHAM calls must give
you close shot at above mentioned game or your money back!

P.o. BOX K-2 MARBLE FALLS, TEX.

Powerfully Accurate. New 8-shot target .22
shoots .22 Long Rifle ammo with amazing
accuracy. Pride of W. German gunsmiths. A
tight well made and exceedingly accurate
handgun. Great for target shooting, varmints,
or prowlers. Features: side gate loading,
ejector rod, steel RIFLED barrel with blade
front sights. Fires easy-to-obtain Rem.,
Western and Peters .22 Long Rifle ammo. Choice of 2.... 4... or 6'" barrel
$14.95. leather holster $2.95, 100 rds. French ball ammo. $1, 50 rds. 22 long Rifl~

ammo $.80. Shipped F.O.B. l.A., express collect. C.O.O.'s require $7 deposit Sat is.
Guar. Purchaser must be of legal age. L.A. res. please purchase at our store.

SEAPORT TRADERS, INC., DEPT. G-2. 1221 S. Grand Ave., Los Angeles 15, Calif.

when the present snow has melted and con
struction can be resumed. In full swing, and
already too small, is the regulation pistol
range, and although it was considered too
big while in the planning stages, there is a
long line of shooters waiting during the
weekends.

Artie, Mason, and Jim are now working
on a brand-new idea that, when completed,
will offer the rifle-toting hunter something
that has never been offered before. "The shot
gunner has his quail walk, so why should
the rifle hunter not have a place to practice
snap shooting, especially after he just got
through climbing the side of a hill? How
often has the average hunter missed a shot
at game because he was out of breath from
climbing or was not fast enough in getting
his rifle into action?" Mason asked. The idea
sounds reasonable, and by the time I left
them, I had put my name on the registration
list-I just hope that the "rifle walk" will be
ready before the next hunting season.

All of these facilities are brand-new, as is
the store, the gunsmithing and handloading
set-up, and the ballistics department; S.S.&D.
are franchised dealers for all major com
panies dealing in firearms and shooting ac
cesories. The basement of the shop houses
the gunsmithing department where John
Dewey and Ed Shilen, of the Shilen rifle
action fame, hold forth. Ed joined the grow
ing organization in July of last year, and
already orders for custom rifles have ex
ceeded everybody's fondest hopes_ Match
barrels, of either stainless steel or chrome-M
alloys, are bored and rifled in the shop, and
Mason claims that the tolerances maintained
by Ed and John are the closest ones pos
sible. Each barrel undergoes four inspec
tions before it is released to the customer,
and internal dimensions are checked with
air gauges and barrels are inspected with a
bore scope. Swaging and storage of finished
ammo and bullets is accomplished in a sepa
rate room behind the shop, and custom load
ing is still another, and separate set-up.

This Shangri-La also offers services not
usually available in gunshops or on ranges.
Mason and Artie have initiated a complete
ballistics service. Here a shooter can send
his rifle to them, and they will work up com
plete loads for hunting, plinking, or target
shooting, then send the riflc and ammo back.
All loads are checked for velocities and
pressures, and accuracy of the loads is guar
anteed. One of their customers wanted to
shoot his Winchester 1866, but could find
neither ammo nor brass. S.S.&D. not only
made up brass for him, but also worked up
safe plinking and hunting loads.

Artie Shaw helps a shooter with a
special problem on the SS&D range.

around for a man who could build a custom
rifle, was a shotgun expert, could work on
handguns, and could also do custom stock
work. The longer the search went on, the
more certain it became that such a man
would be almost impossible to find. But they
were lucky, and the choice of possible candi
dates was slowly narrowed to one man-John
Dewey. John used to operate his own shop
in Roxbury, Connecticut. He is a first-class
craftsman and experimenter, having special
ized in building precision rifles, Buntline
barrels for Colt's and custom barrels for
Lugers. Artie and Mason sold John on the
idea of joining them, and the combined
operation is now known as Shooters Service &
Dewey, Inc.

Artie and Mason gave me the grand tour,
and by now further improvements, especially
on the ranges, have been completed. On the

ARTIE SHAW: BANDSTAND TO BENCH REST
(Continued from page 23)

rifle range, benches are spaced so that they
can be used for five position shooting, and
range facilities for 100, 200, 330, and 400
yards are in full operation. A range buggy
is used to facilitate setting up targets, bring
ing the fired ones back to the shooters.
Benches are covered and sound proofed, and
firing control is achieved through a PA sys
tem from the range officer's tower.

This shooters' Shangri-La quickly became
a center of attraction for police officers. A
special police pistol shooting area was set
aside and the range is used by departments
and individual officers. A complete pistol
course is now being planned and construc
tion has begun. A '39 Dodge is used to show
the practical application of ballistics and
bullet performance to officers, and there is
talk that the range will become the center
of police shooting activities for the area.
Additional pistol course plans are in the
hopper, but neither Artie nor Mason wanted
to be quoted on it. "When we are ready to '
break the news, it will be one of the newest
things in shooting the police course and
will be as close as possible to actual shooting
conditions for police officers," Mason ex
plained.

Now operational are two trap fields, and
a skeet layout should be in full operation
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• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

FREE CATALOG

HQuick-Draw" Holsters_

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.
P. O. BOX 9776

EL PASO, TEXAS ZIP CODE 79988

••. ABOUT THOSE BELTED MAGNUMS

• "The Finest in
Black Powder Guns"

(Continued from page 29)

(O'Neil, Keith, Hopkins), both very fine den, in quantities large enough so that we
long range cartridges. Even the well known can consider them as standard factorv cali.
firm of Griffin & Howe turned out a .35 hers. .

Magnum on the same basic case. Over the Current Weatherby numbers on this basic
years, variations on this theme ran the gamut case range from the .257 Magnum up through

.270, 7mm, .308, and .340 Magnums.

A new addition to the belted case line is
Roy Weatherby's .224 Weatherby Varmint
master. With a belt diameter of .425" and
a case length of 1.915", it falls midway be·
tween the .222 Remington and the .220 Swift
case in size, volume, and ballistics.

The wildcatting that followed Weatherby's
success created a demand that reached the
point where the big outfits decided that they
had better provide new modern high-inten·
sity cartridges based on the belted H&H
cases. Much ballyhoo and numerous pre
mature press releases attended this decision.
In the meantime the late Philip B. Sharpe
tossed his pet wildcat-the 7x61mm Sharpe
& Hart-into the ring as a standard cartridge
loaded by Norma. Loaded in a nominal 2%"
case on the H&H head, performance was im.
pressive, but it has not yet achieved the
popularity of some of the Weatherhy Mag·
nums.

A .240 Apex. flanked by a .30-06,
left and a .300 H&H Magnum. right.

from .22 to .475 caliber. None achieved the
status of factory production, but they served
to stimulate interest in increased power and
velocity.

Following World War II, Roy Weatherby
gave the big belted cases a real shot in the
arm with his line of super high velocity
wildcats, the Weatherby Magnums. These
cartridges were quite controversial, but they
killed a lot of game all over the world.
Demand eventually reached the point where
Weatherby began operating his own plant,
loading new cases manufactured to his speci·
fications by Norma Projectilfabrik, of Swe-

PAIR OF PISTOLS-$109.00

Modern Manufacture

Kentucky-type Flintlock Pistols

CENTENNIAL ARMS
Pre3enI3 •••

AVAILABLE SINGLY

OR IN PARIS

The Kentucky Pistol is a unique Arm and is a very attractive one for
the collector to acquire or for the shooter. This Flintlock is a typical
"KENTUCKY" pistol, practically none of which are exactly alike.

Many of the Kentuckies were made to order by local Riflemakers for customers
to carry on Military Expeditions of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. This handsome pistol has varnished wood, brass mountings and a case
hardened lockplate. Caliber .44, Rifled Bore for shooting. Write for free listings on
our other fine Muzzle Loading Firearms. All guns shipped express unless postage
accompanies order. '

SINGLE PISTOL-$59.95

CENTENNIAL ARMS CORP.
3318 W. Devon Ave., Chicago 45, III.

By sheer accident, Mason learned that
there is a considerable influx of foreign
hunters to the United States. These hunters
can now ship their guns to Clinton Corners,
where they are degreased, the scope checked,
the gun sighted in, and ammo is tailor-made
for the game the man will be hunting. The
package is then shipped to the hunter's jump
ing-off point, so that the visiting sportsman
has no worries about transporting firearms.

"We will build a rifle for a man, mount a
scope, work up loads, and sight the gun
in, then send it out to the customer. Knock
on wood, we never had a complaint yet,"
Mason said. The latest wrinkle on the firing
line is on-the·spot shooting help. When I
visited Artie and Mason, a young man was
having trouble with his shooting. Artie took
over the coaching, showed the customer how
to adjust his scope and sight·in his rifle, and
by the time I left in the late afternoon, a
new accuracy fan had been added to the
ranks. A casual plinker became a shooter!

When I commented on this facet of the
range operation, Artie summed up the whole
idea very concisely: "I remember only too
well some of the problems I encountered
when I began serious shooting. There were
a lot of people who helped me. Some of them
are still my friends, others were casual
strangers. All of them made me a better
shooter, and I am grateful to them. I feel
that I should pass on some of my knowledge
and some of my experiences. Maybe this will
help some other fellow, and then years from
now, he can help some other guy." Artie
Shaw was the king of the clarinet, and it
seems that he may soon be called the king
of the bench-rest clan. His knowledge of
guns and ballistics is comprehensive, and he
has the patience and perseverance to try the
impossible-five shots into one hole. With
the gunsmithing services he has available,
the boys from S.S.&D. are willing to bet on
Artie. Knowing what they can do in the
shop and what Artie can do on the range,
I am not taking any bets against
Artie Shaw.

The first of the standard factory loaded
new magnums to appear was the Winchester
.458 African, a straight taper 2%" case on
the H&H head, loaded with 500 grain solid
and 510 grain soft point bullets. Both the
cartridge and a special Model 70 rifle cham·
bered for it were introduced in 1956. ot
far behind the .458 came two more of the
same family, a .338 and a .264 belted mag
num, introduced in 1960. Both are nothing
more than a .458 necked down to take the
smaller diameter bullets. Early in 1963, Win
chester introduced their .300 Winchester
Magnum, loaded with 150 and 180 grain
bullets. This is the .338 case necked down
to .30 caliber, the All-American favorite.

While the Winchester hoys were bringing
r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ltheir new numbers out, Norma went after

a share of the shooter's dollar. In 1960 they
hrought out the .308 Norma Magnum, which
follows the established pattern very closely.
Same reliable H&H head, 21h" case, sharply
bottlenecked with minimum body taper com
mensurate with good extraction. Another
case of a cartridge without a. gun, Norma
produced the ammunition and offered it for
sale before any standard model arms were
sold for it. All details of chamber and car.
tridge design were made available to anyone
who asked without charge. With the .308
Magnum going well, Norma followed, in
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Senator Allen J. Ellender
Louisiana

KNOW YOUR
LAWMAKERS

To my mind, the wording of the Second Amendment
is quite clear and not open to the interpretation which
seems to be so much in fashion nowadays concerning
Constitutional questions. It must be admitted, however,
that conditions in certain parts of our country, particu
larly in our great cities, have changed a great deal since
the Second Amendment was adopted. It may well be
that such registration as New York's Sullivan Act is
needed and necessary for the preservation of law and
order in New York City. This same condition, of course,
does not prevail in my native State of Louisiana or in

most other sections of the country.
Hunting is one of the important industries of my state and 1 can well

envision the difficulties which might be imposed if gun registration, with its
attendant red tape, were to be adopted on a national scale.

Congressman James T. Broyhifl
North Carolina

Even in organized society, the right of a man to be
secure in his person and his property is no greater than
his capacity and power to defend them against others.
Though the laws of society are for the purpose of pro
tecting citizens against violence, society's force is not
always present when violence occurs. Just as in the
criminal law, the privilege of self-defense remains para
mount and inviolate, so must the right of the citizen to
bear arms for his own protection be guaranteed as a
necessary pre-requisite to the exercise of that privilege.

Senator George D. Aiken
Vermont

I wish I had the time to give you a statement for use in your publication.
However, it is all I can do to keep up with the things that have to be done,
and, therefore, will have to turn you down.

Congressman Bruce Alger
5th District, Texas

Readers Note: All Congressmen may be addressed at "House Office Building," and
all Senators at "Senate Office Building," both at "Washington 25, D.C." Address
all Governors at: State Capitol, name of capital city, name of State.

The Second Amendment to the Constitution states the
case far more clearly than I could. "The right of the
people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed."
This means that our constitutional right to own and bear
arms shall not be limited, regulated or interfered with.
This is the meaning of the amendment clearly and with
out doubt, and any tortured reinterpretation of such a
clear cut statement would be hard, if not impossible
to justify.

It is important to remember that no country in which
this important right was adhered to has ever been suc

cessfully subverted by the communists.

Senator J. Caleb Boggs
Delaware

1 am sorry that my schedule does not give me the opportunity to write
many statements, although 1 wish you well in your magazine and its revived
"Know Your Lawmakers" department.

--POWLEY ~~~~~fD~g~--
For any centerfire rifle. $3.50 at your dealer.
Write for description of Large Rifle PMAX
pressure gauge. MARIAN POWLEY, 17623
Winslow Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44120

1961, with the same case necked up to hold
.35 caliber bullets, the .358 Norma Magnum.

Meantime, the Britishers were not idle.
In the late 50's they announced the .244
Holland & Holland Magnum, essentially a
2%," bottleneck case on the old head. Prob
ably inspired by the successes of new 6mm
cartridges in this country, it has yet to dupli
cate the popularity of the home grown .243
or .244.

Inspired (or threatened) by the success
of the new short belted magnums, Remington
came out, early in 1962, with the 7 mm
Remington Magnum, a sharply bottlenecked
2¥2" case on the H&H head. It holds promise
of excellent performance, particularly with
the long 175 grain 7 mm bullet.

This latest addition to the series brings
the total number of standard calibers (ad
mitting Weatherby and Sharpe as standard)
to about 20. Several of them have been
dropped in the years since their introduction,
but even so, this is an enviable record for
any single basic case. They run the gamut
from varmint cartridges to potent medicine
for the great pachyderms, with just about
any performance level in between.

Having proved successful in one form, this
case has been copied to a degree in other
head sizes. In Britain, the .400/375 Belted
Rimless itro Express and the .240 Belted
Rimless Nitro Express, loaded in a case
with the typical belt but of a diameter ap
proximately equal to that of the .30-06 case
head. Between WWI and WWII, the 7 x 73
mm Vom Hofe appeared; it was based on
a head almost identical to the H&H, only
a few thousandths of an inch larger in
diameter. Larger yet was the big .335 Halger
with a belt diameter of .595" and a case
length of just under three inches. It was
developed, in 1930, by Harold Gerlich, whose
tapered bore anti-tank guns achieved some
fame in World War II with Rommel's Afrika
Korps.

Roy Weatherby, deciding that he needed
a bigger case yet, designed a new case ap
proximately the same size and capacity as
the venerable .416 Rigby, with a H&H type
belt. Necked to hold .457" bullets, the .460
Weatherby produces more energy at the muz
zle than any other standard sporting car
tridge in existence. Necked further to take
.375" bullets, he called it the .378 Weather
by. Both of these fireballs are now loaded in
the Weatherby plant in brass manufactured
by orma.

This, then, is the present line of belted
magnum cartridges. Of course, the wildcat
ters and experimenters are as hard at work
as ever. The .460 has been reported altered
to accept .475 and .50 caliber bullets and
the .375 has already been necked down to
.30 caliber. No doubt other devotees of the
wildcatting art will give us many more inter
esting variations on the assorted belted cases
as time rolls along.

We owe the gentlemen at Holland & Hol
land a big vote of thanks for first designing
the big belted cases. Without those cases
for experimentation, we might not have as '
many new and potent cartridges
as we have today.
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yards. One click will change your point of
impact lh inch at 50 yards, 1A, inch at 25.

One more thing, and you're ready to shoot.
In adjusting sights, the rear sight must be
moved in the direction you want to move the
point of bullet impact. If your first shot is to
the right, and you're sure your aim was right
when you fired it, you want to move the
point of bullet impact to the left-so you
move the rear sight to the left. At 100 yards,
if the first bullet struck six inches to the
right, move the rear sight six clicks left. If
the first bullet was also three inches low,
crank the rear sight up three clicks. Got it?
The same rules apply with a scope.

Pick out your good, safe backstopping
embankment and set up your target. A 25
yard pistol target or a 100-yard smallbore
riBe target is fine; a white cardboard box
with a black aiming point pasted or inked
on it will do.

Now pace off 25 yards away from that
target. That's right, 25 yards. Never mind
about never expecting to meet a deer at that
distance; this is where you start shooting.
Spread out your tarp or blanket of what
have-you on a Bat spot, and put your sandbag
at the end nearest the target. You're going
to shoot prone, and you're going to shoot
from a rest. This is the easiest way to get
maximum accuracy with the equipment you
are likely to have, and accuracy is important
here.

Get down on your belly, settle the riBe into
that rest so its sights come naturally to the
aiming point, and nudge a couple of holes
for your elbows into your ground·pad or the
ground beneath it. Slide a cartridge into the
chamber, aim carefully, and-squeeze.

The idea behind all this is this. At 25
yards, even if your riBe is badly off-sighted,
you will hit the target. At long range, you
might not hit it-might shoot shot after shot
without scoring-and the shot that doesn't
print on the paper doesn't tell you from
nothin' about what sight correction is needed.
Besides, look at all the walking you're avoid·
ing! And that's not all there is to it.

Your first shot printed three inches right
and two inches below the center of the aim
inG spot. Pretty good, huh? No, that's pretty
bad! If your shot was well aimed, and hit
that far off point of aim at 25 yards, it would
have been four times that far off at 100
yards, eight times that far at 200, and at
300 you'd have missed a moose!

We'll assume you're sure that the first shot
was correctly aimed. Remember those rules
about sight adjustment: you want to move
the point of bullet impact to the left, so the
rear sight must be moved to the left. You
want to move the point of impact three
inches, so that means four clicks per inch at
this distance, or 12 clicks. You want to move
the point of impact up two inches, so you

TNAll
AND

TANGET
W E WERE TALKI G about sighting

in your riBe-why you should do it,
and what you should strive for when you do
it. I said you should sight in the riBe to take
the fullest possible advantage of its accurate
range potential-this is, at the longest range
that will keep the bullet's tarjectory inside
the lethal target area of the game you hunt.

Right there, of course, we run into a
problem. You tell a man that his .270 should
be sighted in to hit point of aim at about
275 yards, and he will set up his target 275
yards from his firing point. He fires, doesn't
have a scope powerful enough to show him
where his bullet hit at that distance, walks
to the target, walks back, fires again, walks
to the target-Well, you get the picture;
this man says, "Hell, I bought a riBe; I
didn't sign up for one of those Kennedy
walkathons!" He's had it.

This is supposing that he hit the target.
If he walks out there and can't find even a
By·speck on the paper, he's really in trouble!

But cheer up, podner! There's an easier
way to do it.

You need the rifle, a target (if you don't
have a printed target, a home-made one will
do fine), a ruler, a pencil, and a sandbag
(or something similarly soft but firm) on
which to rest the riBe. A tarp, or a shooting
pad, or a light camp mattress (a sleeping
bag is fine) will make things more com·
fortable. And you'll need a=unition-the
exact kind of cartridges you will use on
game. Take a box of 20. Nine times in ten,
you won't need even half that many, but
once you start shooting, you'll enjoy it, may
burn up a few extra for fun and practice.
Matter of fact, this is exactly what you
should do.

The only other thing you need is a back
stop, and you can surely find an embank·
ment or a steep hillside for that purpose.
Be sure you do find it; we don't want those
bullets skittering across the landscape.

Before you start burning ammunition, let's
be sure you know a few things about your
sighting machinery_ Most modern hunting
rifles need click-adjustable receiver sights,
or scopes. Such sights adjust for windage
(left or right) and for elevation (up or
down) by means of screws or knurled knobs
that click as they are turned. Most hunting
sights and scopes are graduated to move the
point of bullet impact one inch per each 100
yards of range for each click of the adjusting
device. One click equals one inch at 100
yards, two inches at 200, and so on. This
one-inch-per-hundred·yard thing is called "A
minute of angle." That isn't exactly accurate,
but it's close enough for all practical pur
poses.

In view of what's to come later, you should
also know that this "minute of angle" click
w"rks backward for ranges of less than 100
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Models
K8andK10

distance over which that bullet's trajectory
remains inside the required target without
sight change. Once that setting is found, it
need never be changed, for average hunting
-unless changes are made, or changes occur.
in the rifle or in the ammunition.

Marlin Firearms Co. (Dept. SIG, 79 Wil
low St., New Haven, Conn.) offer, for 'the
bargain sum of $1.00, a little plastic "slide
rule" gadget that gives the ballistics and
exact sighting-in data for 55 popular car
tridges. They have worked it out to a fine
point, recommending zero sighting at from
16.5 yards for the .22 LR to 45 yards for
the .220 Swift; but most of the hunting loads
show recommended sighting-in ranges of
from 20 yards to not more than 30, with a
high percentage at 25, as I have suggested.
It's a handy gadget to have, worth the dollar
the first time you sight in a rifle.

Check your rifle again, by test firing, be
fore each hunt. Different ammunition will
probably require different sight settings. But.
as you have seen by now, there's really
nothing very difficult or mysterious about
sighting in a rifle! Just gives you an excuse
for a little shooting practice ... and~
shooting, as anybody knows, is fun! ~

These 8- and la-power
scopes provide the mag
nification needed for
accurate shooting at
long ranges. Precise
1f4-minute click adjust-

ments. Constantly cen
tered reticle. Hard·

coated optics. Objective
lens has range focus
from 50 feet to 1000

yards. K8 or K 10,
$59.50 at your dealer's.

Name _

Address _

City State _

Larger objective lens
and exit pupil assure

less critical eye position;
superior tight gathering
for bright, clear sight

picture. Compression
O-ring sealed. Nitrogen
fitted. Sturdy, light·

weight steel tube con·
struction for dependable

performance in the field.
$48.50 at your dealer's.

C1964 W. R. Weaver Company
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CREST CARVING CO., 401-A S. CYPRESS, LA HABRA,

NOW .. . the orIginal thumb~hole stock with drop at heel further
improved with Cast-Off. Made for most popular actions. 40 other styles of
rifle stocks and pistol grips. Stamp for brochure.

THE

plenty of time, a still target, no pressure.
There, things will be different and less easy
. . . including the knowledge that a bad,
cruelly wounding shot can leave a sour taste
in your mouth that will spoil an entire
hunting season.

"But," you say, "suppose my rifle is nei
ther a .30-30 nor a .270?" Follow exactly the
same procedure. True, each caliber, each bul·
let weight, each load will show different bal
listics; but you'd be surprised how insig
nificant the differences are, from the stand
point of sighting in. I have figures here for
some 20 big game calibers and loads, ranging
from the .25 calibers to the .358 Winchester.
Zero sighting each of these at 25 yards (that
is, sighting to hit point of aim at that dis
tance) produces a maximum spread at 100
yards of only about two inches. This does
not mean that zero sighting at 25 yards pro
duces ideal sighting for all rifles and car
tridges, but it does give you a starting point.
From there, a point or two of sight correc·
tion should enable you to reach, very quickly,
the ideal setting which will prepare your
rifle to place its shots within the desired
killing area throughout its maximum point·
blank range-that is, the longest possible

MADE IN U.S.A. BY AMERICAN CRAFTSMEN

crank the other adjustment gizmo up--four
clicks per inch, or eight clicks. Got it?

Your next shot should be dead center. I
don't say it will be dead center, but it should
be, provided both shots were perfectly aimed,
and aimed the same each time. If you're still
off, adjust accordingly. But if you're much
off, better figure on shooting up at least the
rest of that box of ammunition, because you
need practice.

So now you're dead on at 25 yards. Here's
the pay-off. If you're shooting a .30-30 with

the 150 grain bullet, your rifle will now hit
just a shade less than 3" above point of aim
at 100 yards, a shade over 2" high at 150
yards, less than an inch low at 200, and
only about 5" low at 250. In other words, is
sighted exactly the way you want it!

If you're shooting a .270 with the 130-grain
bullet, dead on at 25 means a shade less than
2" high at 100, ditto at ISO, maybe an inch
high at 200, and only about 4" low at 300.
You can do better than that with this rifle
and load, but you're okay now to take the
next step in your sighting-in procedure.

Pick up your firipg·point gear (better visit
the target first and pencil a cross over the
bullet holes already there, so you'll know
which is which later), and move back until
you're 100 yards from the target. Now set
yourself up again, and fire one.

With the .30-30, if you're centered hori
zontally but approximately 3" above center
(as you should be), your job is done. Shoot
as much as you like, by way of proving the
pudding (and improving the marksman),
but-leave those sights alone!

With the .270, if you're centered and ap
proximately 2" high (as you should be),
raise your sight one more click. Fire one.
This one should hit center but 3" high-and
that, for my money, is perfect for this rifle
and this cartridge. It means you will hit
about 3:!h" high at ISO, about 2:!h" inches
high at 200, be on point of aim at around
275, and something like 5" low at 325. What
better could you want?

That's about it. If you have the time, and
the room, move back another hundred yards,
or even another 200, just to convince yourself
that the rifle really does what the figures
say it should. In fact, it would be a good
idea to do just that-not only to prove the
rifle but to prove to yourself whether you are
good enough with the rifle to shoot at those
ranges. Even from a rest, you'll find that 300
yards is a fur piece to direct a bullet; or, if '
you find that easy, try it from a standing
position. Find out at what maximum range
you can put every shot into a target the size
of the sure-kill areas on a deer. Then remind
yourself firmly never to shoot farther than
that at any game animal. Here, you are
shooting with everything in your favor-
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ARVO OJALA HOLSTER
Box 7475, Seottle, Wash. 98133

sent a second bullet into him. He simply
toppled over.

His horns measured almost 14 inches, and
Bert estimated his live weight at around
120 pounds. He showed us how to determine
age, and my buck was at least 5% years old,
but could have been 6% years. The first
!:J.ullet had angled backward an'd broken
several ribs. My second shot, at 160 yards,
was within an inch of the first entrance
hole, and had exited through the same hole
as the first bullet, breaking the buck's left
front leg as it left his body.

After field dressing and skinning my buck,
we went in search of another buck for my

wife. No matter how hard we looked for a
good head, we could not locate one. Heading
across one of the few flat areas on the MW
ranch, I spotted a small herd of prongies.
We stopped and glassed them, but were un
able to see a buck. A fine doe left the draw
where they had bedded down and began
walking off-not really spooked" but ambling
away while putting distance between her
and us.

A flip of the coin decided matters. Gerry
would try a stalk, and if she could get
within reasonable range, she would take a
shot. I was to go along, partly as back-up
gun', and to take pictures. Luck was with us.
We found a drainage ditch that ran parallel
to the doe's direction, and it gave us some
cover for the stalk. This time, I was lucky.
I had selected a sage brush as shooting posi.
tion for Gerry and had etimated the range
at 200 yards. She had earlier taken a poke
at a fine buck, but at 400 or more yards,
had !:J.adly misjudged the range. This shot
would tell if my coaching was any good.

The doe was still moving, though stopping
to ni!:J.ble some stuff once in a while. She
finally stopped, and Gerry flopped into a sit
ting position, adjusting her Latigo sling_ I
got the camera ready. Like on the range,
Gerry took a deep breath, exhaled, and the
Model 70 bucked. The doe whirled, got her
legs mixed up, and piled up within 75 yards.
The rest of the herd took flight, first toward
the lead doe, then got the blood scent and
changed direction. The last thing we saw
were the white rump patches.

Bert brought the Toyota across the ditches,
and we began to field dress Gerry's kill. The
doe weighted around 95 pounds, was 4%
years old, an'd the shot wa.s a classic lung.

PRONGHORNS ... SPEEDY AND SPOOKY
(Continued from page 26)

was decided to hunt antelope or Wyoming
goats, as they are locally called, first, then
look for muleys in some areas where Bert
had spotted good herds long before the
season began.

After my abortive stalk, we crusied around,
seeing well over a hundred antelopes in the
course of the day. Some of the herds had
several bucks, but most of them were too
small, while some bucks with good horns,
were too shy and spooky to make a stalk
possible. Cresting the top of a string of ridges,
I spotted a herd of antelope feeding toward
a bunch of Don's horses. The unexpected
appearance of the red Toyota did not startle
the prongies, but the horses became inter
ested an'd began heading our way. We
glassed the prongies and though the herd
buck's horns were not overly long, they were
beautifully symmetrical. After giving the
animals a good glassing, Bert decided that
I should take the buck. "This season, I'll kill
my 80th antelope, but I'll tell you one thing,
Bob," Bert said. "This is the finest head I
have ever seen. Will go slightly over 13
in<:lhes, maybe 14, and the prongs are just
right. See if you can't nail him."

While Bert and Gerry remained in the
Land Cruiser, I sneaked around the vehicle,
and began a stalk that was complicated by
the <:lurious horses and the fact that the an
telopes were on one side of the crest of a
canyon and we were on the other side-hence
they could see every movement. Range esti
mation in the clear Wyomin'g air is tough,
and I had taken some lessons from Bert.
I constantly under-estimated, although in
other areas I never goofed as badly as I did
here. When I figured that I had cut the
range to about 200 yards, I flopped into the
sitting position, slipped into the sling, and
centered the crosshair. The buck shifted
position, and when he stood still, I touched
her off. A clean miss, and the buck simply
moved about 20 feet, and turned to look at
the horses, eyeing me once in a while.

When Bert and Gerry arrived, Bert wanted
to know if I always took my shots at better
than 350 yards! The razzing I got was
enough to singe the hide off one of Don's
Braluna bulls.

As we slowly crawled over the b~oken
terrain toward the horses, the does, fawn's,
and young bucks began to follow the horses.
The herd buck remained on the othe'r side
of the canyon rim. Bert finally stopped the
Toyota again. "Heck, if I bring you any
closer you can throw rocks. Get out, sneak
fonvard and to the left, and don't miss him,
dammit," Bert admonished. This was a right
far piece for throwin'g rocks, and later we
estimated the range at around 225 yards.
This time I connected, although none of us
could hear the thump of the bullet. The buck
simply whirled, and began moving at a trot
toward a draw. Just as I settled the cross
hairs again, Bert yelled : "You got him, hold
YOllr fire. Get in, and we'll get to the other
side of the canyon faster that way." After this
particular run in the Toyota, Bert acquired
the nickname of "Japanese cowboy," but his
skill at the wheel paid off. We stopped the
buck in a draw. He was laying down~ just
turning his head once in a while. He was
obviously hurt, and from the canyon rim I
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typical western fashion, was kind enough to
invite us hack for next year's season. Bar
relling through South Dakota in our Checker
station wagon, Gerry reached for her wallet.
and began counting her sheckels. "Say," she
wanted to know, "when does the season open
next year and how much is a pronghorn li
cense for Wyoming? If you corne along, I'll
let you use my one-shot rifle." ....
Is that gratitude? ~
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cat was headed away from me, but the noise
we made intrigued her. She stopped and
turned, just as the crosshairs settled on her
shoulder and the gun bucked. The cat
twitched once, and that was it. It was a big
female, weighing about 20 or so pounds,
and the 130 grain' Hornady bullet had caught
her as she turned, taking off the front of the
throat. This is the one part of the hide the
taxidermist does not need for a rug mount,
and I had an unexpected bonus. We tied
the cat over the spare tire in back of the
Toyota, and headed toward Beaver Creek.
We -could save a couple of hours driving this
way, and we did have to get back to South
Dakota that evening.

The western sky was glorious in the sun
set, an'd we had written off the muleys. Just
driving through the sage and watching the
birds and other small game was fun. But,
I could not stop hunting. In a draw I saw
what I believed to be muley ears. Taking
my 7 mm Magnum, I started for the general
area, only to have a buck bust out of the
bushes at around 75 yards. When I could
get a look at him through the scope, I set·
tled the crosshairs on his chest, and let her
fly. The bullet hit him in the middle of a
jump, he turned around, made three or four
steps, and took a dive. With two points on
the right and three on the left, he was not
in the trophy class, but at least one o~ our
licenses was filled. It was too late in the after
noon for the Newcastle locker plant to han
dle the venison, so Bert gave us an expert
lesson in deer butchering.

We dropped in to say "thanks and good
hye" to Don' and Betty Baldwin, and Don, in

shot. The bullet had caused little damage
to the meat, and it was a clean, one-shot
kill. Gerry was elated, Bert conducted a war
dance, gleefully pointing out that I should
take rifle lessons from by wife.

Having got our antelopes, it was now up
to Bert to take his 80th, and for us remained
the chore of finding two muleys. We had
checked in Newcastle, and the areas open
for deer had been heavily hit by hunters.
Last year, most of the hunters had taken
their two legal deer, and the herds were
not as abundant. Despite all our efforts, it
began to look as if we would not get our
licenses filled. Rather than spending all our
time looking ~or muleys for us, Gerry and I
insisted that we devote some time to Bert's
antelope. Heading cross country, I spotted
a herd of them, and the buck was good!
Bert jumped out, grabbed his much-battered
Weatherby .300 Magnum, and let her rip.
The buck was quartering and headed for
the horizon, and Bert's soft loaded (54 gr.
4064) Kore-Lokt 180 grain hullet caught
him in mid-stride. He ran quite a way, but
you could tell that he was sick. He finally
dropped. Examination showed that the bullet
had missed the liver going in, and had
nicked the far lung. The shot was 200 yards
on the button-we stepped it off later-and
Bert had his 80th-a very nice head.

This was Friday afternoon', and it was
time to pack up the gear and head horne.
Driving along a black-top road, I spotted a
bob eat ambling along a dry river bed. I
yelled, Bert stopped the Land Cruiser,
1 hopped out and grabbed the first rifle I
could. It turned out to be Gerry's .270. The
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These five volumes of GUNS QUARTERLY
are fast becoming "collector's" copies.
Here's your chance to get these luxury edi
tions while limited supplies last. Every issue
is a goldmine of priceless reading matter in
all fields of gun interest-superlative color
lithography, including special gatefold mas
terpiece of historical gun art. Regular price
for GUNS QUARTERLY is $1.00 each, but
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in today! Mail handy coupon.
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.-:- Qli. $350

~ .. Each!
An absolutely fine, chatterless finish can be eut with this tool.
This is an advanced method of grooving the stock to receive the
barrel. Sizes %", 11/16" Or %." diameter. cutters and sepa
rators available for replacement.

..-----~
11'tI.U

\ B.LU.BLAI(
~ ,... ;...:; SUBDUES I
~ ...

I ,,:;~:'~~:ers ~~~ns~~~~~!u. I
BLAKcd 10 to 15 years ago report the finiehes

I ntill "in perfect condition" despite this salty air I
and the hard service many of the guns have had.
J consider this a remarkable tribute to your
wonderful bluing process."

I J. T. FOREHAND
PORTSMOUTH, VA. I

GUNOWNERS: Most BLU.BLAK
&hope give you a 5 to 10 year

I guarantee; you know you are get- I
ting "honest value" gun-bluing.

H. Tom Collord, Pres.
LYNX-LINE GUN PRODUCTS DIY.

L:3=f2,=it~Ch.__ ..,

the top gun shops in the past, but now is a
full-timer on his own, turning out orders in
two or three months, rather than the usual
waiting period of from nine months to a y,ear.

It is also interesting to note that McGuire,
like Bartolat, entered the gun field because
he was dissatisfied with the general run-of
the-mill results. He began stocking and
checkering on his own guns, and soon friends
and strangers were seeking his fine crafts
manship on their shotguns. For a man who
held the world's championship fly casting
honors for four years, this is quite a switch,
but after looking over McGuire's artistry, I
am happy that he did not confine his talents
to fly casting. By building fine stocks and
checkering them to please the most discrimi
nating shooters, he contributes to the happi
ness and success of many scattergunners.

With books, printed instructions, and pat·
tern decals available for amateurs, it is no
surprise that many gun hohbyists want to
parade their checkering talents before their
friends. Patience and care are required to
follow and cut the checkering pattern neatly.
But we can thank men like Joe Bartolat for
designing and manufacturing tools that are
not only inexpensive, but also do an excel
lent job of cutting fine lines and scrolls.

Why not try your hand at dressing up your
favorite rifle, shotgun or pistol with a neat
checkering job ? You will be pleasantly sur·
prised at what you can turn out with ~
the help of modern checkering tools. ~

work, which could then be followed up by a
hand tool, it would still be worth thousands
of dollars." Another checkerer claims that a
job which formerly took five hours can now
be done in an hour and a half with the
Dem-Bart tool. It pays for itself many times
over by producing better results than ob·
tained with hand tools and in one-third the
time. It is interesting to note that the tool
is now used to checker hunting and target
bows, and is also nsed in certain types of
furniture carving. Bartolat recently received
an inquiry from a firm who wanted to nse it
in manufacturing and decorating guitars.

Illustrating the effectiveness of these tools,
stock work by William McGuire, of Seattle,
Washington, is pictured here. McGuire spe·
cializes in restocking and restoring high·
grade shotguns, using both the Dem·Bart
electric tool and hand tools. I examined two
shotguns checkered by McGuire with this
electric tool, and compared the work with
checkering on a $1,000 shotgun of popular
make. Examination revealed that the two
McGuire jobs were superior, with absolutely
no run-over on the borders. Checkering was
clean and sharp, running 24 and 32 lines to
the inch.

Gun fanciers will hear a lot more in the
future about the striking checkering work of
Bill McGuire. His checkering is custom de·
signed to suit the purchaser and his gun
stocks are made to the customer's detailed
specifications. He has worked for many of

(Continued from page 31)

GOOD CHECKERING CAN BE MASTERED

Special Offer: Ventilated Poly
Chokc &. FeatherAJre"VentUated
Rib, regularly 156.45 • , , NOW
149.95 plus 11.75 return postage,
A pertect combination tor sure
kill shooting I Pol)'-ehoke's Vent
Rib keeDB barrel 0001, .. Crisp,
clear sighting plane, , , made to
tit your gun like original tactorY
eQUIpment. Send complete gun
tor l.i day Installation.

\The encyclopedia ot shotgunning.
Acclaimed by experts. Chapters
on ballistics, handling, etc. Learn
how you can eQuip your shotgun
tor shooting every conceivable
shotgun target. No need tor ex~

pensive extra barrels. New Poly-·
Chokes provide amazing 10%
increase In pattern efficiency,

Write tor tree Handbook now,
PLEASE lOt. , • POSTAGE
&. HANDLING.

say, are scarce. No loading tool maker has
betJter T-C dies than RCBS, long noted for
fine steel dies.

Cases do not need cleaning or lube, yet
burnish beautifully and last longer. Stretch
ing is reduced. It requires much less effort
to size brass or plated hulls, or even steel
oases. Scratching and galling is eliminated
forever. You'll never need a new die. They
work perfectly with all near normal chambers
and cases.

To adjust correctly, screw in until the
die contacts the shell holder, then back out
liz to 2 turns, depending on your shells and
chll1I1ber, to prevent a ring near the case
head. RCBS can not supply T·C dies for ex
tremely sloppy chambers or abnormal cases.
If you have these oddball conditions and
must have dies, send RCBS several bullets
and fired cases and explain your problems.
They will sup,ply custom made dies at regular
p,rices. Except for testing, I trade off guns
with goofy chambers and discard non-specifi
cation cases.

Shur-X Bullet Co. Dept. G, 1294 Scotts
ville Rd., Rochester 11, N.Y., have cast
handgun bullets in 23 types, Shur-X Nitro
Solvent, and Shur-X Bullet Lube in solid or
hollow sticks, clear or graphited. In our
limited tests all items were A·OK. ~
Free catalog on request. ~

HANDLOADING BENCH

(Continued from page 10)

increases back thrust on firing, increasing
pressure and velocity spread. Lube accu·
mulates in chambers so cases fail to grip
the walls. For accuracy, foul a clean bore
with one or two rounds. Then sight·in.

RCBS has fine premium grade Tungsten
Carbide insert pistol sizers, stocked at my
suggestion. Try one for a thrilling new

experience! Police and custom loaders use
T·C dies for speed and economy. They out·
wear 25 regular dies. One T·C die can size
500 hulls daily for 20 years. You'll like them
for making better, nicer looking ammo
faster and easier. Good ones, I'm sorry to

HOPPE'S GUN BLUE
••• for good gun care
Deep-penetrating Hoppe's Gun Blue
allows color matching of any gun
barrel and will restore original
finish without rubbing. Not a paint,
not affected by solvents, excellent
for touch-up. 2-0l. bottle, $1.00,
includes steel wool, directions. At
better sporting· goods dealers. If
dealer cannot supply, send $1.00
plus 25¢ for postage to factory.
FRANK A. HOPPE. Inc.
2352 North 8th st., Phila. 33, Pa.

Never be
rore has
achromatic
scope sold
where near
~~:r~::c~ticture8 at all powers
because of the super compound
Achro Lens. No color

b
no fuzz. Vari-

~~~e~:efb~:radj~::slee~~e~~ht4~oror~r~et
shooting and Wrde angle vIewing. Higher powers '"
f~~ l::~Fesr~~g:i,:¥'Ya::~~~~I()YYd~~lQ:;::::~te,:g ~~~ink
~~~l~~ °i'J~~~ris,Pl~r~erhe~lai~e~re:~c{n:~r~~~~~ ~~::tsio~
lenses. A precision American made instrull'ent, uncon
ditionally guaranteed. Carrying case Included. Send only
56.98. Cash, check Or' money order. We pay pO!~ta2'e.
Criterion Co.~ 313 Church St., Hartford, Conn.~ Dept. TSA-97
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ENGLISH GUNS FOR U.S. COLLECTORS
(Continued from page 18)

both preceded the Brunswick by many years
and admirably proved the worth of the rifle.
But the rifled bore was still regarded with
a jaundiced eye even in the middle 1800's.

By 1852, with the adoption of the splendid
Enfield .577 rifled musket, firing the expand
ing Minie ball, all intelligent criticism of
the rifle dissolved. The Enfield was without
doubt the finest military muzzle-loader ever
made, both in intrinsic quality and accurate
performance. The piece was simple, rugged,
astonishingly accurate even at a thousand
yards, not exceedin'gly bothered by fouling,
and-although it had no bearing on its
utility-was graceful and handsome.

The Enfield and the Crimean conflict burst
onto the quiet English scene almost simul
taneously. Working feverishly, the Royal
Small Arms Factory at Enfield obtained n'ew,
American designed, mass production ma
chinery which particularly pleased Prince
Albert. They not only turned out guns faster,
but also better. With the aid of American
contractors, who accounted for 25,000 extra
Enfields, British soldiers were able to hurl
accurate Enfield Minie balls at defiant Rus
sians. Interestin'gly, the tables turned nine
years later and English makers were export
ing the unparalleled guns to both factions
of our Civil War, the Union alone buying
almost half a million.

Despite its excellence, the Enfield once
almost proved to be the undoing of the Brit-

ish in India. By 1857, production of the En
field _577 muzzle loader was sufficient enough
for the new guns to be issued to the colonial
Sepoy troops in the Bengal regiments. The
Hindu troops threw up their hands in horror
when they found that the bullets were lubri
cated with pig's fat and the paper cartridges
-which had to be bitten open in the process
of loading-were waterproofed with the same
"unclean" substance. Although they were
told that they could break open' the paper
cartridges with their fingers, the Sepoys
would have none of that, and a mutiny re
sulted which swept the Oudh district of
India for 18 months, taking hundreds of lives.

Because of the important part which the
English Enfield played in the American Civil
War and the demand for it by Civil War col
lectors and shooters, it is presently the high
est priced British military arm. However,
only those rifles made prior to or during the
conflict can be of authentic interest to Civil
War collectors, so pieces made after 1865
drop in collectors' value. Apparently, manu
facture of the muzzle-loading Enfield did
not cease with the adoption of the breech
loader_ For whatever reason they were made,
I have noticed a number of muzzle-loading
Enfields bearing dates as late as 1878 at
substantially lower prices than the guns of
Civil War vintage.

When the hue and cry wenl up for breech
loader, a demand initiated in part by the

issue of American Sharps and Greene breech
loaders to selected British cavalry regiments,
the English looked with interest at weapons
that loaded from the "wrong end."

In the British mind, the breechloader was
a comer, but Ordnance staunchly refused to
budge from the position that the charge till
had to be ignited from the standard, separate
percussion cap. This accounted for a bizarre
assortment of "halfway guns" which were ac
tually percussion cap breechloader. In 1853,
one of the earlier applications of the now
common bolt-action principle was applied to
Terry's breechloader, an awkward looking,
but well rated gun. Even though they
received little more than passing official
interest, two better-than-average British
breechloaders, the Wilson and the Westley
Richards, found their way through the block
ade to arm Con'federate sharpshooters. Al
though neither could outshoot the Whitworth
hexagonal bore muzzle-loaders, their long
range accuracy was not to be taken lightly.
Fortunately for the Union, neither of these
guns were imported in great quantity, but
even the few that were in Confederate han'ds
caused more than a little consternation
among the blue ranks. Like the Brown Bess
and the Enfield .577, these early British

.--------------------------.
I FIT-RITE - I

: REVOLVER AND :
I PISTOL GRIPS :
: Genuine Mother of Pearl, I
I Ivory and Stag Grips I
I Free Catalogue I
: BOB FREILICH CO. 396 Broome St., :
1 ~y~ ':'3,.:. ~:!:_J

For the BEST
in production made
RIFLE BARRELS

with these featuresSTAINLESS STEEL BARRELS
NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH .30 CALIBER

ULTRARIFLED

• Highest Quality
• Low Cost
• Best Discount to Gun

smith

• Most Calibers 22 to 458
• Chrome-Moly Steel
• Button Rifled since

1953

• Finest Inside Finish
• Record Holding Barrels
• Straightest Sporters

MUZZLE LOADER BARRELS

We are now able to make very good deliveries on muzzle
loading barrel blanks. These blanks are made in 32, 36.
40, 45 and 50 caliber. They are all CUT RIFLED with a
twist of ODe turn in 48" and grooves .010" to .012" deep.
Lands and grooves are of approximately equal width.
The material used Is specially processed for our purpose.
cold drawn to octagon shape with an especially fine finish
that will require little or no polishing. These are avail
able in 1*6". %", 1%6", 1" and 1%" at $27.50 each. We
also supply 1%" barrels at $32.50 each. These blanks are
threaded for breech plugs and the DOUGLAS name and
caliber is branded on the top flat. Finished length is 42".
You may order these barrels with a twist of one turn
in 57", 66", or 75" at an additional charge of $5.00 each.
These prices are subject to our regular gunsmith's dis
count. Write for complete information or order from
this ad.

The Douglas ULTRARIFLED* "button rifled" barrel is the finest produc
tion made barrel obtainable today, Day after day these barrels insure
the attainment of highest accuracy for its owner, are the least trouble and
the most profitable for the dealer-gunsmith. You can depend on Douglas

barrels. Write for free descriptive data.

·PATENTED T. M. REG. MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY G. R. DOUGLAS.

"From t~e rifle barrel capitol of the world"

G. R. DOUGLAS CO., INC.
5504 BIG TYLER ROAD •••••••• CHARLESTON 2, W. VA.
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RIFLE
CONVERSION

$35.00

tJNAP UP YOUR

~lPmoOO@~O~lblY
WITH THE N.A.C.

surplus Martini stocks on the Lees, H. J.
Blanch said, "If a separate butt (were) de
sired it could hardly have been designed to
embody more disadvantages. Taking the Lee
Enfield as a whole, it may be confidently
asserted that no gunsmith worthy of the name
would have passed such a design."

The ract that a gun first saw the light of
day at Lon'don, Birmingham, or Enfield is
not to say that it led any less colorful, excit
ing, or meaningful life than the coveted relics
turned out long ago at Springfield, Hartford,
or Ilion. The arms that built the British
Empire are truly giants among firearms and
are certainly worthy of the attention of
American collectors. And they are ~

1:Jeginning to get it! ~

Rifle Conversion-remove quick de
tachable pistol barrel-install rifle
barrel-.22 Caliber.

AMMO-When Ordered with Above

:g~ g:ft~:=~8 ::: ...... ::::::::::::: .. :::::::: ::::gg

GUNS WITH WOOD AND

RECEIVER FINISH-VERY GOOD

32" Long Ronge Full Choke Barrel

-H & R Heavy Breech Action-approx. wt. 8~ lbs.

DARDICK
PISTOLS

USES REGULAR 10 GA. LOADS OR THE NEW 3lf2" MAGNUM
Greatest bang around Duck and Goose gun ever. Each with brand new proof-tested Long
Range barrel, each mechanically perfect with extra large, extra strong action. ALL AMERICAN
MADE.

GUNS WITH WOOD AND

RECEIVER FINISH-GOOD

.22 Barrel for above •••..••••..•..•......•. $7.50

One of America's

Rarest of Guns

I5-shot using plastic trian
gular ammunition. Guns have
sold at gun meets for as high

as $475.00. OVER 5 million $'s $175 00
lost in development•.38 Caliber, •
Guns NEW-in original box.
ONLY A FEW AVAILABLEl 1st Come-1st Served!

SAVE $300.001

(A few very speciolly selected guns with finish near perfecl-$44.50)
(Add $1.75 for post. & handling or specify R.R. Express. Send "Firearms Affidavit" stating you are over 21, not
under indictment or a fugitive, not a drug addict, etc.).

~.MAGNUMSHOTGUNS on~t325~~a95D

regularity and rapidity of a human mitrail
leuse getting off 68 rounds in two minutes
and scoring one eye, 18 centres, and 33
outers, or a total of 124 points."

By 1888 the demand for repeating weap
ons, fed ,by American successes with the
Henry and later Winchesters, could no
longer be resisted. In that year Britain firmly
planted itself in the modern age with the
adoption of the Lee bolt action repeater
(another American design) which, combined
with the Metford .303 barrel, became known
as the Lee-Metford. In 1895 a modification
gave rise to the well known Lee-Enfield. In
spite of its rapid fire quality, the Lee
Metford got off to a very discouragin'g start.
Commenting on the "economy" of using

breechloaders are pieces which overlap both
English and American history.

By 1864 the War Office decided that this
never-ending flow of good, bad, and mediocre
breechloaders was a bit much to bear and
tests were held to determine the best system
to convert Englan'd's stocks of muzzle-loading
Enfields into effective breeohloaders. The
War Office stipulated that the system must
provide for internal ignition, thus by-passing
the excellent but already obsolescent devices
of Terry, Mont Storm, Westley Richards,
Prince's, and others. Eventually, about fifty
breechloading designs were submitted from
which was finally selected the American sys
tem of Jacob Snider.

This side-swing, hinged breech block
mechanism was simple and efficient-so pra{)
tical in fact that though the Snider system
was adopted as something of a stopgap, the
Snider-Enfield continued in use for years,
some even being issued to the Home Guard
in 1940 when invasion loomed.

In addition to its cheapness, Snider's con
version combined the fine accuracy of the
original Enfield muzzle loader with the fa
cility of the breechloader, and it had the
durability that British rifles, used in every
climate must have. The Snider brass cart
ridge used 70 grains or powder to push a
480 grain bullet which not only retained the
hollow base of the Minie ball, but also in
corporated an invisible hollow point.

By 1868 the superiority of American' fire
arms innovation was firmly entrenched by
such weapons as the Winchester repeater, the
Sharps, and the Remington Rolling Block
rifles. In 1868 the British Government ac
cepted as its official arm the Martini drop
ping block, lever-actiop, a hammerless ver
sion of the sidelock gun invented by Henry
Oliver Peabody of Holyoke, Massachusetts
in 1862. England was delighted with Mar
tini's hamerless version of the Peabody, com
bining with it the rifling system used in an
other gun, the Alex Henry (of Edinburgh),
to form the famous Martini-Henry.

With its hammerless, internal lock action',
the Martini-Henry presented a very sleek and
modern appearance-too modern for its time.
Fascination with the traditio,nal side hammer,
which had been a must on practically all
guns since the flintlock, was too great to be
overcome with a single gun, and several gov
ernments accepted "modified Martinis" with
sidelock actions that were exact duplicates
of Peabody's original 1862 gun. England of
course used the hammerless version (as did
did Switzerland and Turkey) as the official
gun from 1869 to 1888.

The only serious competitor to the military
Martini was the Soper rifle which possibly
missed being selected as the official British
rifle because it showed up a day late for the
trials. Expert opinion rated the gun as ex
cellent, and this excerp't from the "London
Daily Telegraph" of July 18th, 1871 speaks
for itself: ".•.• Private Warwick of the 1st
Berks appeared with the Soper rifle, an' arm
which has the reputation as being susceptible
of the most rapid manipulation of any which
has been invented . . . firing in his peculiar
position lying on his back, the sling of the
rifle round his right leg, the left foot under
the right calf, and tightening the sling, the
hutt under the right armpit, and the barrel
resting in the angle formed by the legs being
crossed, Private Warwick worked with the
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BUY
Also gun parts, close-outs.
job lots, Sporting Goods.
Any Qua~tity. small or huge.
We pay Instant cash-no hag
gJing-no stalHng-no crazy
trade offers - just money!
Write us describing what
you have to get immediate
action--or easier yet, ship in
& we airmail che'ck at hLgh~

est market value.

52.00 per barrel for threading for our
breech plul' and nipple advertised herein.

FINEST
RIFLED MUZZLE

LOADING BARRELS
NOW IN .36 Caliber (1 tum lD 40") or

hands~~:ali~r:;~lh~Ict'~a~~"but8 m1v3"r~~g;s
Oats. 32" lon~, either cal •• only $15.85' plus 85e post
42" )onK\ .45 cal., only $19.95 plus 51.50 ShipPing·
~rf~~ ~'J~:~~ tum lD 22". 8 groove, 32" 100lit •• :

NEW .22 BARREL SIZE

~tt816£~s
FROM SPRINGFIELD 45/70 or 50/70 RIFLES

-=m "5
• PERCUSSION BARREL DROPS INTO STOCK-READY TO

SHOOT.
• FREE, INTERCHANGEABLE PERCUSSION HAMMER

SENT WITH EACH BARREL.
• RETURN TO ORIGINAL BY SIMPLY REPLACING ORIGI•

NAL PARTS.
• .45 CAL., 8-GROOVE, (1 Turn in 56">, BLUED, WITH

SIGHT DOVETAILS, NIPPLE. ETC.

~~~~ i~og;:~i~nA~~~lle il~aJ~~~~Z:::r.~;J~~~~~I~t~/t3
and 50/70 "trap door" Springfields, complete with plug,
tan~, & nipple. SImply drop out old barrel and receiver
install our new barrel and change hammers-gun is ready
to shoot. OriKinal U. S. SprinRiield percussion hammer in.
eluded ... It replaces your cartridge hammer without fit.
ting. Oonversion barrel R'ives you rea1lY two guns in one
saves hi~h ammo costs, and brings muzzle loadinq shooting
fun within everyone's reach. Dealers will find it profitable
to replace worn out barrels and receivers on Springfields in
their inventory. Price complete and ready to use-$26.50
plus 85c pp. (Bullet mold-A5 cal. for above--only $2.25)

NUMRrCH BARRELS
....tJ/iOOT t;?TR/I/GIIT:'

O~~*
BARREL BLANKS

New .22 Cal. tapered barrels Chambered. crowned, 6-groove
rifled-.600 on shank, :Vol" on shoulder-.550 at muzzle.
22" long-SPECIAL-Only $3.95 each + 40¢ pp. SAVE
20%-0rder 3 for only $9.48 + 95¢ postage.

F~w left, Remington Match Mastel' barrels, 26", 13/16"
dla. Chambered, crowned, new & perfect bores, slight
polishing needed~ut from long storage. ONLY $4.50 ea.
plus 45¢ postage.

CLOSE OUT-S 13T BARRELS

~
BREECH PLUGS: Machined from

~- .., \ Ordnance Steel (not cheap cast.

. . ~~ l~~:~d.us6~t. S~~~:rd 1 r?fJ,~
across, round model 11/8". Made
specially for use with our fine

muzzle 10adin~ barrel but adaptable to any. (Add $2.00 to

P~:r~~~tfJceo:o~c~~~~~(~Ang(S~~t:a~~h~orO~~s$~;§~. PA:~~
available left hand if desired .

NOW YOU CAN BUY TAPERED .45 barrels
Either muzzle landing or for 45/70. Our usual barrel qual.
ity-Tapered from 1l/s" at breech to 11/16" at muzzle
saves hours of lathe time. State bbI. wanted.

$13.50 plus 85¢ pp.

I

f:'
ROUND BARREL BLANKS

MUZZLE LOADINQ_ .45 Cal. 11;8" straight 8 groove rifled
len~ths_1 turn :In 56"-super accurate ••• 32" lon~ $10.95
plus 9Sc. (Above barrel, only fulJ 48" bench rest model •.•
$18.95 plus 51.50

(Add $2.00 per barrel for breech plug threading if desfred.1
45/70 round blanks, 8 ~oove rifled. 1l/s" o.d., 1 turn In
22" .•. $10.60 plus 95c.

.44 CALIBER round blanks. 27n lon~ x US/16" dia. Used
for .44 Special. Ma~um, 44/40. Six groove rifted. flne
steel ..• 59.50 plus 80¢. 12" length for pistol usc-55.95
plus 40¢ post.

.357 MAGNUM (.38 Special & 9mm Luger) blanks. 1 turn
16" •.357 )troove dia .• 26" long, .940 o.d.- Many uses
includin~ conversion ot Winchester and Marlins in .357
Magnum rifles ... 59.50 plus 85¢ post. 12" length for
pistol use-55.95 plus 40¢ post.
EXTRA HEAVY .22 barrel blanks, full 1·1/16" dia. 12
groove barrel suitable for center or rim fire actions,
27" long, 1 turn 14n ••• Only $8.9S plus 90c post.

II
SUNSI

1. 5 shot capacity-required by
law for hunting, fits flUsh
with guard-streamlines ap
pearance. Solid machLned
bottom-not "raw" appear
ing oversized fold over $3.45

2. 15 shot, in original wrap. i
only $1. 99 ea. or 2 for
$3.50! 5 for $7.50!

U.S. CARBINE SLING & OILER

Visit NUMRICH ARMS' NEW
GIANT SPORTATORIUM

l,OOO's OF GUNS-TONS OF SPORTS EQUIPMENT IN
OUR GRAl.m NEW-BRAND NEW STOltE

WE BUY-Guns-Parts-AcceSSOries! All you can carry
in. WE TRADE-And on a basis where Everyone is
~gWYpJrEE~~ FOR SALE-We've got 'em and at LOW,

~erskt ~~~~~~h~a~~ E~\~ut9s t~i~gs~~~) f~~r~wVi:t.N~8
North 6 miles to West Hurley. Store open daily-Mon.
day thru Saturday-9 AM to 6 PM.

WRITE WANTS ON OTHER CARBINE PARTS

ORDNANCE TOOL
GAS ~ISTON NUT .WRENCH tfiJ.ti@'!f;P*~
essential for removing gas
piston for cleaning your new
DCM Carbine. Only $J.OO

SAVE 50% ON THIS KIT OF
U.S. CARBINE SPARE PARTS

Have essential replacement parts immediately
when needed - Kit consists of mag. catch with
plunger and spring, extractor, firing pin, ham·
mer spring, recoil spring, extractor plunger and
slide slop .........•.............. Only $2.65

Ca.~b:l.:D..e Scope
:DI'.I: O-.JL:D..-tS

u.s. CARBINE REAR SIGHTS
Here is your opportunity to get a
brand new rear sight adjustable

for windage and elevation.
Fils all U.S. Carbines. Slides
into receiver dovetail-2 min·

utes to install. As issued, $2.4S
ppd.

u.s. CARBINE MAGAZINES
Magazines are NOT supplied with OCM

CARBINES-ORDER YOURS NOW* All our magazines are guaranteed to have per
fect feed lips-none are part of the rejected lot
with faulty lips. All are government inspected
and passed! Each with Free waterproof, dust~
proof as issued rubber cap.

CHOICE OF 2 TYPES

ISSUE DOUBLE CARRYING CASE FOR 15 SHOT
MAGS-ONLY 85¢

RUGGED ALL STEEL MOUNTS THAT
PUT SCOPE DIRECTLY OVER BORE

BEST OF ALL-So simple to install. Just one hole to drill
& tap, plus a second's work with 3 pocket knife for single
screw head clearance. No need to butcher and weaken your
stock. Each mount made for any standard 1" scope-each
packed with easy installation instructions. If you do not
have proper drill and tap, we will supply #20 drill. 10/32
tap at only $1.00 for both.

MOUNT-WITH INSTRUCTIONS-ONLY $6.95
SPECIAL-SAVE 20%-3 MOUNTS $16.50

(DEALERS-GUNSMITHS INQUIRIES INVITED)

•

OUR 1936 THOMPSON
submachine gun catalog
ShOWS, describes & prices
our full commercial line of
guns, including our 1927
Carbine, parts, etc. Pro-
fusely iJJustrated.$1?9ia::~:

(We are the aole manufacturen
of Thompson UUn3 and equip.
ment.)

Made by
Marbles

A FINE
MUZZLE

LOADING PISTOL

Ideal for Hunting,
Plinking, Target & Match
Shooting ... all at lower

cost than .22 L.R.
NOW WINNING SHOOT AFTER SHOOT

and no wonder-with cut rifled, super barrels
and fast ignition under hammer action.

Each Hopkins and Allen rifle now equipped with
hooded globe front sight & extra aperture.

You get-Flask. POWder.

Caps. PatChing, Lead. BuI- •
let Mold, PoWder Sol~

vent.. r..leasure. In- ••• • •
sUllction Book. Saves , .

m~~~e~i:i~Caen~ou • J , •
start with correct
bullet mold size,
patching material,

powder loads.

• NEW BUGGY RIFLE-light and fast.
only 5')., Ibs. Octagonal cut rifled 21"
barrel. Either .36 or .45 caliber.

• MOST POPULAR "Offhand" model,
32" full octagon cut rifled barrel. Either
. 36 or .45 caliber. About 7')., Ibs.

• MODEL .45 TARGET, 32" cut rifled
round barrel, favorite of match shoot
ers. 10 Ibs., .45 caliber only.

12 gao FOWLER, only 41h Ibs., 30"
choked barrel.

MUnu
HOPKINS &. ALLEN lOADING/

RIFLE./

~
. . OLD TIME

, ~. - HOODED GLOBE FRONT SIGHTS

\. ~ ';-- Usable on all rifles, modern & antique.
, Standard dovetail. Extra interchangeable.

· sight aperture included ..• Only 52.25 ppd.

ORDER YOUR H&A TODAY!
Order any H&A model now direct from this ad and we'll
send you FREE-extra, valuable muzzle loading premiums.
Each order, with all the shooting equipment, sent RR Exp.
(not prepaid). Include a statement you are over 21, not
a fUR'ltive, drug addict or under indictment. Additional in~
terestinR' information on Hopkins & Allen rifles, pistols
and shotguns free-just send self-addressed, stamped, long
envelope.

~p',J~~!~~~EHtHEI~~THrR~,~!.J~GHTS-~
::: 1 .260" to .280" .=:3 .320" to .~OO" ...
~2 .280" to .320" =4 0400" to .~60" (Ivory . ::.:

:Jt5.560"to.880" Bead) ~_.

Add ..R" to item if for uae on Ramp.
Natlonatly sold for 52.95 ea. You pay
onIY_$1.75 ea. or 1 doz. for $13.99.

~
'_.~ NOW-Long Range Rear Sight

--:.\l " (Not supplied with DeM Carbines).", . .~ 'e::;a::~n~&~:;;:~US:~~ ~r s~: ;;~~~~~: .( "Oiler is lower
disc. (All H&A receivers now drllled & tapped Sling holder-FIts in cut in butt stock-both $2.49

for this sight)-Only $3.95

Easy to use liquid-not a "Gooey" paste ,

!FCQJ~~QJJ[b~ ~~=~<Q)

rziWt~
NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes seconds
to apply ••• beautifies & protects. Deep blue

(j~~';i'a~~n~~:;~~it~~tu:~:r:~~e~~:\:~I~~ee~t:~~:
where. Guaranteed to be the best cold blue
you ever used-or your money back.

3 GUN SIZE-SEND $2.00 ppd.
INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE

1 PiNT-SEND .•..•.••••..•.$7.50 ppcl.
Over 4 Million Guns have been dressed up
with FORMULA 44~40 - How about yours?

SOLD THE WORLD OVER

~aar~yt~~e;~~:~t~tr~n~tig~~~~si~
allows extra heavy black poWder loads. In
either .36 or 045 caliber - with extras . . •
checkered Tenite grips .•. Only $26.50. (Add
$3.00 for checkered Walnut ~Ips.) -Send pistol
permits from states requirinJOt.

SAVE 40%1
ON O.S.E.

ADJUSTABLE OPEN SIGHTS
NATIONAllY ADVERTISED AND SOLD

AT $3.95 EACH
Change
Windage
Scale
with dime

SEMI-BUCKHORN OR

flAT-TOP $237
You Pay Only •
or even better $18.95 pcr doz.



WM. H. HOBAUGH
BARRELMAKER

Basic Barrel blanks: fine machine-rifled,
$18.00 plus postage. Barrel fitting &
chambering .300 Win. mag., .284 Win., all
the new chambers. $45.00. blued and
proofed.

BOX 657 • PHILIPSBURG, MONT.

5000
FIREARMS
BARGAINS
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were soon at the base of the tree, and the
noise began again.

The nervous lion paced hack and forth
on a horizontal limb, and since it was still
too dark to take pictures, I asked .if he
would hold there for better light. "Better
shoot him," Prock advised, "there's a rock
cliff close by, and if he jumps, he'll get
away." Phil lined up his sights on the lion,
and down he came.

We were back into town, delivered the
lion to Jeff Sievers taxidermy shop before
11 P.M., and Phil caught a plane that got
him home before supper that night. You
can't beat that, I thought, but little did I
guess what was to come.

After the hunt, we were at the motel, get·
ting packed for our trip home when Mr.
Prock called. A rancher had just called him
about two jaguar-common in Old Mexico,
but seldom seen in Arizona-that had been
killing his cattle. "Do you want to go?" An
eager scream of "Yes" gave him the answer,
and I was on my way.

Wernet the ranch foreman at a small town
near the New Mexico border, just a few
miles from Old Mexico. The foreman could
not go with us, but gave us directions to
where, two days before, his men had spotted
a jaguar. To be able to track from here
would be pure luck, but when two or three
dogs were let out they hit a hot track at
once. We grabbed cameras and rilles, and
as we rounded a bend, saw what looked like
a lion at bay about 100 yards ahead. We
didn't get a closer look before he was gone,
but when we rounded the next turn, there
he was, a jaguar fighting the dogs on the
ground.

Prock said, "Watch out now and don't
get too close or she'll jump on you." Prock
was absolutely fearless around lion, but
jaguars are 'a different story. "I'll yank a
lion off my dogs by the tail, but not a
jaguar." "These cats can get downright nasty,"
he explained. While he would not have been
concerned with what gun I used on a lion,
he asked "What are you going to shoot that
jag with?" When I said "My .300 Weather·
by," he was satisfied. "Good, when you shoot
that one I want it dead, or she'll kill my
dogs."

The action was something to see, and we
were constantly running abead getting pic·
tures as the dogs and jaguar worked from
clump to clump. She had dogs down a few
times, but when she got one down, two or
three others would nip her from behind, and
she'd turn on them. It all happened so fast
one could hardly believe it, but I've got
100 feet of 16 mm movie film to prove it.

I was almost afraid to shoot for fear of
hitting a hound, but finally got an opening
for a sure, one shot kill. The dogs hit an·
other track that may have been a jaguar, but
the evening wind in that dry country blew
away the scent.

I was a happy hunter! I had completed
my Grand Slam, got a record class cougar,
and finished my trip by polishing off the
largest female jaguar in the record book as
my Arizona bonus. Fabulous, yes, and I hear
they have what is known as the Arizona
Big Ten-I must find out more ~

about this, soon. ~

jumping out of a ditch with a big tom
cougar right on his tail. We were on them
in seconds, but that lion was so intent on
harassing the dog that I don't think he was
aware of us until we stopped just a few
yards from him. The lion looked up at us
and seemed to prepare for a belligerent
stand:. I jumped from the pickup, loading
my gun, but before I could get a shot off
he disappeared into the shadows.

Prock stepped to the tailgate and un
leashed his thirteen hounds. Pandemonium
broke out as the dogs first ran in every
direction then, getting the scent, dove into
the blackness. The dogs had the cougar up
a 12" pine tree in less than 100 yards. One
shot and Mr. Prock's guarantee was fulfilled.
What a wonderful trophy, a 160 pound tom
lion whose skull measurement will put him
in the top half of the record list. And what
a moral booster for my coming sheep hunt!

Daybreak on the morning of December 7
found Bob Housholder, his assistant guide
Jim Tankerslee, and Phil Williamson and
myself-two hunters seeking Desert ram to
complete our Grand Slam-camped in Eldo
rado Canyon near Lake Mojave, a few miles
below Hoover Dam.

We had absolutely no luck the first two
days, but the third day was one I'll never
forget. Among the things I'll always remem·
ber is that 15 mile ride in an open Jeep
with the temperature at 20 degrees and
snowing. Expecting temperatures in the 90's,
I'll never know why I took my long johns
along, but I was sure glad to have them.

Riding along, headed for the other side
of Fire Mountain, we had sneaked over to
take a look at a spot where an ewe had
just disappeared, when myoId habit of
looking behind me paid off. I turned to look
back and there was my ram, looking at us.
Where he came from I'll never know, and a
300 yard neck shot stopped him from getting
to where he was headed.

Phil got his ram the 6th day-two hunters,
two rams-Arizona was really smiling on us
now. This is the ultimate, I thought, a rec
ord book lion and now a Desert ram to fill
my Gr·and Slam. But, let's give credit for
this good fortune where it belongs. Bob
Housholder is an authority on desert sheep,
and a stalwart champion of legislation to
better their plight. It was because of his
advance expeditions and planning that we
were now enjoying the success of our hunt.

Bob's records of Grand Slammers of the
world showed that I was number 46 and,
as far as I know, the only one from the
state of Virginia. My 37,000 miles of travel
over 6 years, and four shots had brought
me to the culmination of my goal.

After our successful sheep hunt, Phil Wil·
liamson decided that he, too, wanted a lion
before he went back to Maryland, and so we
headed for Phoenix and C. J. Prock. I went
along to get some photographs.

We left Phoenix at 4 A.M., stopped for
breakfast, and at the third mountain pass,
where lions sometime cross, our strike dog
opened up as soon as she was let out
not 150 yards from a fully illuminated serv
ice station. About a quarter of a mile ahead
the dogs suddenly stopped barking-the lion
had treed and the dogs had run past. They

(Continued from page 33)

MY GRAND SLAM PLUS BONUS CATS

27,000
RPM

DREMEL MOTO-TOOL
A Must for Gun Shops
Hi-torque Moto-Tool is ideal
for precision grinding, pol
ishing, sanding, carving, in
letting, etc. Weighs only 13
ounces. Produces 27,
000 RPM. Handles as
easily as a pencil.
Three models available
from $16.95 to $29.95.
Choice of gunsmiths
since 1936.
Write for FREE Moto·Tool Catalog.

DREMEL MFG. CO.
Dept. 614-B

Racine, Wisconsin

Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are
you just plain interested in guns? If you are.
you'll profit from reading the bargain·filled
columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub.

Iished twice each month. It's the leading
publication for the sale, purchase and trade
of firearms and accessories of all types.
SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of
gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod·
ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers. scopes. mounts ••• all at money·
saving prices. The money you save on the
purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000
listings twice a month more than pays your
subscription cost. You can't afford to be
without this unique publication.

Free trial offerl
Maney Back Guarantee.
As a special introductory offer, we'll send
you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free
of charge with your one year subscription.
That means you get 25 big issues. What's
more, if you're not completely satisfied, just
tell us. We'll immediately refund your
money in full and you can keep the issues
you already have. Fair enough? You betl
Fill in the coupon below and mail it todayl
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Says Charles E. Shedd, Chicago, Illinois - "at the critical instant when
sensitive ignition and consistent uniformity are important ••• you can
DEPEND ON CCI PRIMERS,"

inc.

-<>
THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC GUNSTOCK INLAYS
Hand Cut on Precision Machinery from Finest
Quality Sheet Plastic. Send for New Ca~alog
of Latest Designs. Complete InstructIons.

~ C. D. CAHOON. Boxford. Mass.~

•

with lots of wide-open territory call for the
use of a rifle, in my opinion. In more thickly
settled farm areas where the chucks are used
to more noises of different kinds and are not
so jittery, the XP-l00 is at home.

I believe that, along with owning good
quality equipment-be it a rille, handgulJ or
shotgun-knowing its capabilities in your
hands is the most important factor to a
successful and enjoyable hunt. That's why I
prefer to test new shooting items just as I
did this XP-I00. The only equipment I used
was the factory pistol, factory ammo, a
standard Bushnell scope, and good varmint
country. I failed to chronograph the loads,
and I didn't try to improve them by hand·
loading, but in spite of this, I found out
just what I could do and, more important,
what I couldn't do with this pistol-scope
combination.

Perhaps there are expert pistol shots who
can perform all sorts of miracles with this
outfit, and no doubt they could pin my ears
back when it comes to long range groups. I
doubt very much if they will get more enjoy
ment from this pistol than I get shooting
chucks and crows at reasonable ranges. And,
after all, having fun with
guns is what counts!

prImers

Largest Primer Selection for Reloaders
Magnum Primers for High Performance Loads
Superlative Accurate HIGH HIGH Velocity

22 Long Rifle Ammo
Red·Jet Bullets for Indoor Shooting Fun
Powder Actuated Tool Cartridges for Industry
Write Dept. 0·4 for Free Brochure

it

+0
DEPENDABLE

when

cascade cartridge,
LEW 1ST 0 N, I D A H 0

counts!

The expansion qualities of the 50 grain
factory bullet were good, all opened up
nicely in the woodchucks I hit, and it
approached the effectiveness of the 50 grain
soft point in the .222 Remington rille.

For ground squirrels of the larger western
variety, prairie dogs, marmots, woodchucks,
jackrabbits, and finally foxes and coyotes
that can be coaxed within reasonable range,
I am going to class the XP-IOO as a good
little varmint gun within its range-75 to
125 yards for average shooters, and up to
190 or 200 yards for the real experts. Im
proved scopes could up this 25 to 35 yards
for average shooters. One chap made some
good shots on crows with his scoped XP-I00.
He has a couple of 150 yard kills to his
credit already, shooting in hill country where
crow shooting with the .221 Fireball is safe.

Most varmint shooting fans will eventually
want to own more than one gun-rille or
handgun-for their sport, and tlle XP-l00
makes an ideal "second gun," but it does not
take the place of a rille. That this new hand
gun and scope has limitations for average
varmint shooters, but both are valuable addi
tions to any varmint shooter's equipment.
But, as a one and only varmint gnn, this new
Remington pistol lacks the long range poten
tials of a good rifle.

Some of the areas where I hnnt wood
chucks are not really snitable for the XP-I00
because most of the shots come at ranges
between 150 and 350 yards. Hunting areas

VARMINTS AND THE XP-IOO
(Continued from page 39)

that I could do a much better job with the
XP-I00 using a rille rest than I could off
hand, and used my Carter Telescopic Shoot
ers Tripod with very good results. Frankly,
I've never been too good with a handgun,
and the tripod certainly made a lot of
difference.

Using the regular .221 Remington Fireball
factory lo,ads sighted-in at 25 yards, I found
that I was back on zero at just about 150
yards. To double·check this, I got a friend,
who is a better pistol shot than I am, to
try it, and he confirmed the range. Even with
the rille rest I found more wobble with the
XP-I00 than with my .222 Magnum varmint
rille-considerably more, yet it was not
enough to throw me off a target the size
of a woodchuck at distances up to 125 yards.
Beyond this range my score was not too good.
l:p to 90 and 100 yards I could hit a ch uck
size target close to where I wanted to most
of the time. This was enough to convince me
that the extra wobble was actually slight
after all when speaking strictly in shooting
terms.

There was not enough muzzle blast to
bother me, and several friends, more al
ler"ic to muzzle blast than I, who tried the
rig" experienced no objectionable recoil or
"jump."

Finally, myoId shooting crony, Freeman
Brown, and I took the XP-I00 out for a
tryon woodchucks, and because he's a
better pistol shot than I, he did a good
share of the shooting.

We found the .221 Fireball load in the
Xp-I00 to be a hot little baby on wood
chucks, capable of better accuracy than
either of us was able to get out of it. We
clobbered chucks up to 100 yards (a few at
longer ranges) and I don't doubt that the
XP-lOO is highly capable of kills at con
siderably longer ranges.

The l.3X Bushnell Phantom scope is a
dandy little piece of equipment, and the
fine cross-hair reticle seemed well matched
to the power. However, I think that the l.3X
of this scope falls a bit short for varmint
work. At anything over 100 yards, a chuck
offers a mighty small target, even with the
slight amount of magnification offered by
the Phantom. I think that a scope of about
3X, with the good arm·length eye relief of
the Phantom, would help those 100-150 yard
shots at the smaller varmints. The ideal, I
think would be a variable scope of about
2 X-4' X, and if the XP-I00 becomes popular
as a varmint pistol, I think that one of the
manufacturers will offer such a scope.

The report of the .221 load is not as loud
as that of the standard .222, a strong point
in its favor for varmint use, especially in
more thickly settled areas. I stopped using
my .243 in most of my varmint hunting
country some time ago - the loud crack
excited too many people. Quite a bit of my
varmint shooting is done in areas where
walking horses are raised and trained, and
there's nothing like the loud, echoing crack
of a rille to make these high strung horses
jittery. Less shooting noise means less objec·
tion from neighbors, and the not-too·objf:C
tionable report of the XP-I00 coupled with
its under 200 yard range, gives it a bit of an
edge over a lot of varmint rifles.
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BOUND VOLUMES
of GUNS Magazine

CONSERVATION CLASSROOM
(Continued from page 21)

Complete set of 1963 issues. Hand
somely bound in deluxe red buckram;
completely washable. GUNS logo and
emblem stamped in 24K gold with your
name personalized on the front cover.
Adds a treasure house of knowledge to
your library. Each volume will grow in
value as a collector's item. Limited sup
ply available. Special low price includes
magazines, binding, shipping. Only $10

ORDER TODAY 1

GUNS Magazine Book Department G.2a

8150 N. Central Park Ave.. Skokie. Illinois

GERMAN W.W. II
COLLECTORS ITEMS

Nazi Medals, Badges. Insignia, etc. Illus
trated price list 10c.

RAEDER, Box 68,
Hackensack, New Jersey

office.
desk, store counter, or fac
tory machine. Prepare now.
in spare" time. for outdoor
man's d,~amjobinForestry

:" Wildlife Conservation.
: Get the facts. Plan to Jive

the life you love. Mail cou
pon today!

OPPORTUNITIES IN
YOUR STATE?
We show you how to seek
out job openings in your
own state and other states
Coast to Coast. Age limits
17 to 45, sometimes older
on privati! game farms and

uot c1ubs..We are not con-
ted with the Government.
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education in specialized fields. For them,
however, the courses offered by the North
American School of Conservation, with head
quarters at 941 North Highland, Hollywood
36, California, have proved of considerable
value to a great many students during the
ten years this correspondence school has
been in operation. Tuition runs under $200,
which can be paid over a period of time. The
entire NASC course is divided into 80 les
sons, 20 in each of four major divisions:
Game management, fish management, for
estry and National Parks, and employment
opportunities. The 80 lessons take an average
student about six months to complete, each
student setting his own pace, geared to his
available time.

One of the most interesting facets of the
course offered by NASC is the annual sum
mer camp for intensive in-the-field training.
This summer encampment is optional with
each student (no matter how far along he
may be in the regular correspondence course)
or graduate of the school.

The K Bar Z guest ranch, which hosts this
annual July seminar, is located in the scenic
and wildlife-rich Sunlite Basin, some 50
miles northwest of Cody, Wyoming. This is
in the enormous Shoshone National Forest
area, east of Yellowstone National Park_

After having served as a counselor at
three of the last four July camps at the
K Bar Z, I'm fully convinced that NASC
offers a very valuable auxiliary service to out
door-minded young Americans. The camp

• has expanded from a single week in 1960 to
a full month in 1963. The lecture and demon
stration program has been correspondingly
expanded and improved so that every en
rollee has an opportunity to study the re
quirements and responsibilities of many out
door vocations.

Chester Leichardt, summer camp Director,
is responsible for setting up lectures and
question-and-answer sessions with specialists
in various outdoor fields. As a long-time game
warden, Chet handles the sessions on game
law enforcement himself, drawing much of
his material from Federal regulations and
his own experiences of "search and seizure"
techniques.

Lecture sessions and demonstrations are
given by predatory animal control agents,
foresters in charge of insect and fire control,
fish hatchery specialists, guide-outfitters, and
experienced hunters who talk authoritatively
on firearms and ammunition.

Every day is filled with serious activity at
the summer camp. Following a husky break
fast, served promptly at seven o'clock, the
students assemble for a full morning of lec
tures and demonstrations. At the noon meal,
the afternoon and evening plans are an
nounced, if special activities are planned.
Ordinarily, the students are allowed to per
sue whatever recreation they wish; some go
horseback riding, hiking, exploring, fishing,
and a few sample the varmint hunting by
stalking the ground squirrels and rock chucks
of the area. The evening meal, at 6 PM, by
no means tenninates the days activities; many
fine outdoor and wilderness movies are avail
able to furnish abundant evening instruction
and entertainment.

The students are housed in groups of four
in snug, comfortable log cabins. Each cabin
has comfortable bunk beds, a bathroom with
shower, hot and cold running water, au"d a
Heatilator-equipped fireplace.

Perhaps the most interesting, and certainly
the most extensive, expedition each week is
an overnight sleep-out and cook-out in nearby
Yellowstone National Park. This gives stu
dents a wonderful outing among that won
derland's thermal springs and wildlife attrac
tions. They sleep and eat at Yellowstone
campsites, attend an evening lecture by park
rangers, and can ask their fill of questions
about the operation of this most famous
National Park.

This trip is made in the school bus main
tained by the K Bar Z; a vehicle which also
serves as a base of supplies and storage of
equipment. This transportation is also occa
sionally used for fishing trips to streams some
little distance from the guest ranch when
enough students elect fishing for their after
noon recreation. The catch of trout - cut
throats, rainbows, browns and brookies - are
cleaned and stored in a walk-in refrigerator
until enough have been accumulated to pro
vide one of the highlight meals for the
entire camp.

Here are some brief sketches of the ground
covered by the various specialists during the
daily lecture periods:

On game law enforcement, Chet Leich
hardt discussed the methods used to collect
evidence of market-hunting kills and how to
apprehend poachers. Chet made the telling
point that game conservation is everyone's
business. When a market hunter traffics in
wildlife, he is actually thieving from the
public.

In the field of predatory animal control,
George Marmon and Mark Plaster, two Fish
and Wildlife predatory animal control agents
stationed in Wyoming, provided a vivid de
scription and demonstration of their work,
which is usually confined to tracing down
and either trapping or shooting individual
animals that have taken to killing domestic
livestock, game birds, or animals. Among the
game species only the bears sometimes come
under the predatory or nuisance classifica
tion. If a bear starts killing livestock or be
comes dangerous to humans it is either
trapped or shot. But if it is merely a nui
sance, it is usually trapped in a steel culvert
tube type of trap that's mounted on low
trailer tires. Once the animal is captured, the
trap is hitched to a pick-up truck and hauled
15 to 20 miles into the wilderness where the
animal is given its freedom.

Timberland maintenance was covered by
Tom Quinn, one of the caretakers of the
immense Shoshone National Forest, who told
the students of the various regulations by
which timberlands are protected against fires
and occasional outbreaks of damaging in
sects. He expressed great admiration for the
work of Navajo Indian fire-fighting teams
and cited their feats of fire suppression.
These teams train year-round and are avail
able for air-lift to any rugged area where
expert fire-control methods are needed. Quinn
told of how the teams are organized so
they're very nearly self-sufficient on any job
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TRUE WE~T and FRONTIER TIMES are authentic magazines crammed with articles and photos on badmen,
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Where can YOU buy so much of the very HEART of the Old West-AS IT REALLY WAS-for ten times the price?
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True West, Frontier Times, and A Gallery of Western Badmen
for four measly bucks!
We ate some loco weed, pulled off our bridles and are RUNNING WILD! Just to
introduce you to our magazines, we're turning our heads so you can steal us blind!

MAN, WHAT A

BARGAIN!

thought it was simply another correspond
ence-course school which made superficial
returns for the tuition charged. But, when I
learned that several conservation agencies
accepted the NASC course in lieu of six
months of college education, and when I
heard of the annual summer camp, and wit
nessed its business-like operation, I was
forced to swallow all of my previous doubts.

There are growing opportunities for work
in the great outdoors, and those young men
who want to establish themselves in a career
that will help this country preserve its vital
wilderness and outdoor recreation areas now
have, through our high schools, colleges, and
universities, and through the NASC, the
means to gain the education required ~
for this employment. ~

assigned to them. In recent years such Navajo
teams have been flown as far afield as Maine
and the Pacific Northwest to whip dangerous,
out-of-control fires.

Fish specialists, especially of the western
states, talked of the growing concern about
the rapid deterioration of previously good
trout waters. A recent study of Wyoming
streams showed that barely 2 per cent of its
19,330 miles of trout streams can now be
classed as premium trout waters.

A study of the effects of altering the course
of 13 Montana streams or rivers-for railroad
construotion, road or highway construction,
urban and industrial development, and agri
cultural activities-revealed that one-third of
the total fishable lengths of those streams
had been reduced to inferior trout produc
tion. While this is a blow to natural pro
creation of fish in natural habitat, the result
ant expansion of fish hatcheries everywhere
naturally opens many more jobs to NASC
students and other qualified personnel who
are interested in the many facets of fish
study and culture.

Jack Streeter, a tobacco-chewing, rough
talking, expert wrangler and packer, was
professor-in-charge of horse packing and sad
dling. In two days, he had the students catch
ing and saddling their own mounts for after
noon trail rides; and in two more days he
had the most interested members of his class
throwing passable diamond-hitches on pack
horses.

I was privileged to conduct the lectures on
fireanns, and covered basic marksmanship,
sighting-in, gun care, and gun safety. Since
firearms are essential tools in many form~ of
outdoor life, from plinking recreation to seri
ous use for game:getting and vannint control,
I strongly criticized the continuing efforts of
some groups to have all guns registered, or
to outlaw gun ownership entirely.

The lecture on the efficient use 0'£ the
shotgun covered proper shot sizes for the
game sought, patterns, and the importance of
knowing what the pattern of your gun is
before you go into the field. Also covered
were the available gauges, and the good and
bad points of each.

"Jerk" Steiner, in charge of the K Bar Z
hunting oamps, discussed the fine points of
setting up and selecting a suitable camp in
the wilderness. "Roughing it, when you can
be comfortable, is for the birds," he told the
NASC students. "With proper planning you
can have a snug, weather-tight camp with the
same effort used in pitching a miserable and
uncomfortable one. You want to pick a spot
where you're out of the prevailing winds,
where rain or snow won't flood you out,
where dead snags won't fall on you.

"A good camp site is near wood and water,
and on level ground where you can work and
sleep comfortably. Another requirement is
graze for your horses, for as long as you
intend to stay."

Very frankly, when I first heard of tile
North American School of Conservation, I

IMPROVE YOUR SHOOTING~...
,y!jt~_71:~_J?,~,11L._"",,,c,,,"~,~'· ,'~

Famous FRANZITE Grips, made by Sports, Inc.,
are handsome, unbreakable, inexpensive. 400
sizes in 7 colors. New catalog shows latest
desi!nls for almost any gun made-Colt, Smith
& Wesson, Luger, Hi-Standard. Ortgies, Mau·
ser, etc. Ivory, pearl, walnut, onyx, Agate.

~~~~rsm~~~efte~~g~?:lt~~~v;~~i~:ia~~er
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HEAVY DUTY SEWING SET and sail reo
pair kit for sportsmen is being marketed by
Moody Machine Products, Inc., Dept. G-2,
42·46 Dudley St., Providence 5, R. I. The
two·package deal, capable of sewing heavy
fabric, canvas, and leather includes five dif
ferent strength needles, a fid, a good supply
of wax, and three balls of twine.

THE LEE LOADER FOR RIFLE CAR·
TRIDGES is brand new reloading tool de
veloped to reload cartridges more simply
than ever. Works in six simple steps; fea·
tures accurate resizing, safety priming, posi
tive powder measure, top bullet loading, and
adjustable bullet seating. Unconditionally
guaranteed n'ot to break or wear out. Only
9.95 ppd., from Gander Mountain, Inc.,

Dept. G-2, Wilmot, Wis. Specify any of the
following calibers: 222 Rem., 243 Win., 270
Win., 30-30, 300 Sav., 308 Win. 30-06, 32
Win. Spl., 35 Rem.

I
C-H NYTRAL SIZING DIE has high re
sistance to wear. It is machined into mirror
smooth full length sizing dies, impossible to
achieve with tungsten carbide. 90% less anti
galling as compared to material used in
regular dies. After dies have been broken
in it is only necessary to lubricate every 8th
to 10th case. Features hexagon locking nut
with Allen set screw. Available in most
popular rifle and pistol calibers. All informa
tion available from: C·H Die Co., Inc., Div.,
Roddy Recreation Products, Inc., Dept. G-2,
P. O. Box 404, El Monte, Calif., 91734.

SAHARA is single shot, Mannlicher-Style .22
cal. rifle introduced by Harrington & Richard
son, Inc., Dept. G-2, Worcester, Mass. Fea
tures include an adjustable rear sight with
elevator, military post front sight, with wing
guards, coil spring construction, and a 18:14"
barrel. Structural nylon is used to provide a
streamlined trigger guard, barrel band and
front end cap. Built-in safety features in'
clude thumb-operated lever located to prevent
accidental disengagement.

NEW CAMPER FOR TOYOTA LAND
CRUISER. Diablo Mark II Sport-N.Travel
Camper designed for new Toyota 4-wheel
drive Land Cruiser. Sleeps four. Exclusive
all-welded steel frame construction. Insu
lated against heat and cold with 1" Silvercote
and Spun·Glass insulation. Equipped with
galley, 50 lb. ice box, sink, 3-burner range,
12 gal. water tank, pump, 12v lights, ample
storage compartments. Priced $1,295 f.o.b.
factory. Write: Mr. Robert Fisher, Long
Mfg. Co., Dept. G-2, 9254 E. Garvey Blvd.,
South El Monte, Calif.

SNOW-LITE JUG with hail handle and
shoulder spout has been added to Outing
Products line of The Coleman Co., Inc.,
Dept. G-2, Wichita 1, Kansas. Snow·Lite
model has unbreakable molded liner that is
chip-proof, boil·proof, acid-proof, and odor
free. Inner lid is full sized drinking cup with
handle; rugged Royalite base is rust and cor
rosion-proof, It is available in three colors:
red, green, and aqua.

DELUXE CANVAS GEAR BAGS made
from tan 21-oz. canvas. Not rubber backed,
they are water repellent yet will breathe to
keep contents from .turning sour. Feature
padded bottoms instead of fibre board to
retain shape, yet won't crack when bent
sharply. Feature webbing handles, are leath
er re-inforced, and bave oversized zippers
all the way around. Manufactured by The
Boyt Co., Dept. G-2, Iowa Falls, Iowa.

COUGAR FLOORPLATE RELEASE BUT
TONS are available for Springfield 1903,
Enfield 1914 & 17, Mauser 93, 94, 95, 96, &
98. Eliminates damaging soft point ammuni·
tion. Installed in minutes. It permits rapid,
safe unloading without racking - ends fum
bling. Priced at $1.50 from Cougar & Hunter,
Dept. G-2, 5070 Tahquamenon, Flushing,
Mich.

DAKIN OVER AND UNDER, handsome,
double-barrel gun with single sighting plane.
Designed for shooter who prefers narrow
single sighting plane of this type double
barrelled shotgun. A non-ejector gun ideal
for shotshell hand-loader. Features box frame
construction, double cross bolt, positive ex
tractors. Ordnance steel receiver. All hand en
graving. From the line of Dakin Gun Co.,
Dept. G-2, 1739 Locust St" Kansas City 8,
Mo. "

HUMPHREY "COOKIT" CAMP STOVE
features big range-type burners and operates
on a standard bottle gas cylinder. A Humph
l"ey Camplite works indoors or out, operates
from the same bottle gas cylinder. The
Cookit requires no messy wire grill The
Camplite lights with a paper match through
hole in globe and gives "50 watt" illumina·
tion. The Cookit is $34.95; the Camplite
sells for $13.40 by Humphrey Products,
Dept. G·2, P.O. Box 2008, Kalamazoo, Mich.

A POLELESS TENT has been introduced
by the Mississippi Valley Textile Co., Inc.,
Dept. G-2, Canton, Mo. It is supported by
wood or metal (optional) ribs along tbe out
side extremities, eliminating the need for
poles or ropes. The tent is hexagonal in
shape and comes in a wide variety of color
combinations. The "Rocket" model (illus·
trated) is almost seven feet across and ac·
commodates two comfortably. Retail price is
from $20.00 to $30.00, depending on frame.
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HANDSOME WALL PLAQUE shows his·
tory of muzzle loaders from the Matchlock
to Cap & Ball. Six principal gunlock mech
anisms of muzzle loading era are presented
in full dimension on %0" thick 13" x 15" wal·
nut ply shield. Each gunlock is identified
by black and gold finished metallic name
plates. Brochure explains function and his
tory of individual gunlocks. Priced $12.50
ppd., satisfaction guaranteed. Colorado res.
add 2% sales tax. From: Heirloom Products,
Dept. G-2, Box 637, Evergreen, Colo.

MID-YEAR CATALOG of Franzite pistol
and revolver grips. 400 different styles and
types of grips for most pistols and revolvers,
both foreign and domestic on market today.
Franzite grips distributed by all leading
sporting goods stores, gunsmiths, shooters'
supply houses throughout U.S., foreign coun'·
tries. For all details and new catalog write:
Sports, Inc., Dept. G-2, 5501 No. Broadway,
Chicago, III. 60640.

YOUR
CLUB

can now have its own
custom-designed

EMBROIDERED
EMBLEM

... direct from America's
most respected manufacturer

5wiss-TEx@

The Leonard Corporation and
its SWISS-TEX custom design
division have been supplying
quality emblems for more
than 50 years to leading
organizations including the
Boy and Girl Scouts, Military
branches,Federal, State and
Municipal governments ...
and just recently was se·
lected to provide the em·
blems for the 1963 White
House Shooting Match.

For full details on ho w your club
can now have its own emblem,
plus a free sports emblem, write

today on your club stationery.

Your club insignia or club
colors can now be hand
somely designed into a
smartly styled embroidered
emblem at substantial sav·
ings by ordering direct from
the manufacturer!
Hundreds of other Clubs
order these emblems for re
sale to members, to be worn
on jackets, caps, sweaters,
etc., and add the earnings to
their club treasuries.

5wissM~TE'x®
division

The Leonard Corp.
323 E. Allegheny Ave., Phila. 34, Pa.

A TRANSISTORIZED GAME and crow
caller is introduced by Stewart Wildlife
Recordings, Dept. G-2, 925 North 22nd,
Waco, Texas. It features water tight welded
construction, two speaker outlets, and choice

<of six or 12 volts for battery savings. Using
standard six-volt lantern batteries, there is
a lifetime guarantee on the rugged metal
cabinet. The crow call is a recording of the
death cry of a crow. An illustrated folder
giving complete details of the calling sounds
is available by writing Johnny Stewart at
the above address.

steel. Units assure a surface finish of less
than 10 microns; threads are %"x 14". Com
plete series of dies includes all popular sizes
for pistol swagings. All dies mount in a
standard die holding bar with lh x 14 thread.
Combination set with resizing and bottom
loader is available at $13.50; sizing and front
loadin'g set is $16.50.

RELOADING AND SWAGING DIES are
introduced by Wichita Precision Tool Co.,
Inc., Dept. G-2, Wichita, Kansas. Each model
reloading die has accurate micrometer ad
justment; dies feature chromed, precision
rolled external threads machined from finest

SWEANY SITE-A-LINE is a precision opti.
cal boresighting instrument which assures
that rifles and sighting equipment maintain
zero in the field. Through the- use of spud
adaptors, one Site-A-Line fits all makes and
models of firearms.. Site-A-Line is priced at
$39.95, including one spud of your choice,
vinyl carrying case and a one-year guaran·
tee. From: Alley Supply Co., Dept. G-2, P. O.
Box 458, Sonora, Calif.

FLASH QUINT is a five-bulb flash gun that
advances itself automatically, allowing the
photographer to take five flash pictures in
five seconds without changing bulbs or ad·
justing the flash gun. It is designed for
35mm cameras in the Bell & Howell/Canon
line and for all other cameras that have
standard flash sockets. Powered by a 15-volt
photoflash battery, Flash Quint is designed
to sell for less than $15, including vinyl
carrying case. From: Bell & Howell, Dept.
G-2, 7100 McCormick Road, Chicago 45, Ill.

POWDER MEASURE STAND brings pow
der measure up to loading level. No wiggle,
no out of the way mounting problem. Fits
popular powder measures: clamp type; screw
on type fits on universal plate; special plates
on request. Priced $4.95 plus postage. Prod·
uct of Jan's Gun'n Leather Shop, Dept. G-2,
618 So. Main St., Saukville, Wis.
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who had obviously left the herd to lead a
lonely existence.

As I approached the hull on foot, he
snorted and made fake charges, but always
came to a stop ahout 15 or 20 yards away.
His head-shaking and grunting was, if it
was to intimidate me, achieving its purpose.
The other animals were standing at a dis
tance, and I had a chance to study the hull's
horns ... they were exceptionally fine.

The old bull continued to make his short
charges toward me. Although I had decided
to shoot him, I held my fire since I did not
want to take a frontal shot, theTeby taking
a chance of ruining the head. The longer
I stood my ground, the more nervous the
bull became, and finally he turned hroadside.
I placed the first shot from my Model 70
in the new .300 Magnum calibeT right into
the heart. I could hear the 180 grain bullet
strike, but the animal hardly flinched. Three
more shots into the shoulder area finally
brought the big bull down. Measurements
later proved that my guess out there in the
snow was correct: I had collected a new
Alaska world record muskox.

While the bull and I had put on our show,
the wind had steadily increased and my
planned picture session was hampered by the
fact that the snow covered the animal just
as fast as I brushed it off. Ed warned me
about delaying any longer. With the coming
darkness and increasing wind, we might have
trouble getting back to the village. We
gutted the animal as quickly as possible,
and then managed to get the 600 pound
carcass on the sled. Several times the heavy
sled got stuck in the snowy draws and had
to be horsed out, a job that exhausted us
quickly. It was almost dusk when we reached
the village. From the moment we left the
village in the morning until our return that
evening, I did not know once in which direc
tion we were headed, but Ed Shavings had
the instinct of all Nunivak men--a true
hunter with an almost incredible sense of
direction.

The muskox was skinned the next morning
and Dr. Heldt collected the rare brain. We
then sent word out that the villagers could
come and get the meat. Their indoctrination
had been complete. Most of them would not
come near us, and a few heroic ones came
to watch the skinning. Eventually, some of
the men came to get some meat, but we
never could give all of it away. Although
it tasted like choice beef, most of the natives
refused to touch it.

The following day, the currents in the
Bering Sea pushed some of the surrounding
ice away, and we joined the Eskimos for
some seal hunting. They hunt seal for the
skins and for the meat, and I was lucky
enough to locate and collect a very large
bull oogruk or giant bearded seal for the
museum. This hunting is done from skin
boats made from walrus hides that are
stretched over wooden frames; power is sup
plied by outboard motors.

As the plane took off from Mekoryuk, I
decided that someday I would return and
join the Eskimos in a skin boat hunt for
giant whales. Despite its isolation and hard
ships this, as far as I am concerned, ~
is the true land of the hunter. ~

(Continued from page 19)

BAGGING A RECORD MUSKOX

Eskimos find their way around country they
have never seen is beyond me. I settled with
Ed that we would need two dog sleds, one
to carry us and our gear, the other to bring
home the muskox.

I had not realized how far advanced Ed
was in his method of hunting. When we met
for the first day of the hunt, he was warming
up a snow plane-the only one on Nunivak
-and on a long rope we dragged along the
sturdy sled. Wind and wind-driven snow cut
the visibility to 200 yards when we left that
first morning. Ed had decided to follow the

shore line north and east from Mekoryuk
and to keep going in that direction until we
found muskox. We almost ran over a small
herd of reindeer, saw several white foxes,
snow owls, and hawks as we progressed
northeastward.

After 10 hours of fruitless hunting in the
sub·zero temperature, we headed back to the
village. Hot seal liver and coffee put life
back into our bodies, and we decided to
head inland toward the center of the island
the next morning. When we were ready to
leave, the weather had cleared somewhat.
The further inland we got with the snow
plane and the towed sled, the more frequently
did we have to push the heavy sled when it
became stuck. Ed and I worked hard in the
low temperatures, where every muscular ex
ertion is twice as demanding on the body as
the same amount of work would be under
normal conditions. At long last Ed suggested
lunch, pre-cooked reindeer meat and a candy
bar. Just as we settled for a quick snack,
the wind came up again and blowing snow
began to fill the air. As the wind increased,
the visibility decreased, and Ed finally sug
gested that we return to the village. How Ed
ever found the shore in the darkness and
then followed a landmark to the village
remains a mystery to me.

The next morning the ever-present wind
swirled snow around our snow plane and
after several hours of scouting the country,
we spotted the first muskox herd. The small
herd appeared ghost-like in the blowing
snow. There were about eight bulls and in
their fashion, they had formed a half circle,
all standing there facing us. As is their
nature, they would not run and were not
overly concerned with us. They are stocky
animals with heavy bones, and the body is

, covered with extremely long hair, making it
almost impossible for any predator to kill
a muskox. When the animals feel that they
are threatened, they form this half-circle line
and stand ready to take on any intruder. We
looked them over carefully, but decided that
there was no record head among them. Short
ly after leaving them, we saw a giant bull

$4 9 5 Postpaid
• No. C.O.D.

YOUR OWN PRIVATE HUNTING OR FISHING
LODGE ... on wheels ... ready to take you to a favorite
retreat .•. no matter how remote. Lightweight, raw·
hide tough, the DREAMER pickup coach ignores "No
Vacancy" signs. It's at home anywhere, everywhere!

•

. (Actually, the Dreamer thinks it's a motel.)
....==.... Write for free colorful information.

TRAVEL INDUSTRIES, INC.
_~T ""nD DEPT. 207 • OSWEGO. KANSAS 67356

ANTIQUE WEAPONS
Don't miss this fascinating 125 page,
1498 photo Catalog. Fill in Coupon,
(please print), mail entire ad.

ROBERT ABElS, Inc. t6.i!;Uy~:~i~,~olllV:

Send me your Catalog # 3I with backgrounds,
1498 photos of old guns, daggers, swords, ar
mor. I enclose $I to cover handling and post·
age.
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- PORTABLE-
• Takes up to 24" x 24" target.

11--..==.".....-11 • 4' high. Ideally suited to rifle
~ and pistol.
~ • Steel construction with painted
~ finish.

• Slips apart qUickly and fits 2"x
27" carrying tube.

O__========jjf. Four spring clips permit fast tar-
get change.

• Complete with three targets.
• Carry your own target range!
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA
8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois

Please enroll me as a member of the Shooters Club of
America in the category checked below:

--------------------------------------.

BONUS GIFT!
Full color art print of historical gun if you join now. Painted
by noted artist James M. Triggs.11 x 14 in. Limited supply
available. Act today!

CLIP COUPON BELOW AND MAIL TODAY!

ALL NEW

1964

EDITION!

The Shooters Club of America-sponsored by GUNS
Magazine-is designed to bring you greater
enjoyment of hunting, shooting and firearms.
Beyond the Club's every worthwhile benefit lies a
belief in the fundamental right of citizens to
keep and bear arms. We need your support to help
combat ill-advised, restrictive anti-gun activities.
Thousands of dedicated gun sportsmen have joined the
ranks. Help yourself and your sport-join the
Shooters Club of America nowl

• Official Decal- For your car, home or club. Attractive
red, white and blue colors. Display it proudly.

• Cloth Emblem - Adds a decorative touch to your hunting
or shooting jacket. Wear it with pride.

• Numbered Membership Card - Officially identifies you as
a member of the Club. Refer to the number when partici
pating in any of the club services.

• Shooters Club Newsletter- Special reports on anti-gun
legislative activities. Timely information about new products
-authoritative field testing results.

• Discount Bnok Club - 20% discount on hunting, shooting,
firearms books. Savings alone more than pay for annual
membership fee.

• Classified Advertising Discount - 20% discount on clas·
sified advertising in GUNS Magazine's "The Gun Market"
section.

• New 1964 Redbook of Used Gun Values- The latest,
up-to-date revised edition! Over 125 pages listing the current
price values on thousands of firearms.

You get all these valuable benefits
and privileges with your membership:

• Subscription to GUNS Magazine- Brings you complete
coverage of the gun world: tips for better hunting ... ways
to improve your shooting ... hand loading techniques ...
news for collectors ... reports on all kinds of firearms:
sporting, military, police. If it's about guns-it's in GUNS
... finest magazine in the firearms field.

• Information Library ServiCe-Answers any questions you
have about firearms. Non-members pay $1.00 per question.

PRESERVE YOUR RICiHT
TO USE AND ENJOY CiUNS •••
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By GRAHAM BURNSIDE

S&W Variation
I own an S&W Model 1891 Third Model

"Perfected Target Pistol" .22 single shot,
serial #9582.

Is my pistol the improved version with
short ohamber and bore diameter of .223
instead of .226?

At what serial number was this change
made?

There is no way of telling you who made
your Spanish revolver--()r when it was made.
A number of outfits in several Spanish cities
turned out hundreds of variations of cheap
revolvers and threw them on the world mar
ket. The ones of lesser quality were often
only marked "Spain"--and in small letters.
In some cases the arms were not safe to slwot.

The most productive period of these cheap
Spanish arms was between the two Worid
Wars.

Makers of quality arms in Spain today are
still fighting to gain recognition and accept
ance because of the reputation of these
earlier products.

I would have to have a chamber-cast to
tell you the cartridge involved.

My advice is to never slwot it!-G.B.

octagon part of the barrel is lA (or Roman
numeral VI), and on the right side of the
frame is the word SPAIN.

The grips are genuine ivory and the cylin
der and frame are engraved. It is in near
mint condition inside and out. The bore
measures exactly 7 mm.

Can you tell me who made it, when it was
made, and what caliber it is?

W. E. Goforth

Dan Sobolewski
Baltimore 24, Md.

The 3rd model "Perfected Target Pistol"
was started with Serial No. 4618 in December
of 1909.

I have no way of knowing at what point
changes or variations came into the line. My
suggestion is that you write to the Smith &
Wesson Co. and ask if their records will help
explain the situation.

When these pistols are found in excellent
or better condition they are well liked by
collectors of Smith & Wesson armS.-G.B.

Rifle, Ammo, and Scope
I want to replace my sporterized Spring

field with a Remington slide-action rifle. I
prefer .30-06, but am afraid .308 Winchester
will be the only cartridge the government will
produce and I want the cheap ammo. Do I
have anything to worry about?

Will this rifle be accurate enough for game
at 350-400 yards? If not, what will it do?

QUESTIONS
and

ANSWERS

Questions submitted must caTTy a Shooters
Club of America number or must be ac
companied by one dollar. Questions lacking
either number or dollar will be returned.
If you want a personal answer, enclose
a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

.44 Special Loads
I am still interested in shooting the old

.44 Special S&W shell but do not see much
on the reloading of this shell, looks like
every article has now gone to the magnums.

I would like to use the 200 grain SWC
Markell bullet and the 231 grain swe Mar
kell bullet, would like to use Hercules #2400
powder with eel primers # 550 or if there is
a better load using a different powder and
primer I would appreciate your advising me.
In the event I should want to use eCI
primers #300 what change in powder would
I have to make, would also like the psi and
fps on any load you care to recommend.

John J. Wright
Springfield, Tennessee

Spanish Pistol
I have in my possession a very unusual

revolver. The cylinder is 1%" long and is
seven shot. The barrel is 3:!h" long, part
round and part octagon. The front sight is
integral with the barrel. There is no provision
for a rear sight. It is a solid frame gun that
measures 7:!h" over-all.

It is a single or double action revolver with
a safety on the left side which blocks the
rebounding hammer. The number 14 appears
on all parts. The number 76 (I would guess
it is the serial number) is on the butt. On the

Back when I loaded the .44 S.&W. special
1 used No.5 pistol powder and Bullseye, but
I see nothing wrong in your using 2400.

My favorite load was seven cmd one half
grains of No. 5 using a 246 grain bullet.
This gave about 950 foot seconds and about
9,000 foot pounds pressure. Altlwugh I con
sidered it to be a rather crisp load I have
known others who considered it rather nomi
nal.

When using a hotter primer put your load
down a couple of full grains and then work
back up until you find what you want.

Although the .44 magnum may be quite
an innovation these days, the old .44 special,
well fed, was all the handgun I desired. I
remember Frank Wheeler of Osborne, Kan
sas, remarking, when the .44 magnum came
out. "Hell, this thing doesn't have anything
that we haven't always had with our hand
rolled .44 Specials!"-and rm inclined to
think he was right.-G.B.

DELUXE .22 Cal. REVOLVER

BUILD A GUN RACK
Modern Bronze Gun Cradle, gold appear
ance; Neoprene cushion; Deer and Quail
ornaments, polished and lacquered. Will
hold 100 Ibs. Write for FREE Gun Rack
plans and brochure.

HERRICK MACHINE WORKS
2426 Holmes St., Kansas City 8, Mo.

SHARON RIFLE BARRELS
Formerly (BUHMILLER)

• Precision cut rifle barrels in all
calibers, 22RF. to 50 Cal.

• Target and special barrels made to
customer's specifications.

• Same day shipment on standard
barrels.

• Complete reboring and custom gun
smithing service.

• Send for FREE list of barrels &
services.

J. HALL SHARON
R.R. #2 Kalispell, Montana

Tough flexible Neoprene pocket clip holds and loads

::rO~:~::~t~itand S&W models in 38 $1.98
& 44 Spec., 357 & 44 Mag., 5·shot inc. postpaid
Specify both revolver make and MODEL NAME. Satis·
faction guaranteed.
MULTI.LOADER Belt & Holster units. Hold 2 push
button released modified Speed Loader clips-12 rounds
-in structural Nylon cases. FREE BROCHURE. Special
police discounts.
Hunt Engineering, Inc. 264 Coronado Ave.,
Dept. GM-l Long Beach 3, Calif.

COMBAT SHOOTERS'

SPEED LOADER

Precision
made
6 - shol
5" revolver by Europe's
finest gunsmiths. Pol·
Ished blue steel. REAL •••
NOT A BLANK. Fires .22·cal.
short ammo. Side gate loading,
screw·in ejector rod. For plink·
ing, practice or protection. 10·
day money·back guarantee. State
age when ordering. No C.O.D.s,
please. Shipped F.O.B. Chicago, ex-
press charges collect. Send cash. check
or money order to:

GLOBAL IMPORT DEPT• .E·l
7017 N. RAVENSWOOD, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Only Herrett's
stocks are made to
your hand pattern!
Every shooter's hand
is different. That's
why Herrett's made-to
measure stocks help
your shooting . . .
they're made for you!
Write direct to me

for free litera
ture.

5761 WhitnalJ Highway
North Hollywood, Cal if.

improved • more effective
money back guaranlee • send $1.

Just one easy-fast application of MINUTE
MAN GUN BLUE will restore steel or iron
surfaces! Not a paint or lacquer-no heat.
ing! Patented chemical! Complete kit with
each purchase!

GREAT WESTERN
FIREARMS

SINGLE ACTIONS,
DERRLNGERS, KITS,
PERCUSSION PLSTOLS,
PARTS, GRIPS, ETC.

SEND 50¢ FOR

CATALOCi I NEW LOW PRICES I
GREAT WESTERN

• MAGAZINE LOADING CLIP
• OVER 1S MOVING PARTS
• FULLY AUTOMATIC

Automatic full size model of $198~ c~~fa1~s ~'t~rm~yc m~~Si~~
parts. Loads 8 complete
rounds Which snap into the
hard butt simulatin~ a Lu-

~:fl!i~~e8a~W~~~ s~:~~ofe~l:~Y.~fg~~~:
pact styrene with amazing attention to detail.

MOST AUTHENTIC MODEL GUN WE'VE EVER SEEN
Comes to you with working Rarts disassembled with
g}evpe:l~t:n~ee:~Ci~ff~a~'SI~I~din~trfc~~~~~r.SUVfulf1

:'h~~~rn;~:ar~~a~~n~;3er ~~~.~: FS:O~: $1.98 plus 27c

HONOR HOUSE PROD. CORP., Dept. LB-93
Lynbrook, N. Y.

M1928Al SUBMACHINE GUN
Actual Size Replica

GUN METAL'-~"'"
NOW MADE NEW!

-blueing gives new beauty,
natural protection!

NEWI Smoothline Jordan holsters and belts.

THE PERFECT DECORATOR
FOR DEN, BAR, OR GUN ROOM

• Receiver & Barrel of Cast Aluminum
Beautifully Anodized Black

• Authentic Wood Stocks
• Real Detachable Clip
• Genuine Rear Sight
EDWARDS-BARNES CAST PRODUCTS CO.

5244 Elm, Houston 36, Texas
(Add $1.50 for Shipping ond HondUng)

NEW METHOD MFG. CO., Bradford, pa.)

-------1
I Address I
~'!!J2.:.. ~-~ _;:;; ~ ~t't. J

~LLET FIRING

LUGER AUTOMATIC

Such a shotgun has a very low value. It
was made in Belgium and is not coveted
by American collectors. Further, the shot
guns with "twist" or "Damascus" barrels
are not to be used with any modern smoke
less loads of any kind.

In the minds of many you have nothing
more than an arm that can be used for dec-
orative purposes, and probably ~

worth about 10.00 or less.-G.B. ~

Pieper Shotgun
Could you please give me any information,

including approximate value, on a 10 gauge
double shotgun with laminated steel barrels.
On the receiver is "Pieper Arms Co." On
the rib between the barrels is "Patent
488366 Decb. 28, 1892." On top of the left
barrel is "Laminated steel," and on the right
barrel is "Modified Diana."

The serial number, found on the metal
part of the fore-end and on the underside
of the barrels, is 70243. The gun has double
triggers and external hammers, and has
some engraving on the chambers, receiver,
and trigger guard.

The metal parts are well preserved, with
no signs of rust. However, the bluing has
been worn to a shiny silver. The stock is
checkered, and has gouges and dents.

G. Rodney Shcwchuck
Alberta, Canada

Kew govt. surplus. approx. 9" by 55". waterproof
r.-reen polyethylene, for rifle or carbine, heavy-duty
tubular, welded end scams, slip-on. Protection against
water, dirt, moisture. Good for storage. Also usable
for golf clubs, fishing rOds, blueprints. etc. 10 for $2
ppd.; 100 for $10., :SOD for $30., 1,000 for $50.
l<"'.O.B. Chicago. Include check with order.

H. HARMELIN, 7605 ESSEX, CHICAGO 49, ILL.

GUN COVERS

The .30-06 cartridge is quite accurate up
to 400 yards and beyond, and the Reming
ton rifle will give you hunting accuracy.
More important you should be capable of
placing your bullet into a vital area at
those long ranges. In the vast majority of
cases the man behind the gun is the weak
member of the team. The answer, of course,
is practice and more practice. Further, al
though the .30-06 will kill at 400 yards you
might normally plan on creeping closer to
insure a greater amount of striking energy.

The Herter's scope is a good one for the
money.-G.B.

•30-06 Accuracy
I plan to buy a Remington slide action

.30-06. Is this gun accurate enough for
300 to 400 yard shooting on medium and
big game?

Are you familiar with the scopes made by
Herters of Waseca, Minn.? What do you
think of their best variable scope? They
claim it is the "finest procurable variable
power scope." It is priced at 43.25.

William Richardson
Palatine, Ill.

time. When the time comes that the round
cannot be purchased, then worry about a
conversion.

Whatever happens, remember that your
Remington rolling block action is a fine gun,
and can be used for a number of possible
conversions.-G.B.

Which scope do you think is best for all
around use: 21,6X or 4X?

Anthony DeSalvo Jr.
Chicago, Illinois

Your Mauser is the model of 1898 made
by "Amberg" in 1918. It is a good sound
sporting ann if in good general condition. It
is an excellent choice for deer and black
bear. Don't worry about obtaining the very
heaviest of bullets in the 8 x 57 mm car
tridge. The American loadings using 170
grain and 200 grain bullets are fine and
dandy for black bear and deer.

You will find that your only problem on
the game mentioned is to place that 170
grain 8 mm bullet in the vital spot of the
animal. The answer is sighting-in with the
ammo to be used and practice. If the average
American hunter used 15 rounds out of every
box for sighting and practice and the re
maining five for actual hunting we would
have less cripples and happier hunters.-G.B.

Wm. Richardson
Palatine, Illinois

Rolling Block
A little over a year ago I purchased a

Remington rolling block rille in II mm (.43
Spanish) caliber. I enjoy shooting this rille
but I am running out of ammunition and
shoulder.

I noticed in the Sept. '63 issue of GUNS
that an advertisement said that they could
he converted to .44 :\'Iagnum. I would like
more information on this type of conversion.

Donald W. Baxter
( TO address)

I would suggest that you keep your .43
Remington rolling block in that caliber.

Currently .43 Spanish ammo is available
and it will probably be available for some

8 mm Mauser Loads
I bought an 8 x 57 Mauser, marked

"AMBERG-1918" on the top of the barrel.
The left side of the bolt is marked "GEW.98"
and "4931."

I would like to know what make and type
of rifle this is. The military stock has been
replaced with a custom stock and a Redfield
peep and Lyman front sight have been in
stalled. Could you please let me know what
you think of this rifle for deer and black
bear?

I was told that for deer and black bear the
best load is orma's 227 grain load. Is this
Lhe only make I can buy, and if there are
other makes, what load should I use?

I think GUi\'S Magazine is the best in its
field.

I wouldn't worry about there being any
shortage of .30-06 ammo. You can't use
military ammo on game anyway; and if cost
is a problem you can always handload.

Game shots at 350-400 yards are not com
mon, but both cartridges will perform well
at those ranges. The usual situation is that
the good rifle will do more than the hunter
is capable of making it do.

For general work, I lcould advise using the
4 power scope sight. Many hunters with
experience in using iron sights can start
right off with a 6 power scope.-G.B.
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word insertion including name and address. Payable
in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date April 1964 issue (on

sale Feb. 25) is Jan. 7. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS MAGAZINE,
8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

GUNSMITHING

GUNSTOCKS

YOUR OWN Business Without Investment1 Sell adver
tising matchbooks to local businesses. No experience
needed-free sales kit tells how and where to get orders.
Part or full time. Big cash commissions. :Match Corpora
tion of America, Dept. GE-24. Chicago 32.

FREE HDo-It-Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company. Box 791-J51, Fort Worth. Texas.

SA.LE: OPEN Mouth Rugs-Tiger, Bear (Black, Grizzly,
Polar) Jaguar, Cheetah, Zebra, Leopard. We tan skins.
Hofmann-Taxidermist-1025 Gates, Brooklyn 21, N.Y.

INVESTIGATORS, FREE Brochure. latest subminiature
electronic listening devices. Write Ace, Dept-8X, 11500
NW 7th Ave., Miami 50, Florida.

TAXIDERMIST

MISSOURI A.UCTION SCHOOL. Free catalog. 1330 Lin
wood. Kansas City 9-XI02. Missouri.

SCHOOLS

LEATHER Top Grain Cowhide cuttings. Pieces too small
for saddlebags. too large to scrap. Excellent for knife
sheathes. leather handles, pack straps, dog collars, cartridge
cases, repairs. \Vhile they last, large bundle $2.00, Extra
Large $3.00, both post paid. Navesink River Saddlery.
Box 1188-A. Red Bank. New Jersey.

MAPS

Get GB Un-Speed from dealer}
or send$l.SO lomfr. GEO. BROTHERS, GRT. BARRINGTON, MASS.

FREE CATALOG. 208 Pages. Save on Reloading Equip·
ment, Calls, Decoys, Archery, Fishing Tackle, Molds,
Tools, Rod Blanks. Finnysports (S8). Toledo 14. Ohio.
INVEST 50c for Reloading supply catalog. CCI. Speer.
C-H, Texan, Acc-U-Ream. Ma-Rep-Co., Inc.• 6121 No.
Blackstone. Fresno 26. California.

RELOADING EQUIPMENT

ADDING MA.CHINES $1.25, strai~ht ra?Ors $2, boomer
angs $2. Marvin Bonder, Box 141, Ellenville 9, N.Y.

INVESTIGATORS

MISCELLANEOUS

ATTENTIO:-I STA.MP COLLECTORS: To receive stamps
on approval send 10c in stamps or coins to R. J. Andrade,
Box 183. Lompoc, Calif.

WANTED-Old shotgun shells and boxes. Red Devil; Jack
Rabbit (25); Eagle; Black Prince; Austin Ctg Co. ;
Chamberlin (blue): CCCO. Star; Pointer (purple); Federal
Dixie; Federal (green); J.P. Lower; P.C. Co.; Victor
(striped); P.C. Co. Prize (green): R.H.A. Co. Autocrat
and Tiger; S.I C. Rocket; U.S. Lowell (while); U.S.
Newmax (red); W.C. Co. Essex and Higrade; Winchester
Wonder; W.R.A. Star (black) Must be in Rood collector's
condition. Carlos Vinson. R# 8. ~leMinnville. Tenn.

GOVERNMENT LAND now available in 25 states. Millions
of acres low as $1.25 acre. Exclusive new copyrighted re
port! Send $1.00 to U.S. Land Disposal, Box 18177-FM1,
Indianapolis 18, Indiana

LEATHERCRAFT

100 FOREIGN COINS $2.95. 2 Mexican Silver Dollars
$1.00. Stewart, Box 6350G. Phoenix 5. Arizona.

SONGS INTO $$$$$$$$$$$ - New, unknown Songwriters,
Songpoets. Composers share $33 Millions yearly. Any kind,
we collaborate. publish, promote. Free appraisals, free
samples. details. Send Nordyke Publishers, 6000 Sunset,
Hollywood, California 54-90028.

HA.NDCUFFS, $7.95. Thumbcuffs, $9.95. Leather re
straints. Fetters. Collector's specialties. Catalog 50e.
Thomas Ferrick, Box 12-G, Newburyport, Mass.

CROSSBOWS for Target, Hunting and Carp-Shooting.
Factory-Direct-Prices. Jay Co. Box 1355, Wichita, Kansas.

NAZI ITEMS bought & sold. orig. only, 1 piece or col·
lection: "lists 25c": Lenkel. 812 Anderson. PaliHades. N. J.

PISTOL CABINET KITS. Display guns attradively. Space
for shells & accessories. Kit $12.95, postpaid-Free Bro
chure. Garth Co., Jutland. New Jersey.

WANTED

MINIATURE CROSSBOW, range 200', length 18", Ilber
glass bow, cocking mechanism, dozen arrows, guaranteed,
$3 95. Nittany Crossbow. Box 87C, Penna. Furnace, Pa.
SHOULDER P A.TCHES, made to order. Sample and price
list 50t. refund upon return of sample. Dunkel, Box 87C.
Penna. Furnace, Pa.

LIKE SWEET ONIONS? Blue Ribbon A.ssortment 500
sweet onion plants $2.50 postpaid fresh from Texas Onion
Plant Company, "Home of the Sweet Onion", Farmers
ville, Texas.

1782 U. S. MAP. Authentic reproduction uniquely pre
served on antique bond paper. Splendid conversation item.
17,." x 19,." $1.00 Postpaid. Framed ready to haug $7.00
postpaid. Ye Olde Mappe Shoppe, Box 5 Shawsheen Village,
Andover. ~1ass.

STOCKS EASILY,
QUICKLY

STOCK REFINISHING
AND REPAIRSQUALITY

INVENTIONS; IDEAS developed for cash/royalty sales!
Raymond Lee, 2104X Bush Buildin~. New York City 36.

INVENTIONS

POTTERY, SPEARHEA.DS, Axes, Arrowheads. 10 for
$3.00. List Free. HYde's, Rosemar Road, Parkersburg,
W. Va.

INDIAN RELICS

SPECIAL! A-GRADE Fancy Yama Blanks regularly $30,
now $19.95. Select Walnut blanks $9.95. Add $2.25 postage.
Precision machine-carved stocks-your pattern or ours.
Longarini, Dana Point. California.

HUNTERS ATTENTION; Mauser Rilles M-93, 7MM.
Condition: Good to V.G. Supply Limited. Only $14.95.
Southwestern Arms Co., 107 Logan Street, Brooklyn, N.Y
P-3S's, NRA v.g., 50 rounds ammo, $33.95. U.S. Spring
fields, 30-06, V.g. or better, high numbers, $37.95. Other
fine quality weapons at equal values. District :Merchandise,
3731 39th Street, N.W.• Washington, D.C. 20016.

PROFESSIONAL FORMULA.S Bluing. Browning and
Silver Plating Without Electricity. All three formulas $1.
Taylor Brown, 909 Myrtle N.E.; Atlanta. Georgia.

NOTE NEW A.DDRESS: Fine Custom Rilles. Reblulng,
new barrels. chambering for standard and improved car
tridges. l\fodel 92 Winchester conversions. Write your
wants. Don Mott, Gunsmith. Box 347, Douglas, Arizona.
GUNSMITHING-Learn prolltable hobby. Build .22 Target
PistOl, Campers Pistol, Gun Cabinets. Blue Guns. 5c stamp
brings illustrated information. Guns, Postomce Box 362-G,
Terre Haute. Indiana 47808.

ALTER & JEWEL bolts $8.50. Springllelds, Enllelds
altered to 308 Norma Magnum $12.00; Enfields to 300
Weatherby $24.00; 7.7 Japs to 30-06 $6.00; 300 Magnum
to 300 WeatherbY $8.00. Catalog 10 centa. T-P Shop, 12
West Branch, Mich.

GENERAL GUNSMITHING-Repairing, reblulng, con
version work, parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berry Creek. CaUf.

GATTLING GUN operation, Convert all semi-automatics.
No alterations, removable simple device. Plans $2.00, Mur
doch, Box 573. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

NEW!! EXTRA BA.RRELS for M58ADL Remington Shot
guns. Can also be used on Model 870. All gauges, lengths,
and chokes. Regularly $44.35. While they last, $12.95.
Ventilated 16·28M, 20-28M, Regularly $66.50-Now $16.95.
Model 50 Winchester 12-30F, 12-28M. 12-26IC. 20-28F
and M, $12 95. Send check or money order. Zion Products.
Box 21, Zionsville, Indiana. 46077.

GUN EQUIPMENT

NOW REA.DY FOR YOU - The enlarged 1964
SHOOTER'S BIBLE-Amerlca's Greatest Shooting Man
ual. All American models, many foreign guns-ammo.
scopes. reloading. ballistics-20.000 items illustrated and
described. The most complete shooting book yet-576
pages I Get your SHOOTER'S BIBLE. Only $2.95 post
paid. Hard-cover, deluxe edition $5.95 Stoeger Arms
Corporation, 55 Ruta Court, Dept. GM-2. South Hacken
sack, N.J.

KLEIN'S BIG All-Sports Bargain Catalog now only 25¢
(was $1.00). Cash or Credit. KLEIN'S, Dept. G, 227 W.
Washington, Chiealto 6.

GUNS, WHOLESALE and below. M1 Carbines $17.50.
Become a dealer. Instructions $1.00. Gunsco, Box 1129-C,
Los Gatos, Calif (95031).

CUSTOM 03-30/06 Springfield Rifles - Engraving - Bro
chure & Color $1.00. Brochure .25c. Springfield Custom
Guns, 449 E. 14 St. 4H-115, New York 9, N.Y.

RIFLES: ITALIAN l\f1891 Mannlicher-Carcanos, G.5mm
French 1\11916 l\'Iannlicher-Fusils, 8mm Good-$9.90 each.
Ralph Henson. Gun Specialist, 25 Rosemarie Lane, Fort
\Valton Beach, Florida.

10.000 GUN BA.RGA.INS ! I I Modern-Antique Guns, Ac
cessories-Giant Bargain Catalog 50;. Agramonte's, Yon
kers, N.Y.

CRURCIIILL (GUNMA.KERS) LTD. World famous gun
smiths. Models from $3DO.00 to $22,000.00. Send $1.00 to
32 Orange Street. London, W.C.2, for lists of new and
used shotguns.

GUN SCREWS, Gun Taps, Gun Drills. 6/48 or 8/40 screwa
%"-lh" dozen 50c. Professionals 2-Flute taps $1.20. Spe·
clal hard steel drills 45c. Cobalt drills for 6/48-$1.06,
8/40-$1.12. Solid Carbide drills 6/48-$3.95. 8/40
$4.20. Loctite-tightens all loose screws, tube 80c.
Everything postpaid. Catalog 18G free. Maynard Buehler
Inc.. Orinda. Calif.

GUNS, CAl\1ERAS, Tools. Buy without money or debt.
1\1embership catalog and instructions $1.00. Satisfaction
Guaranteed. Mailmart, Box 1129-C, Los Gatos. (95031)
GREENER ENGLISH singles; trap, field, lV10nte Carlo.
ribbed, plain. Exceptional chokes. Also doubles. Listing
GE-2. stamped envelope. Sanderson's Distributors, 724
Edgewater, Portage, Wis.

I
Recut checkering, repair, stock ~urgery, recoil pads,
refinishing With a fine rubbed oll finish. All work by
hand, pores filled, fine saUn or high gloss finish,
customer choice. Most standard guns $10-$15, 2
week service. Specializing in stock work on high
grade doubles. For complete information. write

W. A. TRAVELSTEAD CAR~~~A'i;. ':::~~~lxlco

BINOCULARS & TELESCOPES

ENGRAVING

GUNS & AMMUNITION

CANNON FUSE 3/32" dia., waterproof, burns under
water; 10 ft., $1; 25 ft., $2, ppd. William Zeller, Keil
Hwy., Hudson, Mich.

COLLAPsmLE FARM-Pond-Fish-Traps; Animal traps.
Postpaid. Shawnee. 39342 HueDs Vista. Dallas 4. Texas.

EA.UN EXTItA. MONEY with your Hobby. Mall 10c to
].{odern Gun Repair School, 225-F Taft Ave., Green Bay,
Wisconsin. Learn how you can become a top-grade repair
man in your spare time. Experienced instructors give you
personal assistance.

FISHING & HUNTING

NEW YELLOW 1963-64 Catalog A.vallable. Thousands of
Guns, Ammo, etc. 25t. Retting, 11029 Washington, Culver
City, California.

ENGRA.VING BY PRUDHOMME. Folder $1.00. 302
Ward Building, Shreveport, Louisiana.

FREE GUN CATALOG: New, 20-page catalog contains
pictures, speciflcations and prices of Marlin Guns for 1964
... 35 different models of rifles and shotguns in all ...
at prices ranging from $17.95 to $126.95. This comprehen
sive catalog gives you all the information needed to select
the best gun for anybody ... young or old ... novice or
marksman. . target-shooter or big game hunter. You'll
also learn why America's finest marksmen and huntsmen
agree ... H you pay less ... and get more from a ~1arlin."
For your free COpy write Dept. 260, THE l\1ARLIN FIRE
ARMS CO.• New Haven 2. Connecticut, U.S.A.

FOR SALE

SCOPE MOUNTS Brochure 18G will help you select the
proper mount for your scope and rifle. Write Maynard
Buehler Inc., Orinda, Calif.

NEU1IfA.NN BELGIAN doubles; 10-12-30. Special custom

§~~~er:;~Fsa Ji~~~r~Slito~~~ti¥f4 WJ~';at~~~m~~~ta:~:eWi~:
SILENCERS; MAXIM and O.S.S. Models. Complete De
tails of Construction and Operation with Drawin~s, $1.00.
Gunseo. Box 1129-GM-4C, Los Gatos. Calif. (95031).
22 CAL. 6 Shot Pistol. New Real. No Blanks. $13.95.
No C O.D:S. State age. Global Imports, 7017G Ravens
wood. Chicago.

BOOKS

RARE LONG Out of Print Gun Digest First Edition of
1944 now available! Only $2.95 at local stores or postpaid
(New 1964 Gun Digest also available, $3.95 postpaid) from
Gun Digest Association, Dept. G, 4540 W. Madison, Chi
cago 24.

PREPAID. 38 Special Western WC nickel cases, once fired.
loose, $9 00 per M~ Tucker's Reloading Service, 105 Fourth
St.• Alexandria, L-a.

BOOKS: You name it we find itl Gun books a specialty.
International Bookfindcrs Box SOOS'G, Beverly Hills. Calif.
NEW BOOK. Hazards and Problems of Handloading.
Covers points neglected in common publications. $2. Post
vaid. Quantity discounts. Fred Tucker, Kenton. Okla.

STATE PIS'!'OL LA\VS. Booklet describing current pistol
regulations of all states $1.00. Federal Gun Laws Booklet
$1.00. Henry Schlesinger, 211 CentrallJark \Vest, New York
24E, N.Y.

U.S. 30-06 cal. high number Springfield rifles. Very good
$39.95. Excellent-$44.95. Perfect-$49.50. U.S. 30-06 cal.
Enfield rifles. Very good-29.95. Excellent-$34.50. U.S.
M1 30 cal. carbines. Perl'ect-$74.95. U.S. M1 30-06
Garand rifles. Perfect-$89.95. British Mk.3 303 rifles.
Very good-$14.95. British Mk 4 303 rifles. Very good
$18.95. British lVIk.5 303 iungle carbines. Very good
$24.95. Excellent - $29.95. Argentine 1\10d. 91 7.65mm
:Mauser rifles. Very good-$19.95 Like new-$24.50. Span
ish Mod. 95 7mm Mauser carbines. Very good-$19.95. Per
fect-$22.95. Spanish Mod. 1953 (Mod. 98) 8mm Mauser
rifles. Brand New-$34.95. Persian Mod. 98 8mm :Mauser
carbines Good-$34.95. Very good-S39.95. Brand new-

149.95. German Mod. 98 8mm l\lauser rifles. Very good
29.95. German l\10d. 1871/84 11mm Mauser rifles. Good
18.95. Peruvian l\fod. 1909 7.65mm Mauser rifles. Fair

$24.95 Good-$29.95. Excellent-$39.95. Peruvian Mod.
1935 30-06 Mauser rifles. Very good-$49.95. Peruvian
l\fod. 1909 30-06 l\.'Iauser rifles. Very good-S39.95 Russian
Mod. 91 7.62mm Moisin rifles. Good-$9.95. Very good
$12 95. Russian Mod. 193~ 1.62mm Molsin carbines. G<>od
-$19.95. Very good-$22.95. Italian Mod. 1938 7.35mm
l\Iannlicher Carcano carbines. Very good-$14.95. Italian
Mod. 91 6.5mm Mannllcher'Carcano rifles. Good-$9.95.
Very good-$12.95. Swiss Mod. 1911 7.5mm Schmidt-Rubin
rilles. Good-$13.95. Very good-$16.95. French Mod. 1916
8mm Lebel rifles. Good-$995. Very good-$12.95. French
Mod. 1886 8mm Lebel rilles. Good-$15.95. 30-06, 303
British, 7mm Mauser, 7.65mm Mauser, 8mm Mauser,
7.62mm Russian, 7.35mm Italian military ammunition, at
$7.50 per 100 rds. Dealers inquiries invited. Free gun list.
Freedland Arms Co., 34 Park Row, New York 38, N.Y.
WINCHES'fERS, COLTS, LUGERS plus many others.
Send lOt for 18-page list. Chet Fulmer, Rte. 3, Detroit
Lakes. Minnesota.
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THE DALTON GANG

SCOTSMAN IN BUCKSKIN
By Mae Reed Porter &Odessa Davenport

(Hastings House, 1963. $5.95)
Sir William Drummond Stewart is hardly

one of the well-known names of the Old West,
and the Scottish Archives in Edinburgh would
seem an unlikely place in which to look for
information about an American Mountain

dictive tribe to resist the land grabbing of
the white man. How they joined the British
forces during the Revolution, and how they
eventually won a long, drawn-out court fight
(aided by two courageous white men) for
promised restitution, are only two of the
highlights of this book. A worthy addition
to any library of western Americana.-J .R.

NOTED AMERICAN DUELS AND
HOSTILE ENCOUNTERS

By Hamilton Cochran
(Chilton Books, Philadelphia, Pa.,

1963. $6.95)
A good many of the duels fought here in

the States have become famous (or should
I say infamous?), but a great many reported
here, are so obscure that reading about them
becomes as fascinating as reading one of
the current whodunits. Although this book
was not written for the gun buff, there is
considerable material to be found in the
pages that is interesting and, in some in
stances, so startling that a re-reading appears
indicated. And if you do re-read, you'll find
that the author has done a fine job research
ing, and has managed to present the flavor
of the time when the Code Duello was the
only way to settle a difference of opinion or
clear one's good name of an imagined slight
or insult.-R.A.S.

GREAT DAY IN THE WEST
By Kent Ruth

(U. 0/ Oklahoma Press, Norman, Oklahoma,
1963. $12.50)

It is too bad that American history cannot
be presented as lively and as interestingly
in our schools as this book does. Author Ruth

Man; but "The Scotsman In Buckskin" was
an unusual man, and so is his story. Son of a
noble Scottish family, an officer of British
cavalry, Stewart visited the American West
in the 1830s and became a part of the vivid
adventure of the fur trade and the western
exploration. This book is a product of exten
sive research developed by sharp writing into
a fascinating narrative guaranteed to increase
your knowledge and understanding of a color
ful era.-E.B.M.

AIR GUN BATTERIES
By Eldon G. Wolff

(Milwaukee Public Museum, 1963. $0.50)
Advanced collectors, and especially those

who specialize in air guns, will appreciate
the efforts put into this booklet, which is a
companion piece to "Air Guns" by the same
author. The many variations of air gun valves
and release systems are categorized, de
scribed, and illustrated. To th()se who have
his earlier work, this addition to the history
of air gun mechanics will be most welcome.
-J.R.

KICKAPOOS

HANDSOME NEW BULLET DISPLAY FOR DEN OR LOADING ROOM
Beautiful new full color display board commemorates
the 100th year of reloading ... 1864-196.4. Illustrated
1873 Winchester Carbine and 125th Anmversary <:olt
Single Action add decorative appeal for your recreatlOn,
den or loading room. The 63 tarnish proof, permanently
attached bullets give you quick reference tt? the com~

plete line of Speer hunting, target, an~ varmmt bu~lets.
Each bullet identified clearly by calIber and weIght.
Richly framed with easel attached for wall or desk. A
collector's item. Limited supply $8.50 at your dealer's
or sent prepaid.

SPEER, INCORPORATED
P. O. BOX 244, LEWISTON, IDAHO CANADA: 1310 W. 6th AVE., VANCOUVER, B. c.
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By A. M. Gibson
(University 0/ Oklahoma Press,

1963. $5.95)
This is the 70th volume in the Civilization

of the American Indian Series published by
the University of Oklahoma. Among the In
dian tribes, the Kickapoos are probably best
known to the general public as a name on
the patent medicines of the 1800's. This
book, well documented and factually written
goes beyond the popular concept and relates
the three century-long struggle of this vin-
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THE BOOK OF RIFLES
By W.H.B. Smith and Joseph E. Smith

(The Stackpole Company, Harrisburg,
Penna., 1963. $12.50)

The earlier edition of W.H.B. Smith's books
have become standard works on the rifles, the
handguns, and the military arms of the world.
Lately, we had the pleasure of reviewing the
updated and revised edition of "The Book Of
Rifles." As in the monumental "Small Arms
Of The World," Joseph F. Smith has done a
fine and painstaking job in up-dating the book
and filling in some of the holes that had found
their way into the earlier work. Editor Smith
and Stackpole must be congratulated for the
fine work that was done on this new edition,
one no shooter should be without.-R.A.s.

BRAVE WARRIORS
By Norman B. Wiltsey

(Caxton Printers Ltd., Caldwell, Idaho.
1963. $6.50)

Years of research went into the writing of
this condensed, fast moving, and highly read
able history of seven great western Indian
nations-the Nez Perce, Cheyenne, Modoc,
Apache, Crow, Comanche, and Sioux. Some
will say that this book gives the Indians the
best of it, but if it does (and this reviewer
doubts it), isn't it about time? This book is a
refreshing change from the old narratives of
hate that made every Indian victory a mas
sacre, and every white massacre a victory.
Indians and whites alike should welcome at
least the fact that the time has come when a
fairer picture can be painted.-E.B.M.

By Harold Preece
(Hastings House, 1963. $5.95)

Writers, and the starry-eyed cameras of
cinema and TV as well, have been kind to the
Daltons, painting them almost unanimously as
nice boys forced into Robin-Hoodish outlawry
by circumstances and lack of appreciation. It
is refreshing now to find a book by a writer
who went to the records instead of to the
legend-such records, for instance, as the
Pinkerton Archive files, in which the Daltons
are pictured minus the Hollywood halos. This
is a definitive study of the Daltons, from child
hood to Coffeyville, Kansas, where they at
tempted a two-bank hold-up and met instead
the one thing no outlaw gang has yet survived
-the gunfire of armed and outraged citizens.
The story did not end at Coffeyville for all of
the Daltons, and Preece does not leave it
there; you will find surprises also in the clos
ing chapters. Read them and see!-E.B.M.



~urt[}(jUT!jiJ PRECISION
RELOADING & SWAGING

DIESQ

The finest quality available, precision ma
chined from the finest quality steel, for
the finest internal finish - precision rolled
threads with micrometer adjustment, and
chrome plated ..• "Va" X 14. 2 DIE SET
(bottom load) $13.50 ..• (front load) $16.50.

Write

WICHITA PRECISION TOOL CO., INC.
450 N. SENECA I WICHITA. KANSAS

has done a commendable piece of work in
collecting photographic material ahout the
early places that served settlers in their
westward move. The cover blurb describes
this book best: "Forts, posts, and rendezvous
beyond the Mississippi" and for the student
of American history the book will serve as
excellent reference, while the casual reader
will gain a new insight into the growth of
our country.-R.A.S.

SHOOTER'S BIBLE
(Stoeger Arms Corp., S. Hackensack, N.J.,

55th Edition, 1964. $2.95)
Greatly revised and revamped, the Shoot

er's Bible is, as always, well worth the
money. As in other years, the Bible is Stoe
ger's oatalog, and this year the editors have
added a number of very interesting articles,
including a description of the function and
aim of the NSSF. Stoeger's added a number
of new products, and all of them are fully
described in this new edition. A "must" book
for the shooter and all hunters, the new
Bible will serve you as a reference book for
the coming year.-R.A.S.

THE HUNTER'S COUNSELOR
(Wa/Jen-Frankonia, 1964. 3,00,

$4.50 for Air Mail)
Famed Waffen·Frankonia, W uerzburg,

Western Germany, once again has issued
their classic "Der Ratgeber fiir den Jaeger,"
or the "Hunter's Counselor." Basically, this
is the very handsome catalog of Waffen·
Frankonia, and it will reaoh you complete
with English translations and a price list
that gives cost of products in U.S. dollars.
But it is considerably more than a catalog-

it is a treasured volume crammed full of
German hunting lore, facts about European
cartridges and guns, about hunting game
that most of us have never heard about.
Prices are incredibly low, and I recommend
the Ratgeber for those long winter evenings
when you dream of next year's hunt.-R.A.s.

CROW AND PIGEON HUNTING
By W. W. Tobin

(Ultra Products, Wilmette, Ill., 1963. $3.00)
I am all for anything that will induce more

people to do more shooting, and certainly
crow -and pigeon shooting offer thousands of
shooters almost unlimited opportunities in
a time when game bird and game animal
hunting is suffering from the restriction of
hunting areas. Also certainly, this little book·
let provides some useful information for the
novice in these pastimes-information as to
the use of decoys, calls, positioning of gun·
ners, et cetera. But $3.00 seems a pretty
high price for a soft·bound 82 page booklet;
and when the autbor recommends trapping
pigeons in city areas and then releasing
them on farms where some of them can be
shot, he is assuming more tolerance on the
part of the farmers than I would expect.
Most farmers have more pigeons than they
want already (if they have any at all); and
most of them have their own methods of
controlling them; methods seldom including
the importation of strangers with guns from
the big city. There are better books on crow
and pigeon shooting; and better advice than
that contained in this one's chapter ~

on baiting and trapping.-E.B.M. ~
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NOW. ..Match Your "Savvy" About Guns

FREEl
You Receive This
$~2.50 Bonus Book FREE ...
wllh your order for just t -
notch books. Even ifyo w~ or more of these other top
10 days, keep this va~~ebl~rn the other books within
STACKPOLE BOOKS book. Because they're

, we can take that chance!
PISTOLS - A MODERN E
By Henry M. Stebbins NCYCLOPEDIA

with Albert J. E. Shay and Oscar R H
The most reliable and com h' . ammond.
and automatics you ca pre enslve study ofrevolvers
co~ers both modern and~e~;~'1This Superb reference
wnlten with th t Y dlscontmued models

e rare understanding d h "'
gusto of Professor Stebb" an c armIng

inS. $12.50 #1260

With ANY EXPERT!

Start here ••• NOW ••• to profit from the short cuts to more gun economy,
~ skill,~ savvy,~ fun. You'll want to turn to these world
famous gun books every chance you get. You'll always have up-to-date
reliable information at your fingertips ••• books which represent the ulti
mate in experience, research, and knowledge. Your friends not only will
envy you-they'll respect your new-found knowledge. From STACKPOLE,
of course, world's leading publisher of gun books.

Street. _

City" -"State Zip Code _

Name _

D Send COD

D # 1260 D #1565 D #770 D #1265 D # 107

D # 1355 D #1545 D #345 D #1205 D #795

D Because I've ordered 2 or more books above, send me my FREE
copy of the $12.50 book # 1260

D Payment enclosed (this saves me postage)

______________________ J
If I'm not completely satisfied, I can return these books within 10 days
for a full refund, but keep the free book.

I'll start with one copy of each of the books I've checked below. Please
send immediately.

CARTRIDGE CONVERSIONS By George C. Nonte, Jr. Save and shoot
that old gun with detailed, easy-to-follow conversion tables. $7.50 #345

PARKER-AMERICA'S FINEST SHOTGUN By Peter H. Johnson.
Those interested in knowing values will appreciate this life story of a
great craftsman and his masterpiece. $6.50 # 1205

HATCHER'S NOTEBOOK By Maj. Gen. Julian S. Hatcher. The dean
of American Shooters really tells you how. $10.00 #795

TREAT YOURSELF AT NO RISK
Your Money Back If You're Not Delighted

This could be your turning point in gun savvy. Order Today!
r----------------------

SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD By W. H. B. Smith and Joseph E.
Smith.A4V2 pound giant that covers the globe. Its 1800 illustrations and
up-to-the-latest developments show you in detail how to strip, load,
assemble, and operate the military small arms of the world. This one
volume reference library covers identification, calibers, ammo, safety,
history ... everything. With it, you can become a military small arms
expert! "Still one of the most inspiring of all gun books ... no arms
library is complete without it." Guns Magazine $15.00 #1565

GUNSMITHING By Roy F. Dunlap. For that change of pace. This book
belongs on your workbench. Every phase of gunwork from selecting
stock blank to metal engraving and blueing are covered in its 740 pages,
with hundreds of clear illustrations. Features complete, official up-to-date
specification drawings on cartridges and chambers. New edition covers
"Synthetic Bedding" in detail. This one is sure to save you money!

$10.00 #770

THE PISTOL SHOOTER'S BOOK By Colonel Charles Askins. Try the
methods and techniques that win championships. One of the world's
great shooters tells you all he's learned in the lastest edition of this
standard guide. You'll delight in reading about pistol shooting advan
tages, hints for the tyro handgunner, match shooting, choosing your
pistol, safety, training. Easy to read and authoritative all theway."Amust
for the bookshelves of gun lovers." American Rifleman $8.50 # 1265

THE AMERICAN SHOTGUNNER By Francis E. Sell. Eight full
chapters tell exactly how to load your own shells and save money. The
other 18 detail present day gauges, chokes, bores, stocking, design,
makes. The author is the American Shotgunner and his love of the art
will help you to improve and enjoy yours. A book. so NEW you may
be the first in your crowd to own it! "If you own a shotgun you'll want
this book." Shooting Times $6.95 #107

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF LOADING AMMUNITION By
Lt. Col. Earl Naramore. You become an assured professional ... with
permanent low-cost protection against rising'manufacturing cost ...
with this 915-page encyclopedia on handloading. World recognized
authority teaches you all about the principles and mechanical factors of
ballistics ... both proper and improper. It's impossible to list the 52
chapters here. But if you're loading your own for any gun you won't
even mi's the purchase price. $12.50 #.1355

SIXGUNS By Elmer Keith. Standard reference for target shooters,
sportsmen, by famous quick-draw Keith. $10.00 #1545



.. .. •
. These are the best

.cartridges you can buy
(They're Remington)

These are the best
cartridges·you can make

(They're Remington, too!)

We're proud of our factory~loaded ammo. And well we might be! It's set the standard of excellence for over
95 years. But as long as men shoot, there will be an honorable breed of shooter who likes the challenge
of loading his own. That's why Remington offers individual cartridge components-produced by the same
technical skill and ultrasensitive equipment that turns out millions of extremely uniform factory loads
each year. You can choose Remington brass (unmatched for reloadability) ••• Remington primers (so good
they were used by over half of all competitors at the national Bench Rest Championships) ... and
Remington bullets (many with exclusive "Core-Lokt" construction for peak accuracy and shocking power).
Experts the world over load Remington cartridges. 1}~ • 'I-. @UPOtIP
And Remington shotgun shells, too. Why not you? ..L~11llngLOa O~"w.o,~1

IICore-lokt" is Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. by Remington Arms Company, Inc" Bridgeport 2, Conn. In Canada: Remington Arms of Canada limited, 36 Queen Elizabeth Blvd., Toronto, Ontario.

-,
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